
School: Brogden Primary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

I like B B seems to take in account diversity Community Member

The boundary lines for SW/Spring Creek need to be changed 

so that we do not split communities.  Instead of the boundary 

line being Genoa Road.

A more desirable boundary would be Emmaus Church Road 

with both sides of the street attending Spring Creek.  This is 

relative to the proximity. Other

Like the socio-economic and building utilization.  However, I 

believe more consideration such be given to proximity, 

particularly in the Eastern Wayne  Middle School area. Other

Like option  B.  .  However I would suggest some changes. Other

1. 4Si + S8 --> 2Si2S4 Synthesis Other

I think you should have looked at all of the schools not just 

the city and northern part Parent/Guardian

You didn’t even mess with the southern part of the county 

you have kids that are 8 minutes from Grantham going to 

brogden which is farther Then Parent/Guardian

Goal number 3 is to have the students go the closest school to 

where they live (Community Schools where parents will be 

involved and feel a part of th

e community) Both options do not meet this goal.  Students 

will be bused out of their communities out into the county 

and others being bused into city Parent/Guardian

Response to Rosewood community not being effected.  

According to greatschools.org, Rosewood High School's 

demographics are 70% white 14% black 6% hisp anic and 4% other.  Parent/Guardian

High school going to spring creek when it’s closer to southern 

Wayne Parent/Guardian

I feel it may be unfair to some students and parents.  So may 

feel like the commute may be further than it is now. Parent/Guardian

Question: What are your thoughts about the two proposed options? Please feel free to share any 

questions, concerns, likes and dislikes about the options! (Note: When you’re referring to a 

particular option, please indicate which you are speaking to.)



Response to Walnut Creek Country Club Community not being 

effected.  WCCC is Spring Creek High District.  According to 

greatschools.org this school's 

demographics are 44% hisp 34% white 17% black 4% mixed - 

wanted to share these facts Parent/Guardian

The biggest benefit I see with either option, will be there 

spreading of knowledge from teachers and adminstration at 

the school to the child. 

Each school offers different strengths and weaknesses.  Not 

all passing or failing schools are just on the teachers, but on 

the kids that attend there Staff

Option A seem reasonable Staff

I like option 1 by splitting up the whole city onto different 

grades but cohesive class from school to school that would 

increase diversity and unity

It's important because as a county everything is so divided, 

but a more diverse student population gives all the chance to 

learn from that mixture Staff



School: Carver Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

It seems like the public school system’s focus should be on 

attaining resources for the schools to promote success rather 

than using redistricting. Community Member

Strongly disagree with both options Community Member

A school should reflect the community; be it white,black,etc. 

It seems the parents have more trouble with the race issue 

than the students. Until we g et past this issue no proposal will work! Community Member

b oth have good and not so good points this issue should have been addressed years ago Community Member

It is a long overdue process.

The district lines have failed to account for shifts in the 

county's population making it difficult to plan for the future. Other

Have you considered that lots of parents, myself included 

would look into private and home-schooling? Do your jobs.

It is important for children to have consistency, not to 

mention the financial burden you would be putting on 

parents. Parent/Guardian

Why is, "demographic diversity" important to you all? I 

thought it was about education? Why don't you all focus on 

getting test scores up?

Focus on teacher retention, funding for schools, etc. Not 

shuttling children halfway across the county so you can feel 

like you're doing something. Parent/Guardian

Would busses be picking up children? My children don't ride 

the buss. Would I be expected to drive to a school out of my 

way to drop them off?

Do better. You're creating problems so you can create 

solutions to feel productive. Parent/Guardian

Meadow Lane is already a racially diverse school. Schools west of downtown need more diversity. Parent/Guardian

The bus cross my home but I don’t belong to this district even 

the schools are close than the one I belong, for me this is not 

fair.

Other thing can help is you have to be more accessible with 

the parents choice, if they request a school change please be 

flexible Parent/Guardian

No mater if we need to transport in our own, we just want 

the best for our kids, and if we think the best is other schools 

please respect our decision Parent/Guardian

Socialization between military and non-military students was 

complicated when my children attended Meadow Lane.  

Since we were not military, my children could not attend 

scouts with their classmates (on base) bowl with them, etc. 

Both plans increase this division Parent/Guardian

If I live off Wayne memorial in bramble why why isn’t my child 

able to go to Tommy’s road It’s more closer and combiner Parent/Guardian



I think that both of these options are ridiculous. Leave it the 

way it is. What on Earth makes you think any of this is a good 

idea?

It's not important. It's idiotic. Leave the schools and districts 

alone. What about parent's travel times for sporting events, 

sick kids, etc.? Parent/Guardian

Was the southern part of the county included in the plan? Parent/Guardian

I feel like they not being fair amoung children of color It’s the right thing to do Parent/Guardian

This a good idea, it’s kind of like it was when we were in 

elementary school in the 90’s.

Slot of these schools are struggling and kids need 

diversification to prepare them for their adult live. Parent/Guardian

After viewing the video I liked Option A.It provided a clear 

feeder pattern. 

Parents would not have to decide which elementary or middle 

school for their children. Parent/Guardian

I think every thing you decide will be good for our community 

and children 

In my family this will don’t change anything, I hope this will 

help me about my preference, I live in the border line 

between two district  Parent/Guardian

Our kids do not need to feel different because of race and 

where they live! Staff

Kids should not be separated because of income.

It will improve self esteem and there will be less behavior 

problems if the kids are not feeling like they are being labeled 

because of location. Staff

Well i feel that option A would be a better choice. It helps to 

strengthen the student bad and will give the students 

opportunity to engage with Other Students that they may not otherwise encounter Staff

option b sounds better it seems more organized Staff

I love the plan because it will help our kids feel better about 

their school and it will no longer look like it’s divided  because 

of income.

This is very important because a lot of people give  certain 

schools bad representation and label the kids. Staff

This is an excellent decision! I’m all for this change! Staff



School: Carver Heights Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

I am not happy with the location it has that my kids would go. 

The school district it had was a higher functioning school and 

the new one is lower. 

The location is further and the school does not have the same 

amount of functions that would help my kids. Community Member

I hope Air Force families have been represented on the 

committee.  Either change would effect the schools they 

attend.

The Air Force is critical to Wayne County's economy.  Should 

we lose their support because of changes, it could be 

catastrophic. Community Member

Poverty impacts far too many children in Wayne County, 

especially in the old "city attendance area".  

We need to do what is best for ALL children for Wayne County 

and the City of Goldsboro to thrive.  Improved education is 

essential for this. Community Member

I moved to my new house purposely so my kids would go to a 

certain school and now that is changing when the school is 

literally 2 minutes away. Community Member

Utilization of the school buildings would be better 

represented.  Will the transfer policy be tightened?

We will continue to have the same problems we have if the 

liberal policy is continued. Community Member

Redistricting is totally necessary, because it was not done in 

1992 when the school systems "merged".  

Students in the city attendance area lost many supports that 

helped them to grow when the "merger" took place.  It is 

overdue. Community Member

Either option would be an improvement on the current school 

district situation.  

Families who could have moved their children from the city 

attendance area.  This has had a negative impact. Community Member

Adjust Option B middle school boundaries between Brogden 

& Grantham and between Rosewood and Dillard  to improve  

demographics and capacity

racially & economically segregated schools adversely impact 

academic achievement of all students, and have higher staff 

turnover rates Other

Adjust Option B high school boundary between Rosewood & 

Goldsboro, create fully accessible magnet programs at GHS 

students in Engineering program  

GHS remains underutilized in the Option B, and additional 

changes to boundaries and programming could address both 

capacity and demographics Other

Demographics must be prioritized because of its direct impact 

on educational outcomes

integrated schools provide supportive work environment for 

teachers and staff, and have greater parental and community 

involvement,  Other



Adjust Option B to revise boundaries between  Brogden, 

Carver, and Grantham elementary, and between Northwest, 

Northeast, and Tommys Road/North Drive

students in racially & economically segregated schools are 

less likely to graduate &  complete fewer years of education, Other

Option B's pairing model for elementary schools is better for 

students

pairing 2 schools makes much more sense than pairing 3 (as in 

option A), which poses greater burdens on students to change 

schools twice k-5 Other

Option B is preferrable It makes better progress on diversity, inclusion, and capacity Other

I find it interesting that the Rosewood district being the least 

diverse district overall was not impacted at all. 

 I feel that in order to create needed diversity in the RW 

district, it only makes sense for students living west of George 

Street to attend Rosewood. Parent/Guardian

Leave Meadow Lane as K-4 or make it K-5.

It’s important for kids to have that stability especially with the 

military. Parent/Guardian

I do not feel that it is a good idea! Parent/Guardian

What is going to happen to the children from Edgewood 

Developmental school if either option for Meadows Lanes is 

considered?

They already split that school up and it is not enough time for 

parents and students to adjust. Parent/Guardian

Neither option would benefit my son it have him to get up a 

lot earlier to catch a bus for school in the dark and would be 

getting home late as in hou

RS after school in the dark during daylight savings time and 

we live off  the highway of 117 Parent/Guardian

This was a horrible plan Parent/Guardian

Don.t split up elementary schools.  Kids need the stability of 

being in the same place.

 People will not send their kids to the schools in the city if 

they’ve the option not to.I do not. People  will  use 

homeschool, private, or charter . Parent/Guardian

What guarantees do I have with diversity and my children 

receiving a better quality of education? Since the regrouping 

3-4 years ago some changes have

 All children have a right to a better quality of education been 

made but still not collaboration. No public knowledge on 

issues until it is done. Parent/Guardian

I don't understand how having children start school early or 

later is important to attend the school within their district.

Attendance for different schools are going down due to the 

start times, choices of schools being limited and maybe other 

reasons I'm not aware of. Parent/Guardian

I feel like every parent and child should have a choice of 

where what school is best for the children needs safety and 

over all education their should

 Not be a dividdance  the child we are all citizens and a 

community of people that has lived here all our lives we 

deserve for our opinions to be met Parent/Guardian

I really don't see how the proposed redistricting plan will even 

be beneficial to families who live in the DMS attendance areas.

There is only one choice of school for my children to attend 

without me attempting to have them attend an out of district 

school. Parent/Guardian



I  think that they shouldn’t do any of this movement.  It was 

broke and now my child is unhappy in her zone school 

Children’s mental health  is important because they have to 

be comfortable Parent/Guardian

Efficiency and Sufficiently Anything for and about the kids is important Parent/Guardian

Goldsboro is a beautiful city that I love living in and the 

schools should reflect its greatness.  

The quality of education and the diversity in the city is 

unacceptable in 2019.  If we want our city to grow and 

improve this must change. Parent/Guardian

 I feel as though the inner city area alone is overcrowded due 

to the vast amount of housing authorities in a certain area. This particular area is not a well integrated area. Parent/Guardian

Schools are nothing more than a building and can't be low 

performing. Diversifying these schools creates a new "school" 

environment.  

Its better for our city/communities to create diverse learning 

environments in order to prepare our children for the world 

they will live and work. Parent/Guardian

My thoughts about the districting is so un fair and definitely 

decrimation against the children they should have the chance 

to attend a new school 

Why it is important is because they are our future if education 

is the key then it school be on the pedal stool of excellence 

bye any means Parent/Guardian

Meadow Lane should not cater to only students from the 

base. Parent/Guardian

Kids should go where ever they desirenim from the city .. I 

had plenty opportunities..

This is important because black smart kids exist.. And i thimk 

thats the problem... Parent/Guardian

Option B Its important for all students to have equal opportunities. Parent/Guardian

Why Mr. Henderson is not on the selected committee. I feel he would play an intrical part in making a final decision. Parent/Guardian

Still unsure Unsure Parent/Guardian

My first thought is i am am happy.. With what ever the 

decision is... Im just happy some one cares...

This is important because of my childs future in n.c...  

Education system... #Iamaproudparentinnc Parent/Guardian

I love option A I like the different grade levels at each school Parent/Guardian

I don't like how the kids and teachers in the central 

attendance area are getting mixed up AGAIN!

These kids and teachers have finally found a since of normalcy 

after that last switch 3 years ago. Staff

Option A and B both have Carver Heights for the younger 

grade students.  CHE as a building is best suited for older 

students. I feel that it is a safety issue for the younger students. Staff

I understand that there is a stigma around the central 

attendance district BUT our schools have AMAZING teachers 

who EXCEED growth. We should want ALL WCPS to have a HIGH quality education. Staff



I’m looking for what’s best and fairness across the board. Staff

I also feel this would be a better option because our kids that 

are here now could just transition to the next grade level 

without being moved again.

The children at North Drive could stay at their school as well if 

it was 2-3. Staff

Carver Heights should be the 4-5 school. These kids are 

already here and will be going to Dillard Middle for 6th grade.

I am the school nurse and have the middle school as well so 

this would allow me to better know my student's health 

conditions for continued care. Staff

Option A would be my preferred option.

This options allows the elementary school level to focus on 

literacy and math skills for a more targeted group of grade 

levels. Staff

Both options provide better utilization of buildings as well as 

an increase in student diversity. 

This is important because we should plan for future growth 

and improve learning outcomes for all students. Staff

I do know that everyone is not going to agree be I do know 

WCPS can not growth if things remain the same. Staff

I believe it is important to have the students K-1 students 

come to Carver Heights. I believe the demographics will be more evenly distributed. Staff

I like Option A

I believe with two grade in each elementary school there will 

be more productive and a   growth student achievement . Staff

I support either plan as they increase the diversity of the 

middle and high schools in the central attendance area. Staff

I love that both options focus on the criteria, building 

utilization and diversity. 

It’s important because as a teacher in the city our students 

and staff are SUFFERING from a lack of diversity. It’s long 

overdue that this is resolved Staff

I think the schools should stay the way they are now 

because there is so much tradition and " bloodline " between 

Dillard Middle and Goldsboro High School. Student

my first thought was that i did not want to move schools.

i feel that it is very important to majority of people because 

kids and their families because they have all graduated from 

goldsboro high school. Student



School: Eastern Wayne Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

I know that Eastern Wayne High is racially balance with the 

slight majority being African American and the rest is a mix of 

white and other. Why would

 you add a lot more African American students that live in 

central area. Eastern Wayne will be unbalance just like 

Goldsboro High is now. Community Member

Ewhs 51.6%  Black, 27.6% White, 15% Hispanic, 5.6% other. I 

think is already racially balanced. Also, the facilities at EWH 

would need to be renovated

 to hold more students. Floods when it rains, security concern 

about the open campus, Buildings are wide open. The need to 

secure this school should Community Member

The distance from home to school....

The students in the inner city will be traveling to EWHS, 

transportation is an issue now and will be even more of an 

issue then. Community Member

Private transportation should not figure into the equation 

If WCPS put TA monitors on buses, paid drivers more, put 

cameras on buses and enforced behavior reqs, parents would 

use buses rather than drop off/PU. Community Member

Demographics

Demographics should be equal across the board and not 

centered to two schools.  Community Member

be a priority.  Schools like CBA and Rosewood are the ones 

that need to be balanced. Thanks Community Member

I have listened to the redistricting proposals. After students 

have been moved most school are at or near 100% capacity. 

We don't need more schools. W

e need you to efficiently use what you have. Make all year 

round on a 2 tier system and you will have solved your issues. 

This will not be popular. Community Member

WCPS has waited far too long to make this change

Options A and B for the High Schools still do not bring GHS up 

to capacity.  Teachers will not teach there if there is not true 

diversity. Community Member

Option B is the best option for the community Community Member

Lacks adequate follow through with the bus system to 

successfully implement. Parent/Guardian

What about our special needs kiddos?

Where is the clarification on how this will impact our special 

needs/disabled students?  Will they be expected to also 

change every few years? Parent/Guardian

I’m not exactly sure why you would split the elementary 

grades into different schools. 

Military families will not be happy having to send their 

children who are all in elementary school to different schools. Parent/Guardian



I feel that this restructuring is all racially biased. 

It says for building utilization and demographics but it sounds 

like a fancy way to say we need more white students in 

predominantly black schools Parent/Guardian

We live on the border and close to spring creek yet we are 

zoned for east wayne.My kids have a longer bus ride for the 

school we are zoned for

It’s not fair for children to have  a longer commute than 

needed Parent/Guardian

Things need to be left as they are if it’s not going to benefit 

everyone Parent/Guardian

Not a good idea

This is going to make the kids have to get up early and get 

home later some parents such as myself work a second shift 

jobs and it will make me late Parent/Guardian

Personally, I'd also pay attention to the schools with a higher 

population of children with intellectual disabilities or certain 

disorders. 

To much time on a bus could trigger some of these disorders, 

or disabilities. I think they should be allowed to choose which 

ever school is closer. Parent/Guardian

This is stupid

You are going to take you impressionable minds and move 

them from school to school every few years Parent/Guardian

I believe that the more students who will be slotted for GHS 

will not go

GHS has a horrible reputation and military families are 

petrified to send their children there. Parent/Guardian

Dont like it dont want it Dont like it dont want it Parent/Guardian

Too much emphasis on white,black or Hispanic  ratio . 

Discipline , or lack of , is the more important  issue and would 

solve this!

People should attaend within range of where they live . Not 

drive across the county . Support our teachers, open some 

disciplinary schools, Parent/Guardian

Dont like it dont want it Dont like it do t want it Parent/Guardian

I don't like either option,  the study is suppose to make the 

school more diverse while utilizing classroom space.  

Both options ,  will cause my  school district to have less 

diversity as the neighborhoods in the Eastern Wayne Schools 

district are already diverse. Parent/Guardian

What happened to community schools.

Are there not other options or schools these schools could 

feed to. The excess travel to and from school across town can 

be tough for kids and drivers Parent/Guardian

School districts should be re-zoned for the schools the 

children are closest too Parent/Guardian

There was no change to the Rosewood School district which is 

60% white and has  empty classrooms in both the High and 

Middle Schools.   

Children in the Goldsboro  High district can be  redistricted  to 

go there.   This would help with racial diversity as well as 

classroom size.  Parent/Guardian

Dont like it dont want it Dont like it dont want it Parent/Guardian



I'm sure that my former statement will be disregarded 

because not only do they not have black students at 

Rosewood they do not have black teachers.  Diversity should be county wide.  Parent/Guardian

Dont like it dont want it Dont like it dont want it Parent/Guardian

Punish the parents . What about  a school that teaches about 

life and trains for success when parents are not around for 

them!  They need discipline ,

 And help!!! Redistricting is  moving problems around to a 

new location . Not taking care of the problems. Parent/Guardian

Why move all the students from Goldsboro high? It’s not a 

“problem” ....that I know of. Are the students unhappy ?? Just 

asking? Parent/Guardian

I feel that shuffling the diversity, although it will make some 

uncomfortable, is muchly needed in our area. 

Our children need to learn the power in diversity. Maybe a 

class could be taught on the subject. Parent/Guardian

I understand the need for more space and racial diversity in 

schools and I feel this would be the least disruptive.  I still feel 

it needs work.

Current changes in start and end times for schools have been 

tough for kids this year and Carver Heights times are 

temendously different from others. Parent/Guardian

I'm concerned about the "special permission" given to 

students to attend out of their Home District. A fee should be 

charged and given to the HD.

If these permissions are granted then it's not giving the new 

system a chance to make a difference. The HD also loses 

some funding, small as it may be Parent/Guardian

At the end of the day, Wayne County will do what they have 

always done .  

They will draw the lines to keep minorities out of the northern 

end of the county. Parent/Guardian

I am definitely in favor of redistricting our schools. I like both 

ideas, however; I prefer the option A. 

The 3 elementaries will be able to focus more intently on 

specific age levels and have a more teachers to set and 

achieve grade level goals. Parent/Guardian

I feel both are great. Diversity is needed in Wayne county. Parent/Guardian

Either will be beneficial 

These schools lack diversity, & with some schools overflowing 

with others having extra space this is a good way to even 

things out. Parent/Guardian

Taking the higher grades in the middle will be better for the 

younger crowd. Then splitting the elementary would do great 

as well. Option B 

Its important with elementary because students will have 

more space and better help individually. Middle school the 

6th graders should be separated Parent/Guardian

I am glad to see this problem being addressed!

I believe both options adequately address the overcrowding 

in some schools and the under-utilization issues of other 

schools. Parent/Guardian

I like option B. Parent/Guardian



Driving around different schools

For parents who actually work, we will have to drive around 

to multiple schools to drop our kids off instead of just 1 or 2 Parent/Guardian

Long bus rides You can’t accommodate the current bus riders Parent/Guardian

Why don’t you focus on the real problem.  The low 

performing students are low because of family and lack of 

desire to attend.  Make a trade school.

 A lot of kids aren’t or don’t want to go to college. Educate 

them for a trade job.  Show you care and not just how many 

black or white are in school Staff

What if GHS as we know it disbanded and all of those 

students were divided among RHS,  CBA, and EWH?  Then, 

they could use GHS campus to expand WSE.

This could increase diversity at 3 high schools and give the 

county an option to increase enrollment in a high-demand 

program, like WSE. Staff

Your going bring eastern Wayne down to level that no one 

will want to attend and property values will decline

Eastern Wayne was a desired area to move because of the 

schools.  Now It will be low performing like Goldsboro Staff

Good use of Fremont STARS

Much of the space needs major updating with wiring, 

plumbing and heat/ac Staff

Option  A will have very long bus routes for all elementary 

students.  I think it is the best option for diversity, but will 

split up most siblings.  

Large amount of ground to cover with all elementary schools 

taking in at the same time and hard for open house, ect. Staff

Option A negatives Seems like it could overcrowd eastern wayne Staff

In an effort to make GHS more diverse, under both options, 

EWHS becomes more lopsided while CBA seems to stay the 

same.  

Could EWHS get the Saulston area, give the Slocumb street 

area to CBA , and give the Hwy 111 area northeast of the 

Neuse River to GHS? Staff

I like option A well though out plan Staff

Option B 

Option B seems to be the only option where a change will be 

felt. Surrounding areas schools will be relieved of high student 

numbers. Staff

Option A seems like a good option

I think the students need more diversity. I like how the 

elementary schools are being split up into two grade level 

increments. Staff

Does not affect me

I am only a staff member and have no children living in the 

area. This honestly doesn't affect me, just the students I am 

assigned to teach. Staff

Jfjdjd Ddnnddndjjd Student

Dudujd Djdjdj Student

Dnddn Djdjdj Student

Yes Fnfhfj Student



Flag football for girls in the community

Girls want to be more active, but sometimes they 

underestimate our abilities. I think girls would like to do 

something beyond their limits. Student

it was good everything Student



School: Fremont STARS Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

Neither plan is acceptable.

Moving kids farther away, breaking up schools, too much 

bussing Community Member

Wake County

This same approach was used in Wake County and the school 

board members were voted out. They were replaced with 

those who promoted community schools. Other

Leave things how they are.  Both options may look better on 

paper but place hardship on families in all districts of Wayne 

County by disrupting them. 

Moving kids around and disrupting them isn't benefitting 

them, it's so the county looks better.  People often buy homes 

in districts based on schools. Parent/Guardian

Most people do research when buying a home to make sure 

their children go to a good school. By redistricting you put 

people in a position of having to

Look into buying a new home in another District. Not 

everyone can move when they already did the research to 

have their kid in the school they wanted Parent/Guardian

Both of these plans have an increased potential to add 

additional hardships to families, particularly those who have 

school aged multiple children.  

Getting children to multiple schools is a difficult task, when 

you split up the elementary schools by grades you are making 

things more difficult. Parent/Guardian

The redistricting of the middle & high schools is going to 

cause problems as well. Many families purchased homes 

based on school disctricts. 

Do you really think these proposed changes will work help 

resolve the issues at hand? Can you foresee the new issues 

that these changes may case? Parent/Guardian

By busing students further from home you are increasing the 

amount of time they spend on a bus each day. They are 

already on the bus all afternoon.

There is a shortage of buses, kids are getting to school late or 

getting home late when their school is close to home. That 

will only gets worse Parent/Guardian

By redistricting you split up children who have gone to school 

together their whole lives. That puts stress on the children 

that they don't need

Children have enough anxiety about school without being 

ripped from the place they are comfortable with and being 

thrown into a new school Parent/Guardian

I do not like that Fremont Stars will gain more children 

pushing them over the capacity rate.  One thing we as 

residents love about our school and why

 we have chosen to live in Fremont is the classroom size.  

Children are able to get more one on one time if needed.  Parent/Guardian

I have a child with an IEP and I appreciate the fact that she 

does not have to spend >25% of her classroom time with her 

resource teacher.  Due to 

small class size she can spend more time in her normal class 

and still get one on one.  Parent/Guardian

I don’t like either option overflowing into Fremont. 

We live in a small community. The school is the best school 

around but I like the small classes as they are. Better for the 

students in our community. Parent/Guardian



I like option 2 better as far as the elementary level goes. 

Sending kids to three different elementary schools seems 

terrible when they may have a hard time adjusting already. Parent/Guardian

Parent also, but as staff I face the possibility of being 

relocated if option B becomes approved as I’m support staff 

at NMS.  

This could potentially separate me from my children’s school 

district and create a hardship within my family-could be the 

case for many staff Staff

Bus routes are already 60-90 minutes long, how will busing 

kids on 20-30 minute rides (not including stops) help with this? #NAME? Staff

Option A seems like the least disruptive option, for all 

involved, students and staff

Option B seems to obviously target the northern end of the 

county which would see the most losses in student population Staff

Redistricting is important We must utilize the spaces we have more efficiently Staff

It looks like option A make more sense,  because it looks like 

the city school district lines were just widened evenly.  Option 

B o Staff



School: Grantham Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

They are both dumb ideas. You're already making kids start 

school at 730 now you're going to make them change schools 

every 2 years. it's not right 

Elementary kids need a calm routine they can't be uprooted 

every two years. It will just confuse them. Parent/Guardian

It really doesn’t matter to me because It doesn’t effect my area. Staff



School: Meadow Lane Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

Neither is a good option Some kids will have to trave lmk too far to school Community Member

Having communities schools means that events held at school 

are more accessible to families of that school.  

Not all parents can  get across the county to attend school 

events.  Community Member

Kids should not have to change schools every few years Studies show that stability is heealthier for children Community Member

It was first stated redistricting was needed because of lower 

grade restricted numbers.  However, it looks like that has 

nothing to do with this.  

It does not appear that this plan is truly being done for the 

benefit of the students.  What is the real reason? Community Member

This makes me not want to have children here. I grew up in a 

community with 1 school system, growing up with the same 

kids K-12.

We're a military family & we will not be having kids here until 

we PCS or my husband is out of the military. Community Member

Okay but have you heard one person say they are happy 

about these options? Because I have seen nothing but complaints. Community Member

I've heard many comments about homeschooling since this 

information came out. 

This will cause people to have to quit their jobs, to teach their 

children themselves because your school system can't do so 

in a normal way. Community Member

I don't know why Meadowlane would be paired with one of 

the lowest performing schools in the entire state.  That makes 

no sense at all to me.  

Carver Heights is currently limping along in an effort to 

become a better performing school . I wouldn't want my child 

to attend a school such as this Community Member

I was delighted that our son was able to attend only 3 schools. 

By the time our daughter finally landed at Greenwood in the 

5th grade she had already Been to 4 schools. Ridiculous! Community Member

I do not think moving the children around every few years is a 

good idea.  They wont know what is going on.  It will be 

upsetting to the children.  Stability for the children should be the top priority. Community Member

Lol. Do you even care about the students in Wayne County? 

Because based off of this. You don't. We will be moving out of Wayne County if this goes through. Community Member

Ridiculous Busing, transportation nightmare Community Member

I have experienced the K-1, 2-3, and 4th grade configuration 

in the 1990's when our daughter attended schools in the 

Goldsboro city attendance area. 

It was less than ideal going from school to school and 

uprooting her every two years. When we moved into the 

Medowlane/ Greenwood / EWHS district Community Member



I feel it is not a good idea to take kids to a school farther away 

from where they live.  They would have to get up earlier and 

get home later.

Kids are not getting enough sleep, according to experts I have 

seen.  Don't make it harder for them to learn by sending them 

to a school farther away Community Member

I think we should not adopt either plan.  I believe we need to 

keep neighborhood schools.  It is an important resource for 

communities.  

It allows needs important to that community to be met.  

Communities vary from place to place.  Look at the good 

being done at Carver Heights!  Community Member

Guess I'll be paying for private school. Community Member

I'm very concerned about these two "options". First of all 

what kind of options are they? They're both ridiculous.  Who 

thought up such foolishness? 

I can't wrap my head around the thoughts of sending students 

to 3 different schools in 6 years!!! These  options belong in 

the dump. Community Member

Teachers will have a nightmare on their hands.  The children 

should be in school to learn not to make numbers look good.

Hire more teachers for the schools that are overflowing at a 

good pay. Community Member

Keeping all the black students in the central attendance area 

is not good for Wayne County. 

Students need to be in social settings that do not isolate them 

from the real world. Keeping certain students in a bubble 

does show human kindness. Community Member

I am in favor of either option. 

There is something wrong when there is no diversity in a 

school. This decision is so long overdo. Just so you know, I am 

a white concerned citizen. Community Member

Neither option is good. Parents/guardians choose certain 

areas to live specifically for the school district that is in that 

area. 

Parents/guardians should not have to worry about their 

children being placed at different schools all over the county. Other

Keep it like it is Meadowlane should be Kindergarden thru 4th 

or 5th grade and Greenwood 6th thru 8th.

Base children should be able to stay in those schools not go all 

over the county. Other

I have 3 kids who would attend Meadow Lane . With these 

proposals, it will cause conflict in schedules for drop-offs over 

the next few years

Schedules, consistency, and family focus should also be 

proponents in these proposals. Clearly they're not. This 

separates families. Parent/Guardian

For those of us who have multiple children who would end up 

at separate schools, neither option makes sense.

MANY families have multiple children. Having them spread 

out across the county would be extremely frustrating for ALL 

of us. Parent/Guardian

District zoning should stay the same because parents have 

planned their homes and even jobs around the schools their 

kids already attend 

It doesn’t make sense to send kids on base to schools across 

town when there’s an elementary school right outside of the 

base gate. Parent/Guardian

For a mom of a child who has special needs I do not agree 

with this. They thrive on routine and familiarity. 

 Moving schools every 2 years for my special needs child will 

negatively impact my child’s behavior, grades and set up for 

academic success.  Parent/Guardian



Our students deserve consistency and structure in education. 

This change completely shirks them of that opportunity & it'll 

be detrimental in the end.

The reason for this change is both ambiguous and vague. 

"Utilization and diversity" is not concrete reasoning. Where is 

our evidence and research? Parent/Guardian

What you are doing to these students is shameful. You will be 

hurting every student in the district only to make yourself 

look good on paper. 

Instead of changing district lines and making kids move 

schools every 2 years you should hire more teachers and pay 

them correctly. Parent/Guardian

Edgewood students newly transferred to Meadow lane should 

not be forced to change schools every couple years.

These students are adverse to change, and have already been 

forced to change schools once already. This can cause 

disasterous setbacks. Parent/Guardian

One of the objectives is for proximity but both options don’t 

reflect so

Families will have their children going to schools much farther 

than what’s closest in proximity to their home. Parent/Guardian

The fact that the school district is not providing specific 

anecdotes of evidence of how this benefits our children is 

dangerously suspicious. 

It provides massively substantial thought that the district is 

not acting in the best interest of our children; the lack of 

transparency is vexing. Parent/Guardian

Parents are not currently allowed to transfer out of district, 

with these new options it's another restraint/restriction for 

parents

 I should be able to select the best educational opportunities 

for my child. Public is free, but private will become an option, 

and will affect county Parent/Guardian

Instead of moving the children every 2 years is it not an 

option to leave them and bring better programs to their 

current schools.

Equal opportunity to each child is the key to Wayne counties 

success Parent/Guardian

Consistency is key for most children!

Why have children switching schools more than necessary? 

Let them stay at one school and build those relationships! Parent/Guardian

Mistake 

Children thrive in consistent routines and both choices are the 

exact opposite of that! Many children suffer from anxiety and 

this will be horrible! Parent/Guardian

With Rosewood being at capacity, why is their district not 

being considered for helping demographics in the city schools? Parent/Guardian

This plan currently also shows absolutely zero information on 

how these changes will affect special needs students, or 

students with disabilities. 

As the father of such, this change is particularly troubling. 

Changing schools every few years would shatter any form of 

structure my child needs. Parent/Guardian

Plan to lose students

Many parents (mostly military) will be taking to private 

schools and homeschooling if this goes through. Prepare to 

lose those grants. Parent/Guardian



This whole study needs a re-do.

Our child was on the bus for two hours on the first day of 

school. I can't imagine changing to a FARTHER school will be 

any better. Parent/Guardian

Meadow Lane Elementary already has near perfect diversity 

percentages. Why mess with that? Diversity what this whole thing is supposedly about, right? Parent/Guardian

Why would it ever make sense to send children of any age 

across town from where they live? 

Kids should go to school near their homes, in their own 

neighborhoods. Parent/Guardian

Some families buy their homes in certain districts for a reason!

Many families would potentially be looking to sell their homes 

and move to their desired district for the well being of their 

children! Parent/Guardian

These options put more strain on resources like 

transportation that the district is already having a difficult 

time keeping reasonably efficient

Students should not be spending hours on buses that are too 

early or too late in their routes. Parent/Guardian

What about families with multiple Elementary students?

These children would be split from their siblings when it could 

be beneficial for them to be at the same school. It also causes 

issues with travel. Parent/Guardian

Neither option fits the criteria you’re trying to accomplish. Parent/Guardian

Meadow Lane is already one of the most equally diverse 

schools in the county. We moved here for its diversity and 

acceptance.  Adjusting is not right

This school's program and family of teachers is why it's an 

appealing school. If anything mold other schools by this 

standard Parent/Guardian

Military kids that live on base should go to Meadow Lane. 

They have to move enough as it is. Also this does not help 

special needs children .. 

They need familiarity and routine! As soon as they get 

adjusted it’s unfair to yank them back out again to a different 

school!!! Parent/Guardian

Change is tough for kids, some are effected differently. Every 

2 years changing schools for elementary and again for middle 

school creates issues. 

 Each of these schools are "managed" and ran differently. 

Where you create diversity, you now create inconsistencies. Parent/Guardian

Edgewood students were moved to Meadow Lane because of 

the population and group of students that they would be 

with. At least that's what we were told

Kids on base should NOT be forced to change schools more 

than the Military makes them. Both Options are NOT an 

option for the Military! Parent/Guardian

So changing elementary schools more frequently will cause 

issues with children who don’t do well without the structure 

of having consistency. 

Having to change schools every 2 to 3 years for some 

elementary students especially those with ADHD, ASD, & 

anxiety will be the ones who suffer most. Parent/Guardian

What about those with transportation issues? Many who 

already have to make arrangements for conferences at a 

school close by would have to ....

try to make it to a school nearly across the county for a 

parent conference or IEP meeting? Parent/Guardian



What is the plan for splitting these schools up logistically? 

Change traffic patterns? Buy more buses? Stagger start times? 

Multiple buses will be running to the same areas, parents will 

be dropping off at multiple schools, traffic will be congested 

for everyone. Parent/Guardian

Property values will be significantly negatively impacted.

There's no way anyone would buy a home in an area where 

their kids would be separated and sent to 2-3 elem. schools 

across the county. Parent/Guardian

Wasn’t the new MLE build with with help from base funds? 

It would be sensible if the building was used for its intention, 

to be the one and only elementary school that these students 

would attend. Parent/Guardian

Have y'all done drop off and pick up lines before?!

For parents who transport their children, this would mean 

families with multiple children potentially  doing this at 

several locations twice PER DAY! Parent/Guardian

Within the last year, the district experienced an unprovoked 

attack on a school bus.

What safety precautions could be made to protect our 

children in questionable areas of town? Parent/Guardian

If you implemented plan A, I would have no choice but to 

homeschool. 

Both Carver and North Drive identified themselves years ago 

as not being accessible for my child. They also said they could 

not meet her needs. Parent/Guardian

People buy a house to go to that school they want.  Parent/Guardian

Kid should go to school closest to where they live or can 

transfer to a different school individually and the parents can 

be responsible for transport

Transfer options exist for parents that want their kid to go to 

different schools. "Mixing up" schools to teach different 

grades doesn't make sense. Parent/Guardian

Will Edgewood students at MLE this school year have to 

transition to another school AGAIN?!

The "little" things can be big things for these families and 

children. They are still trying to adjust to the change that just 

took place! Parent/Guardian

You’re objective is for proximity & plans are contradicting 

You want children who live on SJAFB & the surrounding area 

that are closer to MLE to go to schools out of their way. That’s 

not close proximity at all Parent/Guardian

Should this become how things are done, we will be moving 

our two children to a charter, private, or homeschool. 

Military life is hard enough of kids, I’m not going to willingly 

uproot them every couple years when they are already 

uprooted enough. Parent/Guardian

What support are these military children going to have at 

Carver Heights?

The state had plans to close this school just last year. What is 

going to happen when they decide they want to close it for 

good? Parent/Guardian

Both options will ultimately create more problems than they 

solve. There will be parents Parent/Guardian



Meadow lane also has an amazing multiage program.  

Y’all are giving no consideration to these children that have 

found security in their schools. I’m ashamed of these officials. Parent/Guardian

Simply moving 5th grade from Greenwood to MLE would 

maximize the capacity of the new MLE.  The county built the 

new facility to benefit our military f

families, not to send them to other schools away from the 

base.  It is important to keep the military children in close 

proximity to the base at Parent/Guardian

Will these schools be equally qualified ? 

I wouldn’t want my child to have to leave a school where he 

has the best teaching staff & administration  to go to one 

where their  standards are low Parent/Guardian

If we live on base then we should be zoned for Meadow 

Lane/greenwood the whole time. 

We are a military family who already have to endure moves 

and changes. Do not make this harder on our kids!!! Parent/Guardian

Personally we don’t like either option. It looks like we will be 

pulling our kids from this district if either of these are put into 

place. Parent/Guardian

It should be left alone Parent/Guardian

Diversity objective? Not against diversity, we choose public 

schools, but these aren’t solutions.  Rather than having two 

unbalanced inner city elem 

schools your pulling in MLE which is perfectly balanced per 

YOUR stats, &TRE and making more unbalanced schools.  Yet 

rosewood is still untouched.  Parent/Guardian

People with multiple children in elementary  would have 

multiple drop offs/pick ups.  This is  unnecessary and not 

feasible.  Especially for our 

Military families without family local.   Younger siblings would 

lack security of knowing their older sibling is at school with 

them as well. Parent/Guardian

People buy houses with schools in mind. Our house is 10 

minutes from Meadow Lane and Greenwood. This was a 

selling point for us. 

We did not buy our home in this location only to have our 

children split up and sent 25 minutes across town. Parent/Guardian

I don't like the option to change my elementary child's 

atmosphere and community every 2 years.  I am a mom of 4 

children , this would be nearly Impossible for lots of families to accomplish. Parent/Guardian

Neither option makes any sense

My child’s education is number one & I don’t want my child 

moving from a passing school to a failing one. Parent/Guardian

So low income siblings are seperated while those in 

Rosewood and the surrounding areas stay together? How is 

this fair? I can't move to keep my kids

Together so they will be split up? This sounds more 

socioeconomically motivated than anything. Both plans are 

HORRIBLE! Parent/Guardian

I don’t believe the new ideas are for utilizing the buildings 

better or for diversity/demographic improvement. 

This is about lumping higher rated schools with lower rated 

ones to increase funding for lower performing schools. Just 

call it what it is. Parent/Guardian



What happens when you put a lower class child with a high 

class? Bullying. Violence. Drug affiliation. Parent/Guardian

Children of our military members already move a lot - I don't 

think it's a good idea to ask them to change schools 3 times 

before the 5th grade Parent/Guardian

As parents we deserve to know ALL of the reasons as to why 

this change is being proposed. What financial benefits will the 

school district receive?

"Building utilization and diversity" is a farce of a reason, and 

should not be heeded in any aspect. As parents, we deserve 

the truth, nothing less. Parent/Guardian

Start time would also be an issue because a 2nd & 3rd grader 

can't be left at home to wait for a school bus. And neither can 

a K-1 st grader. In some 

Situation a 4th & 5th (8-10) can't be left alone either so with 

buses and start times there would also be an issue. Parent/Guardian

With 2 young children in elementary school, I don't want to 

have them separated to different schools just because they 

are not in the same grade. 

It makes the logistics of parenting, busing, homework, and 

sports a nightmare! Parent/Guardian

I disagree with the proposal and fully believe the districts 

should be left completely as they are.

I have many reasons as to why my thoughts are important. 

One being my daughter should not have to jump from school 

to school every two years. Parent/Guardian

I do not agree with the 2 options presented Parent/Guardian

I don’t particularly like either option - why split  k-1 grade out 

to different elementary schools especially sending kids to 

schools that are farther

Away from home. We select places to live based on the 

school district now we are being told our kids cannot go to 

the school we were originally zoned Parent/Guardian

I do not like either plan. You are doing this to raise test scores 

at different schools instead of actually doing something to 

help the students who  need it. Parent/Guardian

Absolutely no. 

Half the students in the county are military and move around 

enough.  Moving them to a new school every other year will 

not be beneficial for them. Parent/Guardian

Parents who do not have transportation will now be forced to 

find transportation to multiple places to get their "elementary 

" children. This panel 

Obviously has no idea what its like to walk with children in the 

heat or cold. Low income families seem to be targeted & not 

helped! Parent/Guardian

Longevity of the program. This would also just move poor 

attendance from once school to another since it does not 

change the root of the attendance 

Problem. This also splits siblings groups whom parents rely on 

to care for each other. Further causing attendance issues. Parent/Guardian

The options are not ideal. We form a since of community with 

the people in our areas and our children grow with them 

forming important relationships. 

The statistics for MLE are very diverse and they should not 

change. I choose this community as other do as well, and feel 

you are pushing us away. Parent/Guardian



What happens to families with multiple children? 

So you expect multiple children families to have one child 

attend one school while others attend another? Parent/Guardian

I do not like the idea of the school being changed 

You do not take in account when a parent has to drive daily to 

take there child to and from school, I am happy currently with 

the school my child is i Parent/Guardian

Option A is absolutely ridiculous & makes no sense at all

Having children change schools every few years is not 

conducive to children’s development. Parent/Guardian

Both options are ridiculous and crazy to me. Keep it the same 

and stop allowing transfers I know a few who had transfers 

this year.

Why put the families and kids through changed when it’s 

doesn’t have to happen. Some kids don’t do change well.  Parent/Guardian

I don’t believe that either options are a good idea for 

students, especially students in military families and/or with 

anxiety or other special needs 

 Moving to a new area in general is hard for kids, so if a 

student started at a school this year then had to move next 

year, they wouldn’t adjust well Parent/Guardian

Military families such as myself

We live on base and it’s nice having the school so close! I 

refuse to have my child go across town to an area I myself 

won’t go to. We will homeschool Parent/Guardian

You guys don’t think, do you?

You want to put children in a high rated school zone into an 

extremely LOW rated zone with high crime rates surrounding 

the schools? Parent/Guardian

Objective #1- Maximize capacity at MLE- We are thrilled with 

the new facility in our district for our military children and 

families.  I do not think 

either option is beneficial for our military children and 

families.  Parent/Guardian

No to both options! Military kids move enough, they do not 

need to shuffled around after finally being adjusted. 

It's important to all military children to have structure and 

stability to ensure a healthy mentality while in a SAFE school 

environment. Parent/Guardian

This is complete crap

These kids need stability and shuffling them about every 

couple years won’t provide that. Parent/Guardian

I do not like either of the Proposals in reference to MLE. Our 

school is already the best balanced school in the county. 

If you want to truly make schools balanced you are going to 

have to bus students around the county. Parent/Guardian

NEITHER! I never thought that I would see the day when the 

county was so blatantly set on targeting one group of parents. 

They may not have meant it 

This way but the Nation & state will definitely see it this way. 

Especially in the times we live in. Targeting low income areas 

is probably not ok. Parent/Guardian

Highly oppose these”options”

Children do not need to be moved around in such a manner. 

Let these children have their school! Our military families 

move enough! Parent/Guardian



How does it make sense to send kids from certain areas in 

Pikeville into the city for Middle and High School at Dillard 

and GHS?

People did not buy out in the county to be bused into the city 

for schools. Parent/Guardian

Meadow Lane is perfectly balanced demographic wise.  The 

proposed changes greatly shift the demographic to a single 

majority, and barely change CHE/ND Parent/Guardian

MLE has a thriving multiage program implement that in other 

schools instead of eliminating it all together 

Both options make way for the program to be thrown in the 

trash Parent/Guardian

Proposal A will negatively impact the SJAFB community.

A good number of children who are from military families deal 

with the inconsistency of their parents potentially being 

deployed to war zones. Parent/Guardian

 Both of these options will make it a logistical nightmare for 

parents of multiple children. OptA-3 kids at 3 different schools 

elementary schools?!?!

Let our children develop a familiar, home school!One they can 

look forward to go to for 4 years.  One they share with 

siblings. Don’t do this! Parent/Guardian

Are we just going to forget the reason behind the new MLE is 

because of the military? 

https://www.seymourjohnson.af.mil/News/Article-

Display/Article/797858/mib-program-aids-with-wayne-county-

education-upgrades/ Parent/Guardian

The redistricting plans both a and b will cause meadow lane 

and greenwood to suffer thus lowering my property value. Property value is an obvious important subject. Parent/Guardian

at the same school is such a blessing. It simplifiesthings 

greatly, especially when one paren is away serving 

thecountry. This new plan will  separate

my children among two different school. They will also spend 

more time on the bus. Let's face it the bus situation across the 

county is already  a Parent/Guardian

feel as though this county is failing their military population. A 

population that I feel like has positively impacting your city. I 

have seen how far

Goldsboro has come. This proposal is just a slap in the face to 

all of the military children you say you so proudly service. 

Having both of my childre Parent/Guardian

I am completely against the proposal. I want my children to 

be able to have the stability of attending the same school K-4. 

I also have multiple children and would have to transport 

them to several schools before work. Parent/Guardian

Chaotic

Most families have 2-4 children in ES. To have them be 

transported to and from 2-3 different schools every morning 

and afternoons is just ridiculous! Parent/Guardian

Neither option A or B make a significant impact on the goal of 

diversifying the population. Instead, our community, including 

our very important

base community, is being up-rooted! One of the board’s 

criteria for this project is to have minimal impact on the 

children - FAIL! Parent/Guardian



How are you going to handle transportation when you barely 

have enough bus drivers now? Cause it’s going to cause undo stress and havoc. Parent/Guardian

I don't want to pick option A because my military kid should 

not be moved to 3 different schools in the 4 years we are 

here.

The base drove Meadow Lane's rebuild to facilitate the base 

personnel. My kid should not have to go to a school across 

town when hers is 2 min away. Parent/Guardian

I am livid. My child had the opportunity to go to Wayne prep 

and my determine factor of keeping him at meadow lane was 

because I’d have him closer 

We are military, my husband is gone all the time. I have 

another special needs child that attends school nearby. Parent/Guardian

The options for elementary school do not align with the 

objective to minimize impact on students.  It affects 3-4 entire 

student bodies by having  

them change schools several times. This lacks stability and 

consistency as well and hinders the ability to foster strong 

parent/staff relationships. Parent/Guardian

"Diversify" is the biggest load of crap reasoning for changing 

the zoning. 

The military supplies the schools, most affected by these new 

zoning options with the most diverse pool of children you 

could hope for! Parent/Guardian

The inconvenience! We live with in walking distance of both 

school my children are currently zoned for. 

Many military members rely on the convenience of Meadow 

Lane and Greenwood due to the close access to base and 

base housing. Parent/Guardian

My child has two anxiety disorders as well as a 504 plan to 

help her be successful in school. We are military and she’s 

adjusting well at MLE. 

Myself and my daughter would both be highly upset if she had 

to go to a different elementary school for 3rd grade after 

completing 1st and 2nd at MLE. Parent/Guardian

Proposal A is awful for military families.

There are a lot of military children who attend Meadow Lane 

who, already have to adapt to changing schools more 

frequently than most children. Parent/Guardian

Both plans are don't WORK! You can't make a child change 

schools and call that progress. Yes change is hard but you 

seem to be creating more issues.

It doesn't seem fair to uproot a whole community again. You 

did it with North Drive & Carver, then Edgewood, now your 

doing it again. PLEASE STOP! Parent/Guardian

Speaking of Edgewood,  you promised parents that the 

students would be placed in the newer, updated, and safe 

school.

The district didn't disclose to parents upon enrollment to 

Edgewood that there was lead paint still in the building. What 

about the other schools? Parent/Guardian

Why not a multiage program at other schools? 

MLE has one & has massive reassignment requests to that 

schools solely for that program. Parent/Guardian

I don’t want to have to drive or bus to 5 different schools for 

my elementary and middle school kids. One elementary from start to finish for continuity and stability Parent/Guardian

What do you do with kids that have anxiety and are already 

used to the teachers and school personnel? Parent/Guardian



Both of these plans would result in my family and many like 

mine leaving county schools for charter or private schools. This would be detrimental to the overall district. Parent/Guardian

Bussing kids or having parents drive across town to support 

diversity is asinine. 

Schools are built in residential areas for a reason; to be 

utilized by students in close proximity of THAT school. Parent/Guardian

Definitely not having our children’s mental well being in mind. Parent/Guardian

First thought: There needs to be an option C. Having parents 

chose between the lesser of two evils is forcing an opinion 

that no one may want.

Asking for someone to make a selection based on not having 

a selection they would chose doesn't seem logical. Parent/Guardian

Utilizing capacity of MLE (base district). Allow the time for 

more base families to send their kids here rather than pushing 

them out to the county 

which many of them do for schools.  Maybe pull in a couple 

neighborhoods to MLE (mulberry to elm) to help populate the 

school. Parent/Guardian

Student problems at school

What if there happens to be problems at school between 

students/parents and staff? There’s no longer an option to 

switch the child’s school... Parent/Guardian

Both Meadow Lane and Greenwood are unique in that they 

have received money from the DoD due to the percentage of 

military dependents attending. How will this be affected by the plans? Parent/Guardian

Keep MLE open to the base students 

Most military families are not from the local area. I would 

prefer to keep MLE open to The largest age group because it’s 

close for military families. Parent/Guardian

We as parents should continue to be able to CHOOSE where 

our children go to school.

I chose where I live based on school districts. It is not fair for 

us to now be told that it doesn't matter where we love, we 

have no choice in school Parent/Guardian

Option B (middle and high school) sends kids all over the 

county. South John street neighborhoods would be sent to 

EW  when they are closer to Rosewoo

Yet,  Rosewoods’ lines aren’t  being touched and they are 

completely un-diverse.  If we are going to truly diversify it has 

to be fair and county wide Parent/Guardian

What’s the plan for bussing military children? 

Are they going to now send busses from multiple schools to 

the youth center on base? Parent/Guardian

This two much to put on kids and the parents! 

We should not have to constantly change school this many 

times. Everything is fine how it is now! We do not need to 

change! Parent/Guardian

Instead of these options, our community should have more 

magnet / charter schools where children with similar 

educational interests/desirecan thrive. 

If either of these options is implemented, families will be 

forced to look outside of the public school option. Parent/Guardian



Options B is better than A but I dislike both

It’s important to me as where we live and choose for our 

children to go to school. I feel like uprooting then every 

couple years is bad. Parent/Guardian

The Multiage program at MLE is a specialty program that has 

been proven to be effective!  What would happen to this?  No 

one I spoke with at the  

A) knew it was there or b) had an answer.  This is unnerving 

considering they are making proposals for what my child, in 

this program, may do.   Parent/Guardian

Option B would put Meadow Lane over recommended 

capacity 

The new Meadow Lane Elementary would be above 

recommended capacity. This will lead to uncomfortable 

learning conditions and teaching settings. Parent/Guardian

The redistricting plans both are going to be harmful to my 

children. Meadow Lane and greenwood are good but the 

plans will lower standards. My children deserve a better education. Parent/Guardian

What happens to MLE Pre-K?

This is a desired location for many families, including military 

families, to send their preschoolers. What happens to them 

under either option? Parent/Guardian

Against both options.  My child is just starting Kindergarten so 

the elementary options are completely unacceptable to me.  

Children crave stability  

and the idea of moving them to 2/3 schools before 6th grade 

is not a solution.  Esp. When it barely puts a dent in the 

demographics of city schools Parent/Guardian

How would pairing Rosewood and city schools look? Then let 

Meadow Lane/Greenwood expand South and West.

Demographic numbers may be better improved by that 

pairing. Also Spring Creek Elementary desperately needs 

capacity relief. Parent/Guardian

This is not financially responsible as a county.

Have you thought of where the funding will come from to bus 

these children all over the county? Children should go to 

school near where they live. Parent/Guardian

Disagree with this. Kids will be out of the school and teachers they are just to  Parent/Guardian

My children WILL NOT attend WCPS if this goes through. I will fully homeschool my babies. Parent/Guardian

I do not like either option. My child should not have to change 

schools every 2 years.

My child should have stability in a school.  They should be 

able to have consistency, especially at a young age. Parent/Guardian

I don’t like the redistribution of students. This would mean my 

child will be bussed from base to the other side of town. It 

would not be ok with me

Redistribution of children is not going to be something we will 

be happy with Parent/Guardian



I disagree about both options A and option B

It is important that schools stay traditionally having  1 

elementary school, 1 middle school and 1 high school in a 

district because  parents have to Parent/Guardian

I dislike both the proposed options because it takes what little 

control parents have away. Parents would lose the ability to 

chose where their 

children go to school and parents know what’s best for their 

kids. Taking away people’s ability to chose is not the answer. Parent/Guardian

Do any of these studies take into account all the children 

currently living in the city that go to private schools?

If these children are being counted, it just further skews the 

numbers.  I believe these numbers will increase if these 

changes are made Parent/Guardian

joke. The new schools my children will occupy are a 

considerable distance away for their home. A large factor of 

deciding where we as a family wanted 

to live was due to which school we wanted them to attend. It 

is a right I feel like is being taken away from me. A right that 

every has. My heart ache Parent/Guardian

If this goes through, we are moving out of this district. 

As parents you move and want your kid to go to certain 

schools and we want our children to go to Meadowlane. Parent/Guardian

Plan B looks like a train wreck.  I am hoping that more study 

will be done and that the school admins would be more 

transparent in what they are tryin g to achieve. Parent/Guardian

I feel like WCPS is trying to reroute the major issue areas to 

one new school to make GHS look better.

I don’t feel like it is fair to the students in these communities 

to bear the brunt of the politics involved with trying to make 

GHS success Parent/Guardian

Meadow Lane has their Multi-Age program that is K/1 & 1/2 

both of these options take this program away from a school 

and community that depends on it 

For their attendance and has students & professional from 

other counties enrolling their children into the program. Just 

because of the longevity and Parent/Guardian

environment. Though it is unfair that not every child has a 

safe secure home environment, change school with not solve 

the problem. The problem starts

with their parents. As a parent who works very hard to give 

my child a normal secure happy environment. It seems 

extremely selfish of this county to Parent/Guardian

So with Meadow Lane now being heavily populated with a 

single demographic, we now have three schools, instead of 2 

that are horribly imbalanced Parent/Guardian

I am not in agreement for these plans. I don’t want my 

elementary kids to have to go to multiple schools. I Parent/Guardian

Academic responsibility is not the fault of the schools that are 

doing well and we should not be punished for that.

Integrating students to poor performing schools to boost their 

academic performance is ridiculous. Get the parents involved 

with their kids homework. Parent/Guardian



hold all control of their educational environment. Again 

maybe this county needs to look closer at their at risk 

community to find proper programs to 

fit their needs. Flipping the school system upside down, 

penalizing other children by taking them for their believed 

schools, shipping them across Parent/Guardian

 I disagree with both options .

 My kids need to go to school near my place of employment . 

It would  take an extensive amount of time for my kids to get 

home from school. Parent/Guardian

The sad thing is, no one from the board of education will care.

They want to see us get riled up and angry. Just for their own 

satisfaction. Whoever’s idea this was to begin with, karma is 

coming. Parent/Guardian

Neither option, please! Go back to the drawing board. MLE, 

GWD, EWHS should continue to serve as the base feeder 

patterns.

Military children spend their whole life transitioning schools. 

Why are we adding more school changes for them in our 

district unnecessarily? Parent/Guardian

Absolutely terrible idea! There is already a huge bus shortage 

and route issues. Now you want kids to change schools three 

times for elementary school

Alone?! What a nightmare!!!!! Then what do parents do who 

have to drop off and pick up kids half way across the county 

do?! Parent/Guardian

Both of the two proposed options are completely ridiculous! 

Parents and students alike will be negatively impacted by 

both proposals.

Being a military family, who moves often enough, making my 

children move every two years while at this duty station will 

have such an impact on their Parent/Guardian

We currently live on base because that is the most affordable 

option to us. This is one more reason why I detest option A. Option A would make everyday life a giant pain in the rear. Parent/Guardian

He also is in the multi age program which I also love and it has 

been great. My child has major anxiety.

Changing schools, environments, teachers, buses, etc. Every 

two years would be terrible for his health! Parent/Guardian

I think that both options are terrible. They are not keeping the 

students needs in mind. Doing these would mean more travel 

time and less learning.

Being military I also moved onto base knowing my child would 

be going to school with most military children. Parent/Guardian

Can you post a map with streets? I can not tell how this impacts my family. Parent/Guardian

I am very worried about this proposal and do not feel it is fair 

to the students. Parent/Guardian

I do not like the idea of my daughter having to go to different 

schools throughout elementary.  

We live on the military base, and having access to the school 

she attends to makes it convenient when my husband is 

deployed to get her to school Parent/Guardian

the county is simply not the solution to the large problems 

then inner city youth faces in this community. Parent/Guardian



Please don’t use either option, they will destroy the EWHS 

community that is just now recovering from some major 

turmoil.

No one is fooled by WCPS’s attempts to make GHS a success 

story and bring attention to the superintendent so he can 

write his book! Parent/Guardian

Could we take a chunk of Rosewood into city schools to allow 

Meadow Lane to pull from overcrowded Spring creek? Exploring many options is important Parent/Guardian

I wonder if there is some way to help the capacity issues in 

the Spring Creek districts. Balancing capacity is part of this project Parent/Guardian

"Populate the new Meadow Lane Elementary School, with a 

planned capacity of approximately 700 students" -Sounds 

good 

Bus in students from another school district like you planned 

too; leave the students that already go there alone. moving 

them doesn't increase #'s Parent/Guardian

Very important because my family is well vested in our 

current school and staff and choose to live where we do to go 

to this school Parent/Guardian

To anybody’s child while being home alone because their 

parents not being able to afford childcare.  We pay taxes so 

parents should  have a say in 

Where their children go to school! Redistricting is not the 

solution to the problem! Leave the schools like they are and 

have always been!  I’m not in Parent/Guardian

Add some more boundary adjustments to Plan B

Pull in part of the Rosewood district into the 

NorthDrive/Tommy's road pair to help achieve better 

utilization and demographic diversity. Parent/Guardian

Maybe spend money getting more bus drivers first then my 

child wouldn’t be already switched to a new bus because his 

drive is gone. So now he’s On a bus for almost 2 hours just to get home! Parent/Guardian

What about the Multiage Classrooms?

How does this affect the 1/2 classrooms involved in Multiage 

learning at Meadow Lane Elementary? Parent/Guardian

I don’t like either option and I think it’s going to make bigger 

problems for the schools than help. We live where we live for a reason.  Parent/Guardian

What would happen if Rosewood was paired with Carver 

Heights or North Drive? 

Interested to see if the diversity of that combination may 

prove more helpful, if viable. Parent/Guardian

Don’t do it. Ever. Terrible. Parent/Guardian

Given the lower capacity numbers in high and middle schools, 

are there any middle schools that could be converted to 

elementary ?

Elementary schools are still largely over capacity throughout 

the county Parent/Guardian

Education, Safety, Diversity and Community are important to 

me as a parent. Which plan encompasses them all? Parent/Guardian

I believe that the county should leave things the way they are. Parent/Guardian



Option A is not a good idea. Having kids go to three different 

schools for elementary years is too much change, especially 

for military families. Parent/Guardian

Put money into fixing or rebuilding the city schools, offer 

incentives for parents to move to those districts and teachers 

to work there. 

Diversifying neighborhoods and fixing existing issues with low 

performing, unbalanced schools accomplishes stated goals. Parent/Guardian

What happens with the Multi-Age program at MeadowLane?  Parent/Guardian

Wayne County is a diverse county, but the schools are very 

segregated.  The options will attempt to diversify the schools 

other issues will arise. 

Expanding the zones will assist in diversity, busing the children 

from one location is  more difficult,  since most bus drivers 

share buses. Parent/Guardian

If I had to pick one of these, it would be Option B. It moves 

kids around less and stability is important. Many of the kids 

that go to these schools

are military and already move around to new schools enough. 

Keeping them at the same one for more than a year or two 

would be in their best interest. Parent/Guardian

Property values should not be part of this discussion

The School Board has a responsibility to educate students as 

successfully and equitably as possible . ALL students. Parent/Guardian

Make sure their kids are with adults before and after school. 

Everyone can’t afford to pay for multiple  children in daycare . 

Kids can’t stay home 

Alone without adults mornings or afternoons.  Children have 

to be protected from  pedophiles, child abductors or rapist 

ect... anything could happen Parent/Guardian

I do not like option A at all! My kids have been through 3 pcs’s 

so far. That’s 3 different schools already.

I don’t want to have to shuffle them to another school when 

we aren’t even moving. They both love the schools they are in. Parent/Guardian

emotional well being. I have been a parent of an upset child 

who had a horrible day at a new school, with new teachers, 

and a new student body. Having

to watch my child learn how to readapt to a new school 

environment every two years because of this county doing is 

so disheartening. As a parent I Parent/Guardian

We as parents still have to make sure that Our kids have 

adequate time for homework,  feeding them, Getting them 

ready for bed etc. Parent/Guardian

It's difficult to read the text on the map, unable to see specific 

streets. Unsure Parent/Guardian

If I had to choose the lesser of two evils, then I would go with 

Option B. However if that option leads them to have to 

change schools in the same District them I will be unhappy. Parent/Guardian



Meadow Lane does not have the capacity to accept 200 

additional students now that the Edgewood program has 

been placed there, due to the space needed 

We need to have accurate numbers to make good decisions.  

This could be addressed partially by moving 2nd grade to 

Carver Heights in addition to K-1 Parent/Guardian

If you want to do the right thing bring diversity to RHS and 

CBA.  

We all know white flight is the reason why everyone is moving 

to those areas, yet look at their scores. Parent/Guardian

All kids deserve a quality eduacation. People are being petty 

about property values. Downing not so popular 

neighborhoods. Foolrey SMH! 

Either build more schools or come up with a plan to provide 

all the kids the same opportunites. We already a divided 

country lets not divide our child Parent/Guardian

I agree there should be more diversity in the schools long 

over due. If there was a change I personally would pick option 

B  with 2-5 grade at MLE. 

My grandchildren have been at this school sense they started 

school,and it's right down the street. Parent/Guardian

Leave pill hill in the eastern Wayne high. School district Parent/Guardian

Option a is slot of transition to new schools 

I know my kids get nervous anytime they start a new school. 

With option b they stay at 1 school longer Parent/Guardian

Leave pill hill in meadow lane elementary school district Parent/Guardian

IS there a way to pair all or most elementary school in the 

district? This may help with senses of unfairness city vs. county Parent/Guardian

I would prefer neither option however option two is better in 

my opinion. 

Military children move 4-6 times durning the school years so 

to add different schools for different grades seems unfair to 

them. Parent/Guardian

for this county low income community. Giving them a 

different learning environment will not change their home life 

environment. Instead of redistricti

ng the school, maybe this county needs to come up with new 

programs at help the at risk community. Children become 

who they are from their home Parent/Guardian

Lunch program

How does this affect the lunch program at Meadow Lane 

Elementary currently in place? Parent/Guardian

Option B is the best for our family 

We live on base and I would like to keep them close and the 

brother in school right next to each other.  We also love the 

new school !!! Parent/Guardian

Option A is good it moves my children to schools that are 

closer to home. My son goes to spring creek 20 mile 

roundtrip. EWH is 5 mins down the road. 

My daughter will have to do the same and she at greenwood 

middle. HS would be spring creek. The districts CANT stay like 

they are. change needed. Parent/Guardian

I commend the committee for working toward increasing 

demographic diversity 

Research demonstrates that demographic diversity benefits 

ALL students. Parent/Guardian

MLE and Greenwood Middle. Parent/Guardian



I live in meadow lane district but i went too north drive and 

Carver heights I didn't fully understand the question Parent/Guardian

Ren they are our future Parent/Guardian

Just don't need no bad  kids in the good school  area The attitude the grades low will bring the school down Parent/Guardian

Great idea Parent/Guardian

Love either! It's well overdue for diversity! Parent/Guardian

Option A Parent/Guardian

I fell Parent/Guardian

Favor of option A or option B!! Parent/Guardian

We choose to live in this district 

We choose to live on base so our kids could go to meadow 

lane. It’s ridiculous to force our kids to go to a school future 

away. Parent/Guardian

Option C: Leave school districts  as they are

I'm not in favor of students being bused all over the county.. 

sometimes a long way from their home living area.  Staff

Parents shouldn’t have to have elementary school students in 

two different schools across town. 

How will this help parents? How will this effect their 

transportation issues? Having students in two schools for 

elem. age is ridiculous. Staff

How is this fair to our military population? 

Many live on base, their students shouldn’t be split to two 

different schools because of their grade. And across town! Staff

Military  families on base would have their children even 

further away.

These families currently have their babies @ MLE for possibly 

6 years (from PreK-4th). This creates relationships with the 

families and staff. Staff

There is already bus issues

We are already short staff with our buses. Having to merge all 

over these schools would create more of a mess with buses. Staff

Meadow Lane has a multi-age program that is k-2 that 

program would suffer under these options. Having children 

change schools every few years would al

so hinder them developing long relationships with teachers 

and staff at schools. It would also create a more difficult 

problem with transportation. Staff

Regarding both options

Students having to change schools every few years does not 

create a comfortable environment and won't benefit them 

having to adjust again and again. Staff

Meadow Lane has just entered a new era with a new building. 

Students, parents and staff have waited so long for this 

building. How can you even think 

about taking it away from them now? Students would have to 

be taken out of their communities for two years and then 

moved again for two more years. Staff



I believe that having elementary aged students transition 

schools every 2 years would be very detrimental. I don't think 

either option seems very well  thought out. Staff

I disagree with both options 

Inconvenience to all families that have multiple children--

being separated at different schools.  Staff

I feel this will cause more bullying than ever. Also parents 

with several children don't want them scattered throughout 

the county... Bused  differently It's important to keep siblings close Staff

The board has already messed up the elem & middle school 

start & dismissal times...I say if it's not broke, don't try to fix it. Staff

Both options create more problems then they solve. They will 

have some children spending too much time commuting to 

school.

I am for making the District Lines wider but these options are 

clearly not in the best interest of the children. Staff

Under both options, what happens to the multi age program 

at MLE? It  is the only one in the county and is very beneficial! 

MLE has shown great growth the last couple of years. Both 

options split the MLE family & will disrupt the multiage 

program. Staff

There has to be another way

Other than spliting up elementary students to 2 or 3 schools 

to create demographic diversity. Staff

This makes absolutely no sense whatsoever. This will cause 

chaos and kids traveling to far to get to school. If a kid misses 

the bus and their parents

parents don't have transportation this can cause issues. The 

School zoning is perfectly fine the way it is. Staff

How is this fair to teachers and students and parents who 

have built relationships? 

Students shouldn’t have to move schools repeatedly in 

elementary school. They should be able to stay at one school 

K-4. Staff

I feel like this is an awful idea. I don't want my kids to leave a 

passing school for a failing school .

My kids education is a top priority and I want them to 

continue at the school where they are. Staff

What happens to Edgewood that was moved to MLE and to 

the NC Pre-K class at MLE?

Edgewood school family was just split and students moved to 

MLE. Both those classes and the pre-k class has to be licensed, 

so what happens to them? Staff

Again, how is this diverse? Is this just about test scores? How 

is this fair to the kids? 

The students are the most important part of this system.  This 

is failing them. They shouldn’t have to leave a place they’ve 

known to move elsewhere. Staff

I really feel our county of Wayne would be making a huge 

mistake that would be irreversible. 

You're so important to me that Wayne County make excellent 

intelligent decisions for the welfare of the children. Staff



Why does this only seem to affect certain areas? How can this be even justified? Staff

I feel it breaks down communities & breaks up 

neighborhoods. This will destroy unity and bring about more 

socialistic atmosphere. 

I truly feel this will cause many more problems with our 

students and families. Students will be separated from friends 

they make. Staff

Military students 

Military students already have to move so frequently that 

having them have to switch schools or attend different 

schools than their siblings is wrong Staff

How does this even make sense? You can't build any kind of 

relationships with students, parents or staff in that length of 

time.  I can't begin to 

imagine the transportation nightmare this would create. And 

where does Spring Creek Elementary fit into all this? They are 

full, yet these options do Staff

How can this possibly better our schools? It makes those 

schools that are diverse,  not diverse anymore. 

Many people choose various neighborhoods because of the 

school district. This completely changes all of that. Staff

How does the BASE feel about this change?

Our military community creates such a diverse, rich culture... 

have they been consulted? As a former military I would NOT 

want my child bused. Staff

Military students already go through enough.

Under both options these families are changing schools, when 

some families are already dealing with a lot like deployments 

and such. Staff

I do not like the redistricting options, especially for 

elementary school students! Staff

I also appreciate the work toward creating a "typical" middle 

school grade level of 6-8.

Fifth grade is and will continue to be elementary level 

students, both academically and developmentally. Staff

Our demographics right now are evenly distributed....how 

does other option keep it that way? It doesn’t. It completely 

changes the dynamics. 

If we are to be equitable across ethnicities, it needs to be left 

as is for the MLE district. We are diverse in our population. Staff

Please keep our military community together Staff

This redistributing plan looks much like the Wake County of 

my childhood and THAT didn’t solve any problems.   Plus, 

WayCo has  been districted before . Staff

It will also serve as a hindrance to our children who do not 

adjust well to transition--being moved every couple of years 

due to aging out Staff

Do not approve of either option. It's the craziest thing I've 

ever heard of during employment. I believe it will cause utter chaos all the way around! Staff

I believe both plans are truly ridiculous for students, parents, 

and staff. 

This could have been easily fixed years ago by eliminating out 

of district transfers at all levels. Staff



Please do not bring busing back to this county!!!!! It's insane 

to think it's ok in any world to have your elementary school 

student attend three diff

erent schools in three different parts of the city from K-5. 

Who evens thinks up such foolishness? Staff

A School like Carver Heights has behavior issues and 

PRINCIPAL issues is not the place for my kids to go for a good 

education.

A restart school with Staff constantly leaving and a Principal 

with a troubled past is not where I want my kids to go. Staff

Edgewood & MultiAge Program

Edgewood just moved schools. Changes shouldn't be made 

again. The Multi Age program at MLE couldn't be possible 

with either plan, since it splits K-2 Staff

It's bad enough that someone thought it was ok to put two 

different schools in the same building!!!!  LEAVE MLE 

ALONE!!!! Staff

Also for those that have combination jobs such as school bus 

driver & cafeteria worker at same school... What will that do 

for their job if they have 

Cafeteria worker needs to be close to same school in case of 

inclement weather, etc. Staff

I like that the school system is looking at doing something 

with the inner city schools however splitting schools up the 

way it is planned in both opt ons is not wise. Staff

not even address that. Please reconsider both of these 

options. Staff

What is the benefit of changing the MOST RACIALLY 

BALANCED school to unbalanced? 

This does not change the county school who are not racially 

balanced AT ALL... Northwest, Northeast, and Rosewood are 

not diversified by this plan. Staff

I think that we need to leave things the way that they are now 

or build some more city schools.

That way the students can go to school in their districts as 

well as enjoy a new facility. They will not have to be uprooted. Staff

This is not a new concept. And it did t work in the 70”’s. Staff

I think it is a good idea to rethink the school districts. but my 

concern is with the changes will the children have transport 

ion to the new schools if they are not close to that school? Staff

I appreciate the effort to take advantage of the existing 

campus space availability as well as the effort to affect the 

demographic data of the school

To more racially and ethically balance the schools in the 

district. Staff

My choice is Option B at this point

It creates the beginning of a more ethically and racially 

balanced schools as well as creates a 6-8 middle school. Staff



I Staff



School: North Drive Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

Both options look like a terrible idea. Forcing kids to change 

schools every couple of years? Military kids have it tough 

already with having to move.

 If I were in the military I wouldn't want to bring my family 

here or have my kids attend our public schools. Both options 

scream FAILURE! Parent/Guardian

There are people on this planning committee that have 

something to personally gain from these options.  You 

obviously aren't doing this for the kids. 

You are failing your community and most importantly the kids 

by recommending these changes.  You should be ashamed of 

yourselves. Staff

I'm doing everything I can to keep my kids from having to go 

through this experiment. I will send my kids to a private  

school or WPA.

I view this as an experiment, because it wont work. 

Historically,  busing kids into another school district doesn't 

work. Community Member

This isn't about race. This is a smoke and mirrors game and 

likely politically motivated.

You want to improve your test scores at these poorly run 

schools, by busing in kids from higher performing school 

districts. Parent/Guardian

Although there are pros and cons with every situation, I 

believe the redistricting  is a great idea.

We need diversity in our schools. Children learn better when 

there is diversity, equal opportunity and resources. Parent/Guardian

Bussing would be a problem for some.

The population we serve live close to NDE. Bussing them 

across town may not be a right fit for some. Parent/Guardian

Option B I like.

The Instructional assistance can remain at North Drive. It is 

equipped for K-1. Parent/Guardian

Option 1 is  a terrible idea! Too much moving around of our 

youngest children providing no stability in their routine. Parent/Guardian

Shouldn't be forced to send my child to carver heights just 

because I stay in the middle of goldsboro 

I'm going to need another option because that's not 

happening Community Member

Build a new elementary or middle school in a city limits. Let's 

face it no one wants their kid a carver heights or dillard

Only decent elementary school in the city limits is Meadow 

lane. We're all fighting for that slot. Any where else and our 

kids are bullied or on drugs Staff

I feel that the schools should be left just as they are.  School 

Street School and Goldsboro Wayne Alternative should be 

opened back up and utilized.

Because we have too many students within Wayne County to 

not use the schools as we should. Staff

Can we develop a middle school and elementary version of 

Wayne School of Engineering 

This program has worked to draw folks in to GHS by choice.  A 

similar program could work for building utilization and 

diversity in the younger grades Staff



We need schools with more capacity that can open up zones Community Member

I feel that the redistricting may work with demographics and 

cultural balanced. But may serve as personal problems for 

some families on opposite sides  of town. Neither A or B are good options! Parent/Guardian

Larger schools

Build annexes and staff more to make some schools larger. 

North drive only being K-2 currently is a HUGE issue that plays 

a role in all of this mess Parent/Guardian

Option 2 is slightly better.

Instead of redrawing districts pay our teachers more and give 

higher supplements to retain quality instead of changing 

demographic make up! Parent/Guardian

Why can’t the inner city schools become magnet schools to 

draw folks in by choice 

People are clearly opposed to the suggestions made and will 

find ways around attending schools against their will. Find a 

way they want to come Parent/Guardian

In order for our city and county to continue to grow and 

improve we have to address the schools within the city.

The quality of the schools within the city will ultimately affect 

our entire county.   Parent/Guardian

How about splitting districts for HOUSING residents. You have 

them all piled in one district. THIS IS WHAT IS SINKING 

SCHOOLS! They're stuck t6feogether like outcasts. Parent/Guardian

Projects 

Seems housing authority will still all be in the same districts 

together so this wont change anything Other

I feel that the schools she stay as is. Staff

Option B makes the makes sense. 

Option a has the children bouncing around from school to 

school every couple of years. Children do not need to have to 

attend 3 different schools K-5 Parent/Guardian

Adopt a school choice program as Pitt County has Community Member

A school’s performance is not just about the staff, building or 

administrators.   A school’s success depends on the support of 

its families. 

Without a change in the diversity of socioeconomic and 

education levels of the families within a school we can not 

expect performance to improve.  Staff

All children in Wayne Co should be given the opportunity for a 

good education with a diverse student body.

This can not be achieved without change.  Please consider 

what is best for everyone else including the kids without 

advocates for their education Parent/Guardian

I don’t believe Option A does enough to equalize the school 

districts.

I believe this Option will leave parents especially frustrated. 

You need big change for big results. Staff



As a child of the Goldsboro school’s in the 80-90’s, I changed 

schools every two years.

It was fine.  It did not cause any instability or anxiety.  It was 

just what you did and your classmates tracked to the various 

schools with you Parent/Guardian

Option B is better

It maintains the most of the children's current districts & then 

they are integrated slowly. No need to change schools every 

year Staff

I believe that redistricting is a great idea especially option A. 

The schools are not diverse enough and that is not a good 

representation to our children of the world we live in. This 

promotes division not unity. Parent/Guardian

I appreciate that the school is making efforts to make change.    

We cannot continue to have our children in schools that are 

overcrowded and underutilized.  Our children deserve a 

diverse environment to learn.  Parent/Guardian

I like that both plans either broaden Tommy's Rd. zone or 

incorporate Meadow Lane to ease the burden on schools such 

as North Drive and Carver. 

The students need to experience more than their immediate 

community. They need to be exposed to higher performing 

schools so they can rise tothe peers Staff

One of your main goals is to diversify the school districts. I 

believe that Option B is the better Option for diversifying 

ethnically and economically

Diversifying the schools will lead to improved test scores and 

overall achievement, As the school district improves in-town 

so will it’s economy. Staff

I support option B as it makes larger improvements on the 

ethnic diversity of Goldsboro High School and Dillard and 

Greenwood Middle 

It is important for all of our country school to be more diverse 

in order to give students an equal education regardless of 

their assigned school Staff

I personally prefer plan A.  Meadow Lane would be an 

inviting, welcoming school  environment for the young 

learners. 

The students would be more diversified and building sites 

would be more appropriate of the grade level it is intended 

for.  Staff

As long as it benefits the children and not a political agenda 

I'm ok with it. Staff

I am concerned about the overall impact that these options 

will have on staff, parents, and students. Parent/Guardian

Why was the Rosewood area not included?

Rosewood is closer to the inner city schools and could easily 

be included in the "dividing" of schools.  Also, they need 

diversity. Parent/Guardian

Both options are the same in uprooting students from their 

schools as well as staff.  Staff

The other thought is children would not be getting 

dependability if they are moving around so often.

When you move students around, everyone becomes involve, 

parents especially and it causes a lot of mistrust with parents. Staff



If the Elementary schools are going to change to we should 

look at how far the students will have to travel. 

It's important because you will still be grouping most of the 

same students together if you go by neighborhoods.  Staff

How will the changing off all the students be done smoothly? 

What will happen with teachers and other stuff? 

It's important because the last change teachers had to go find 

there own job do to the change. Staff

I believe that North Drive Elementary School should be a 

Kindergarten and 1st grade school instead of grade 3 and 4.  

North Drive is already set up with the appropriate furniture 

chairs, tables that would fit a Kindergarten and 1st grade 

student.  Parent/Guardian

Would students already in high school have the option of 

attending their current school? Staff

Additionally, teachers are already trained and equipped to 

work on reading, writing and math for basic K-1 students.  It is 

important to help build up on the basic early years knowledge of K-1 students. Parent/Guardian

Option B would limit number of transitions for students

Option B would allow students to only have to go to 2 

elementary schools, instead of 3.  Transitioning to 3 schools 

that young is hard on kids. Staff

Behaviors are evident throughout society; therefore others 

races can see that they are not the ownership that it's shared.

Better understanding of and how to get along with other 

racial entities. Other

I really believe that redistricting is good but changing the 

grade levels of  the schools isn't good. North Drive was K/4 

when I first started here & It was all good. Staff

My second thought would be changing teachers grade level. 

Some teachers are comfortable with thier current level of 

teaching. I hope that it doesn't i mpact that. Staff

If option A is chosen, North Drive should be K-1 or 2-3; not 4-5

Currently NDE goes to 2nd grade.  If we were K-1 or 2-3 most 

students could stay here, making the transition easier for 

staff, students, and parents. Staff

North Drive Elementary K-1

North Drive has the faculty and necessary tools to serve the 

population of children that are in grades K-2. Staff

I feel that the options given are good ones, but is this going to 

affect teachers positions and or jobs. As well as other staff at 

these schools?

Although these options are looking at improving 

demographics they also have to take future into consideration. Staff

I think North Drive Elem should be K/1. 

It's important to me because this school is already K/2 & 

having to transition to K/1 will negatively impact parents as 

well as the teachers. Parent/Guardian



North Drive should be a K-1 school

As a teacher at NDE this school has been a school that is set 

up for the younger students.  Parent/Guardian

I think a K-6 school would be a good transition.

We will be able to serve more students who live near the 

school. Staff

To change NDE to an older school would require much more 

money, time and teachers.

Currently the school is already a K-2 school and it would be 

very simple to to make it a K-1 school.  Staff

I feel that plan B would work more for the students in the 

inner city area. Currently, all of the housing students are at 

NDE, CHE and Dillard. Plan B

 Would split up the housing to make it easier for the teachers 

to handle some of the behavior issues as well as tackle some 

of the academic concerns. Staff

I feel as though North n

Drive Elementary School should be a 1-2 school because the 

school is designed for primary students in terms of resources 

at the school. Parent/Guardian

I believe both redistricting options will be beneficial for 

students. 

This is important because it will increase high test scores and 

positive behaviors for all schools. Staff

Need MORE diversity in student population.

To be able to communicate/interact with different ethnic 

groups in society Parent/Guardian

At first, I was concerned about employees losing their jobs, 

but it was assured that it would not affect anyone job. So I am 

more relax with the chang e. Community Member

No money or time would be needed to be a K-1 school.  

When this school opened in 1976, it was made for younger 

students.  Parent/Guardian

My thoughts about  the redistricting option for North Drive 

Elementary School to be K-1 next year is a great idea.

It is important to incorporate more diversity into the school 

system. That way the students can learn about others cultures. Parent/Guardian

The two proposals sounds good and well thought out and 

planned. My main concern is the transition of students every 2 years. Staff

I think B is the better plan Staff

Option "B"

By targeting the younger group teachers can provide the 

learning skills that will help them to the next level closely. Parent/Guardian

Redistricting is a good idea. Schools need to be diverse.  Staff

Changes are what make the world goes around.   These 

options are for the benefit of children who are resilient and 

parents need to understand this. Parent/Guardian



School: Northeast Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

Property values suffer  

Like it or not, people don’t choose to live where schools are 

lower performing. Both options impact areas this affects, 

even homeowners w/o kids. Community Member

I will sell my house and move or go to private schools Community Member

Parent should be able to choose their kids schools

Families build/buy to live near schools they prefer-schools 

they attended, know about, & have a good academic track 

record. This thwarts that right. Community Member

Impact on academic outcomes 

Pulling high performing kids to low performing schools will 

drop the standard for all not raise for some. Community Member

Neither option (con't from above)

If your going to bus our students, then bus Rosewood. If you 

don't then I hope parents start filing lawsuits.  Listen, rethink, 

& use common sense! Community Member

Parents and students do not want to be moved. A great many 

of your students have invested friendships that they do not 

wish to lose.

Parents invest in their homes with school districts in mind 

don't change what we have in;vested in Community Member

Principals

You need to put principals who actually know how to run a 

school & test scores would be better. Don't place friends or 

sorority sisters in positions. Community Member

We do not like either option. 

It is ridiculous to bus students; it is ridiculous for students to 

change schools every 2 years.  Why was Rosewood not 

mentioned? Community Member

I am not in favor of either of the two options.  I cannot 

understand why students would be moved from a school that 

is not filled to another school.

Students have been to school with area students throughout 

middle and elementary schools and now are being moved 

during the end of their public school Community Member

Move teachers, not students!  Only move students at 

overcrowded schools.. Community Member

Terrible decision on both. Putting children in low crime rate 

area to high crime rate area & from high performing area to 

low performing area. Not wel

Not well thought out.& only changes diversity by maybe 10%.  

These people purchased houses in this area for schools & now 

this just wrong..... Other

Until the home lives are fixed the school lives will never 

matter. Other

Neither option works. Parent/Guardian



Talk about property value decreasing also. You have just 

upped Private School and Charter Schools enrollment. Great 

Job! Parent/Guardian

All planning committee members should have to disclose to 

the public how this will impact their child. Parent/Guardian

I live in plan B and do NOT agree with with the plan for 

utilization or diversity as social engineering or gerrymandering 

has never been successful.

If it is a race issue, then why are all races moving from the 

Dillard MS and Goldsboro HS district?  Those who have moved 

don't wish to be pulled back Parent/Guardian

It seems unfair to the kids to force them to change schools 

especially when they may have been in this district their 

entire school career. Parent/Guardian

RHS SWH and SCH are not touched.  RHS had enrollment of 

over 550 now they are down to 413. Why are you not 

boosting their enrollment. Parent/Guardian

Displacing around 2000 students is not a small amount to 

displace in option B

Children are resilient but more time on buses, lower 

performing schools in some cases, and switching is entirely 

too much to ask of small children. Parent/Guardian

Option B would have my kids switched to Dillard and 

Goldsboro High. I will homeschool my kids if this happens.

 My kids should not be used as test subjects to try and 

*diversify* badly rated schools. Parent/Guardian

We brought our house where we did because of the school 

my children would be going too and I want it to stay that way 

!! And I’m a lot closer to the 

School we are at now ! I take my child everyday and gas and 

time wise we need to stay where we are at !! Not go further 

away !! That’s crazy !! 😡 Parent/Guardian

Some schools were NOT touched at all.  Shouldn't they have 

diversity also.  

If diversity is what you are striving for, ALL schools should be 

looked at.  Parent/Guardian

Opt. B does not meet criteria for "optimizing efficiency by 

containing bus routes within natural boundaries  to avoid 

traffic delay/tardies.

Current CBA/NMS students will take the busiest road in 

Wayne Co. with multiple stop lights and RR crossing which will 

decrease safety/security of stud Parent/Guardian

Would have two student going to school in different area of 

Goldsboro Make it difficult to transport and pick them up Parent/Guardian

Logistics...the redistricting does not make sense from a 

logistics standpoint. Parent/Guardian

I was a child of a military member, I married a military 

member (now retired) and spent my whole life in diverse 

communities. But these plans stink.

How is it a good idea for children to change schools every 2 

years or attend schools farther away from home?All for 

demographic change that is minimal Parent/Guardian



I do not like the idea of redistricting because many people 

have moved to this area to be in a specific school district.  Parent/Guardian

Go back to the drawing board. Both plans are doomed for 

failure.

Parents and guardians will never support plans that  move 

their children from desirable to undesirable circumstances. Parent/Guardian

I live in CBA district.  I specifically moved into this district so 

my children could attend this school, along with NWMS and 

NEE.  

I feel many of my neighbors and friends have done the same 

thing; picked the school and then picked their home.  Many of 

us are military. Parent/Guardian

Demographics only tell a small part of the story of the school 

district issues. We can not base everything on numbers. My 

children are not numbers!!!!

 Address school performance issues and some of the 

demographics will change. I moved out further in order to 

avoid the schools with poor scores. Parent/Guardian

Both are terrible ideas. If either are inacted my child will be in 

private school. I decided where my child goes to school not 

someone else.

Not to mention the stress of changing schools to the child... 

has no one thought about the stresses of the children? 

Obviously not... Parent/Guardian

The school districting should remain as is.  

These are unnecessary changes that will only cause confusion 

and frustration for everyone involved.  Parent/Guardian

Option B, which involves switching some families to have 

their kids attend Eastern middle It's worrisome especially on 

transportation side of it

Our bus system is already broken, and having reliable 

transportation for our kids should be a priority now busing 

them further leads to issues Parent/Guardian

This is a mistake 

I do not and will not support this redistricting and I hope 

others feel the same. Parent/Guardian

This seems more like rearranging kids than anything else 

How is this helping overcrowding when you are taking some 

from one area and moving more to that area. Just seems like 

rearranging not redistributing. Parent/Guardian

I do not want my child to have to switch elementary schools Parent/Guardian

It seems counter productive to move kids from their strong  

community schools instead of moving kids from low 

performing schools to  a strong school

We’re shifting the wrong way, move kids to strong schools 

and strong support systems, not the other way around. Parent/Guardian

The length of time the children must be on a bus now is  a 

long time. Option B  creates more issues by transporting 

students from even farther.

A child who does not get out of school until 345 would spend 

until dinner before getting home only to start on homework 

and getting ready for bed. Parent/Guardian

There will be many parents looking for private schools or even 

homeschool if either option is approved. Parent/Guardian

First of all. I don't agree with it  ,I like the schools in my area. Parent/Guardian



Option B makes no sense to me, in all honesty. 

Why would you want kids in my area to go to 3 different 

schools just for their primary learning.  That's what would be 

happening in my area. Parent/Guardian

Military families and residents have bought houses based on 

schools.  

Changing district lines will cause property values to fall in 

certain areas such as the Belfast area. Parent/Guardian

Neither option Both of these plans hurt one sub group or another. Parent/Guardian

New assignment would be twice the distance from my home 

as current assignment.

Bus routes are already too early. Longer routes would mean 

an even earlier schedule. Parent/Guardian

Both options are horrible and unnecessary they will not help 

with the district unbalanced demographic if they want to fix 

that jus make it that 

Whatever school district you live in thats the school you go to. 

Stop letting people go to school out of district. Parent/Guardian

Although, I know it can get crowded if there are too many kids 

that are at one school even if they aren’t in that district. 

Kids don’t adjust well. I’m my opinions especially mine! My 

child is Autistic & ADHD i don’t want to put her/ in another 

school different everything. Parent/Guardian

Many people chose their places of residence with current 

district  lines in place.  

Since our county does  not participate in school of choice 

many people will move or apply to go out of district to keep 

kids in schools we prefer. Parent/Guardian

Commute 

It takes my child 1 hour to get to a school that is 7 mins up the 

road. How long is it going to take him now to get to a school 

clear across town? Parent/Guardian

Hwy 13 has been a boundary for EW district. Has the group 

thought about the amount of traffic that kids with Pikeville 

addresses will have to cross?

Regardless of bus/private vehicle there is a great deal of 

traffic moving that route. Lots of semi-truck traffic. Increase 

risk/decrease efficiency Parent/Guardian

Option B would send my child to a school that is performing 

horribly on each subject in testing.

I bought my home in 2015 in order to avoid the very schools 

that you would be sending them to. Parent/Guardian

I feel we need to stop trying to put students  where the board 

of education wants 

Family members buy and or live where they are because of  

school district Parent/Guardian

No  capacity availability for quality plan

Over and over in the in the meetings Cropper GIS states it 

doesn’t fix our issues with capacity. We need 750 elem 

spaces. Build before redistricting Parent/Guardian

Plan B forces children farther from home 

My child would be forced to go to a school that takes twice as 

long to get to. Parent/Guardian

I’m not for my kids attending city schools

I want them to have a good education, that is why I moved to 

where I am Parent/Guardian

My property values could go down if we are no longer in a 

desirable district with option B

As a military family we need to be able to resell our house in 

as little as 4 years Parent/Guardian



You are going to make alot of kids quit school.we dont want 

our kids going to city schools .if we did we would live in 

city.moved to county for that .

Always doing something that dont need doing.leave  way it 

is.yall gonna cause major problems in the schools.to much 

violence in your city and schools. Parent/Guardian

Is this supposed to positively affect education or test scores? 

Seems like the goal is the increase test scores in areas of the 

county that aren’t doing well such as Goldsboro. Not fair to 

anyone Parent/Guardian

Our commute would be significantly longer with option B

Norwayne is 8 minutes away, Dillard is 18. Aycock is 10, 

Goldsboro high is 20. Parent/Guardian

not feeling option b for the high school pulling from such a 

large part of aycocks district. Theres only 1/2 mile difference 

in distance from home

Going on travel time and traffic patterns it would take longer 

to get the shorter distance to ghs Parent/Guardian

I bought my house based solely on the school district my 

children would attend. 

Currently in NEE district, with Opt B- my child would have to 

attend Eastern Wayne Elem. This is NOT fair to my child. Parent/Guardian

This is absolutely ridiculous. People buy their houses based on 

the school zone. I assure you my kid will attend a private 

school before he goes to 

Dillard. It is absurd to even think this will magically fix poor 

performing schools. This is a shame!!! Parent/Guardian

Another factor that must be considered is a family’s ability to 

choose the school they want for their children. 

Some relationship can be drawn when you look at where 

overcrowding exists and what schools are the better 

performing schools. Parent/Guardian

Don’t like either plan but A impacts less children and feeders 

more consistent. But the every 2 yr switch at some 

elementary schools is awful.

Plan B is just too extreme and deviates from more of the 

criteria you were given to consider. Start over. Parent/Guardian

I think is very unfair to kids with Autism And ADHD  they are 

not easy to adapt to new schools and new people taking them 

out of their comfort zone is

 very unfair and selfish and will do more bad than good  I have 

2 kids with both medical diagnoses. Parent/Guardian

I do not like either option we specifically bought our home 

because of the school district , and we already have an earlier 

start time. 

I am currently 5 minutes from my daughters school, and plan 

to keep it that way these changes are not going to help Parent/Guardian

I don’t think any child should have to change to another 

school even if they do not live in said district. 

Here’s why, families shouldn’t  have to make the decision to 

have to change their child school whom they are used too. Parent/Guardian

All this is about improving diversity. All this will do is cause 

more problems. Yes maybe in the next 8 years it will improve 

but until then it will 

only cause more problems because you are FORCING families 

to send their children to a school they DONT want to go to  

start with. Parent/Guardian

It wouldn't make sense to make my child switch schools half 

way between her high school career

I understand what this is supposed to achieve but not at the 

expense of my childs education. Parent/Guardian



Logistics Dillard is twice the distance from our home than Norwayne. Parent/Guardian

Shirley Edwards "The poor in this county, chronically, have 

never been given a real chance. A good system would try to 

reach all of them.”

Make Goldsboro city schools ones in which people will want 

to send their kids to versus forced to send them to.  Why is 

GHS still low-performing? Parent/Guardian

The families that can afford to choose where to send their 

children will continue to do so with or without redistricting 

and regardless of what option

The News & Observer , “Twenty percent of North Carolina’s 

students are not attending the state’s traditional public 

schools.” Parent/Guardian

Those families that cannot afford to do so will remain in 

whatever district they are assigned.

So, is this a diversity issue or a poverty issue? Redistricting will 

never solve the poverty issue in Goldsboro or Wayne County. Parent/Guardian

I don’t like neither I moved out this way so my children could 

go to the school they are right now !! Which is north east and  

Aycock  High !! If this

 Goes through I will pull my children out period bc I don’t 

want my children going to Eastern Wayne ,Dillard ,Goldsboro 

Or any other school like that Parent/Guardian

I do NOT agree with either plan for the purposes of utilization 

or diversity as they unfairly discriminate against my child's 

education. 

I am not sure how 25 min in a car would compare to time on a 

bus.  Assuming longer.  Unless all students are bused further, 

then it is discrimination. Parent/Guardian

My son has been in district 1 since 1st grade, we moved to 

this district for the environment, community, and schools

He plays sports for CBA this is where we feel comfortable. He 

will be a Senior next year. I want him to graduate from CBA Parent/Guardian

Mr. Cropper told the Planning Team that any option that 

requires students to move more often will increase the total 

number of students impacted.

The flawed Goldsboro city schools from the beginning had 

students moving every 2 years. This is not the standard model 

in the United States. Parent/Guardian

I’m very discouraged by the second option.  It has students 

traveling further distances to school than they already do. 

It is very inconvenient for parents and students to have to 

double their travel time to school - this takes away valuable 

time for families. Parent/Guardian

Mr. Cropper told the Planning Team that any option that 

requires students to move more often will increase the total 

number of students impacted.

He mentioned that the standard public school organization 

across the country is K-5, 6-8, and 9-12 grade system. This is 

not the case for Goldsboro! Parent/Guardian

plan B causes more disruption of students

The goal is to cause the least disruption of students while 

creating greater diversity and having better building 

utilization. Parent/Guardian

We are active duty family who moved to the area last year 

and thoroughly researched where we wanted our children to 

go to school. 

We want to keep our children in the district we bought in or 

would have to sell and move to another district if option B 

happened. Parent/Guardian



I do not agree with either proposal.  We chose to stay in the 

area we live for the school district and the schools level of 

education provided.

It's important to keep kids in a stable environment that is 

familiar to them both the school and kids they have come to 

grow up with. Parent/Guardian

I feel like this redistributing the students is inconvenient. 

In both options children will be moved from their community 

school, close to friends/ family members who help with 

afterschool care and transportation Parent/Guardian

Plus you will split all the children up that they were raised 

with since kindergarten that’s  ridiculous  Too !! Some kids  

have anxiety  About school  And if you Up root  them Parent/Guardian

Military families are being shafted with these plans. Moving 

elementary every 2 years in plan A. Pulling from 

neighborhoods military families live in.

Yes, the military is resilient But this plain stinks. Is it about the 

extra federal $ they would bring to low performing schools? Parent/Guardian

Redistricting is not going to fix the lack of parental 

involvement in our schools which is lacking in Goldsboro

"The meaningful family and community engagement found in 

community schools is associated with positive student 

outcomes"-Learning Policy Institute Parent/Guardian

I do not like the options for my child! Why would we send her 

to another school when we live 5 minutes from the one she 

goes to now! Ridiculous! Parent/Guardian

Option B does not meet the criteria for "close proximity".

Option B forces children to attend high/middle schools that is 

farther away than their current high/middle schools ie..GHS 

v/s CBA Parent/Guardian

If you focus only on one criteria "you will deviate from the 

others"

Options A and B do not account for "equitable utilization" or 

"account for future growth." Parent/Guardian

We didn’t buy a home in Pikeville for our children to go to a 

1/10 school. Try fixing the school before forcing us to sacrifice 

our children’s educati

My daughter threatened to kill herself when she was being 

bullied, she is finally comfortable in her school, with friends 

and a social life with her Parent/Guardian

Elementary school configuration 

Moving students every 2 years gives them no continuity. 

Children are anxious enough starting a new school and you 

are proposing they do it every 2 yea Parent/Guardian

Don’t like either option. Parent/Guardian

Whoever votes for this should have children or grandchildren 

that will have to make these changes. 

They have no empathy bc their family won’t be involved. 

Remember they keep their choice. Parent/Guardian

Don’t not change the districts

Everything has been fine up til now. We are only 7 mins away 

from Norwayne and I don’t want to have to drive across town 

to go to Dillard. Parent/Guardian



Having children change schools every couple of years is a 

terrible plan

Children AND parents shouldn't have to worry about 

uprooting these children every few years after they become 

accustomed to the schools they are in. Parent/Guardian

Students who need academic help will not receive better 

service by changing district zoning. 

students w/poor performance will need academic support no 

matter which school district they go to.  Mixing demographic 

diversity   is not a solution Parent/Guardian

I think both redistricting plans are a bad idea. 

My son has become comfortable in his school and fellow 

classmates and I think he should be able to stay. Parent/Guardian

It will also cost the county more money to bus kids farther.  Parent/Guardian

Opt. B does not meet the criteria for "minimize the # of 

students who need to cross major intersections/barriers"

Current CBA students use low traffic roads and 1 stop light to 

get to school.  Attending GHS would increase major 

intersections/stop lights/traffic. Parent/Guardian

Elementary schools

None of the plans fix the capacity issues because of new state 

law on k-3 size. Parent/Guardian

I am not opposed to redistricting but fairness should be in 

play. The north part of the county is taking a beating in this 

process.

Funny how the areas that have our local doctors, politicians, 

and community leaders aren’t considered in this move. Parent/Guardian

So, the study has figured out we don’t have enough space 

now. 

If redistricting happens now and new schools are built do we 

have to go through this again? Make the change once. Build 

schools then redistrict. Parent/Guardian

If Middle School option B is chosen, students in the Saulston 

area - Woodcroft, could go to NEE then EWM then back to 

CBA.  

Students need to remain with friends in the same feeder 

pattern.  NEE-NMS-CBA. Parent/Guardian

Certain team members were only concerned with bringing 

students back into the Goldsboro city schools where they 

were originally.

Even Mr. Cropper noticed the team was only focused on the 

old Goldsboro City schools. Parent/Guardian

As a committee I hope the  feedback here is used. The options 

don’t appear to be well received by the stakeholders. I’m not 

a fan of either option.

Do right by ALL the students in this county and make a 

minimal impact plan. Focus on more than demographics. 

Other criteria is important too! Parent/Guardian

I do NOT agree with either plan for the purposes of either 

utilization or diversity as they unfairly discriminate against my 

child's education.

Unless all in the county are being moved to a school with a 

lower performance score, then my child's education has been 

unfairly discriminated against Parent/Guardian

Our kids shouldn’t suffer

Our kids shouldn’t suffer by going to those schools proposed 

due to there lack of testing Parent/Guardian

I hope option b is a no go Parent/Guardian



My family lives in the southern part of Northeast school 

district, by True vine.  I am disappointed by optiin B.  If my 

cildren need to go to Eastern 

Middle then change our district althogether.  Do not make 

children switch back and forth between districts.  This seems 

distracting and anxiey causing Parent/Guardian

The 2 options are terrible, Rosewood should be included in 

this process. Why are they left out?  Parent/Guardian

If we cared about the kids we would listen to the experts and 

build a new elementary school and trash this redistricting 

issue. Parent/Guardian

I think the  Board of Education should leave the school 

districts the way they are.  These districts have been well 

established from many years ago.

I believe in freedom of speech and freedom to live where 

each person feels is best to have their kids go to school.  I am 

sorry the city schools may Parent/Guardian

How was this committee making these suggestions picked in 

the first place? Do they even have children that would be 

affected? The obvious answer is no Parent/Guardian

Why should students  currently enrolled in High School 

change schools?

They  are involved in school activities and not each school has 

the same activities.  This is not fair to students. Parent/Guardian

However, one of the team members commented that 

Rosewood might not want it to work citing politics.

In fact a team member with vested interest in Rosewood 

argued with Mr. Cropper and their data on future growth. Parent/Guardian

Bus issues 

What consideration is being taken for transportation related 

to these proposed changes? Schools have  struggled with 

enough drivers and bus sharing Parent/Guardian

Both options are absolutely ridiculous. These planning 

committee members should be ashamed. Leave well enough 

alone. Maybe instead of spending all 

that money on a new gym maybe that money could be 

allocated better and used to improve schools. Parent/Guardian

Lack of Capacity 

Will the county have to do this again in a few years when new 

school/schools are built? We have no real space to move kids 

in a meaningful way Parent/Guardian

The above quote came from Mr. Cropper in the June 18th 

public information session. WCPS Superintendent said the 

team needs to focus on the numbers now

The current situation is phase 1, and building new schools is 

phase 2. However, we need to focus on building new schools 

instead of realignment. Parent/Guardian

work a full time job and multiple children it is absolutely 

ridicolus to have two kids in two different schools and that's 

not to mention us parent 

who work pay for afterschool programs and is very unfair for 

us to travel to two different schools after work . if this plan 

does go trough wayne Parent/Guardian



not be doing as well as the county schools. But forcing parents 

is not the solution.  It will increase private school attendance 

and/ or home 

schooling.  I truly believe in the best interest of the students 

and re-districting is not the solution. Parent/Guardian

Option B does not meet criteria for "maximize busing 

efficiencies in transportation of students". 

Will spend more money busing children from areas that are 

farther away from the assigned school and through a more 

congested traffic pattern.  Parent/Guardian

Leave county schools alone.

Leave county schools alone.not problem solving.your about to 

start major prblems.and when it does we put it in news 

paper.with all corruption yall sta Parent/Guardian

Emotion SHOULD absolutely be considered with any map 

option.

Consider the emotional impact to a child with learning 

challenges who has acclimated himself or herself to a certain 

style of teaching at their school Parent/Guardian

Why is Northeast feeding 3 middle schools and Northwest 

none?

The committee didn’t look at the northern part of the county 

equally. So much for clear feeder patterns, minimal student 

impact, major roads, etc Parent/Guardian

This registering is a terrible idea. You have some people that 

don't want to better themselves so they cry discrimination, 

and non-diversity

Obviously no one on this planning committee has children 

that will be affected negatively. Parent/Guardian

I don't like either that has been proposed. Parent/Guardian

Concerned for property values to be affected and this 

possibility with these proposed areas, with both Option A and 

B. Option B is a very BIG concern.

Many families purchased homes with specific schools in mind 

and the proposed options are placing their home values and 

education choices in jeopardy. Parent/Guardian

There needs to be a plan C or leave things as they are. Forced 

choice between two negative options is a strategy for the 

consultant. No one wins!

Because young families invest in the community and schools 

where they live.  The forced options will run off these 

families! Wasted Resources again!!! Parent/Guardian

I would rather move or put my kids in a private school than 

have them shifted among other schools selected.

The level of education they currently get would be lowered 

along with extra driving to schools or longer bus rides does 

not prove to be beneficial. Parent/Guardian

I do not approve of either redistricting map. There are more 

families in your rural areas and schools because they prefer 

these areas. Parents should 

have the ultimate say of where their children attend school. 

They should not be forced to send them to areas/schools they 

do not feel comfortable with Parent/Guardian

Option B does not meet criteria for "maximize safety and 

security of students" during travel to and from school. 

New teenage drivers will have to access their school via a 

major, busy road reducing safety and security of students 

leading to poss. accidents. Parent/Guardian

Pulling students from CBA High to go to Goldsboro High

When I purchased my home I bought it because of the school 

district it was located in. Now I would have to move for my 

child to attend the same school Parent/Guardian



We need to make sure we are doing this for the right reason!

In the first public information session on 6/18 it was 

mentioned that this will not solve WCPS's problems. Parent/Guardian

If we mess with attendance zones now, which impacts our 

kids, we will have to repeat the process again when a new 

school is built.

If we really wanted to do things right for our kids the county 

would build a new elementary school like the experts from 

Cropper GIS stated. Parent/Guardian

Its plenty of children of all ethnicities that live in the inner city 

school district that go out of district. Make them go to the 

correct district! Parent/Guardian

Realignment will cause a division in communities instead of 

unity which everyone should strive for.

With military students in mind, we need to consider how 

those kids would feel to have to go to a school with kids not 

even in their community. Parent/Guardian

Plan B is terrible, makes no logistic sense with saulston going 

to eastern Wayne middle. Also, you are punishing home 

owners that moved away from GHS Parent/Guardian

Both Mr. Cropper and Dr. McKibben said that our county 

simply does not have the room.

Building of new schools does not seem to be a priority in this 

county, and the Planning Team was only focused on fixing 

diversity. Parent/Guardian

Both options are unacceptable to our family. 

We chose to build our home in an area based on the schools, 

among other reasons.  Our children should not reassigned. Parent/Guardian

Once the committee meets to review feedback (which 

appears hasn’t been especially positive) will a better plan be 

developed? Both A and B need work!

I am disappointed there wasn’t a more moderate plan 

presented.  Some earlier options were less impact on 

students. All we got was bad and equally bad. Parent/Guardian

school activities certain days.  Another issue I feel is important 

is that MLE was just built, and now in your plan you want to 

take kids out and move

them away from their siblings to change schools every two 

years.  That’s not right, and I’m sure that wasn’t disclosed to 

families when the idea was Parent/Guardian

Spoke with someone on the Planning committee who states 

the primary reason she is on it is because she wants more 

quality kids and higher income 

families to now be in EWs District. Well then maybe she 

should have bought a house in a different district. Why should 

my family have to suffer? Parent/Guardian

Low Performing schools

Interesting how the changes proposed are moving children to 

low performing schools. In fact, the state was trying to take 

over Carver Heights. Parent/Guardian

My high school student would possibly going to a school that 

is not close to our home. She help out with her little sibling . Parent/Guardian

Let us look at the objectives that the planning team is tasked 

with focusing on. If you have the chance to watch all the 

videos the team loses focus. Parent/Guardian



Parents who would have to send their children to 

areas/schools they are not comfortable with, have had 

nothing to do with certain areas/schools 

becoming undesirable. It’s almost as if these parents are 

having to “pay” for something they had nothing to do with. Parent/Guardian

Parents who are involved in their child's education will not 

help those students whose parents are not engaged.

"Family investment in children's education has changed 

dramatically...these changes differ between high- and low-

income families"-Learning Policy Inst Parent/Guardian

Rosewood district isn’t impacted at all.

If the committee wants to look at demographics they should 

look there. Not much diversity in that district either. Parent/Guardian

Moving schools every 2 years stinks

How is a parent with 3 kids at 3 different  elem schools going 

to make this work? Logistical nightmare Parent/Guardian

We bought our house in our preferred school district. Why 

are you messing with decades of areas where things work? Spred out what’s not working instead of pulling apart what is Parent/Guardian

Negative comments

It appears there is great dissatisfaction with the options. 

There were earlier options that had less impact on students 

and still made change. Parent/Guardian

Each school does not off the same classes.

Southern Wayne offer EMT classes; no other school in the 

county  offers this program. Parent/Guardian

Its a shame we buy homes baesed on the ratings of the 

schools for our childrens education and this happens. There is 

no need to re zone. Leave it the 

Way it is. Or we will be forced to sell and move to Johnston 

county just so our children can get a  great education without 

being forced to another Parent/Guardian

Min impact on students: A family with multiple children in 

elementary schools will have children in separate elementary 

schools under this plan. This 

plan. This is not fair to the families and students. So much for 

taking "emotions" out and using #s. Parent/Guardian

Not to mention, if I have reviewed the maps correctly, it 

makes absolutely no sense to take a student who is living in a 

certain district, closer to 

the schools within that district, and make them travel out of 

their way to a school that isn’t as near to them. Parent/Guardian

The first thing military families want to know is the location of 

the best schools in the district. 

Military members only remain on station an average of four 

years. Parent/Guardian

Both proposed options are not in the best interest of children 

and BOTH options should be eliminated and off the table for 

consideration.

Young children should not be changing schools every few 

years to many transitions and not fair to parents. More 

families will leave WCPS/community. Parent/Guardian

How can this process be fair when there are no changes to 

Rosewood? There continues to be racial injustices here in 

Wayne County. 

For decades the Rosewood community has been allowed to 

keep African American and Hispanic children out. This study is 

another tool to help! Parent/Guardian



I moved to this home because it was close to the schools and 

work. In case of emergency I can get there quickly Parent/Guardian

Again, poverty is the issue and redistricting is not going to fix 

it.

"...students from poor families are five times more likely to 

drop out of school than their better-off peers"-Learning Policy 

Institute Parent/Guardian

To make a school successful, it has to be with the help of 

parents, community and police

We can’t blame the good grades based on demography, it’s a 

full involvement of parents, willing to help their kids to be 

successful Parent/Guardian

Objective 3: Evaluate zones at all levels, and reduce 

overcrowding where it currently exists.

Mr. Cropper said, “Just moving the boundary lines around in 

this district isn’t going to solve all the overcrowding problems 

in this community." Parent/Guardian

The Planning Team is not supposed to concentrate on any one 

specific school or community, however their meetings show a 

huge focus just Goldsboro.

In the first meeting, which had eight individuals, the majority, 

out of 19 have  a vested interest in Goldsboro city schools. Parent/Guardian

I feel like these options are not doing nothing but placing a 

bandage on something that needs stitches. 

We can shuffle kids and districts around all we want but the 

main issue is the population is growing with the new 

highways. We need more schools built Parent/Guardian

Both cross a major highway (70 bypass), students will go from 

a school that is not failing to one that is (Dillard).

Diversity at Goldsboro will only be increased by a small 

amount. If this is a major concern then have this district 

absorbed by Rosewood, Aycock, EW. Parent/Guardian

Kudos to the Fremont Mayor for trying to get a more 

moderate plan presented to the “stakeholders”

We were present 2 extreme plans and nothing in the middle. 

What happens to minimal student impact? And yes I have 

viewed all the meetings online. Parent/Guardian

One of the pillars of community schools is "family and 

community engagement"-Learning Policy Institute

Community schools are "both a place and a set of 

partnerships between the school and other community 

resources"-Learning Policy Institute Parent/Guardian

Redistricting is a awful plan all the way around. 

I live in the Northeast/Norwayne/CBA district because that's 

where my husband went to school and I feel they are good 

schools. Parent/Guardian

This new elementary school, based on the data, should be 

built North, Northwest or West of Goldsboro.

"Just moving the boundary lines around this district isn't going 

to solve all the overcrowding problems in this community." Parent/Guardian

please don’t make children move districts just because they 

live maybe 5-8miles out of “range” 

I could understand county, not miles though. I like his school 

and I want my son/daughter to stay. He/she has been there 

since Pre-k. Almost 6 yrs. Parent/Guardian



The planning team options will not keep new military families 

from choosing to live near the better schools.

Though military students only make up around 10 percent of 

the school population in Wayne County it important to keep 

this in mind, Parent/Guardian

This is stupid.  If there are certain schools with low academic 

success, then look at the heart of the problem.  Re-align 

positions where needed.  

“Mixing-up” schools and students based off academic failure 

will not fix the overall problem of poor education.  This is a 

much deeper issue.   Parent/Guardian

Location. 

I moved to a location off base to get a better school 

experience for my child.  I pay for a home in a good area to 

get good schooling. Parent/Guardian

Is the county trying to right the wrong alleged in the 2009 

North Carolina NAACP legal case?

We do not have a diversity issue but a poverty issue. It is just 

poverty is closely tied to racial lines in most studies here in 

Wayne County. Parent/Guardian

I live at205 Laurel Dr, Pikeville North Carolina 27863 and 

bought house in Pikeville to attend Pikeville schools. 

It is important bc we bought our house to be in Northeast. We 

are in Pikeville and not Goldsboro Parent/Guardian

He told them at the 8 July meeting that they seem highly 

focused on just diversity and that they need to focus on all of 

the criteria.

One team member from Goldsboro said this was county's 

chance to fix diversity and change our children's mind about it. Parent/Guardian

“What we don’t want to do…we don’t want to create a 

perfect balance of, if you’re looking at race, a perfect balance 

of race among all the schools” 

Mr. Cropper said this and that focusing only on diversity 

"violates" the other criteria as they need to be looked at as a 

whole. Parent/Guardian

Dr. McKibben who is helping supply Cropper GIS with 

demographic data told the planning team what the county 

needs is a new elementary school.

This school needs to have 750 new seats and needs to be built 

north, northwest or west of Goldsboro. The team said a new 

Goldsboro High was needed. Parent/Guardian

There was no need for the attendance times to change

Those changes have caused nothing but problems.  These 

changes are made without the parents work schedules in 

mind. OTHER PEOPLE WORK FOR A LIVING TOO Parent/Guardian

Option B disrupts clear feeder patterns

Some Northeast students would split and attend Eastern 

Wayne Middle and then back to CB Aycock for High school Parent/Guardian

The county needs to be doing this for the right reasons. It 

appears they are trying to fix the old Goldsboro City school 

problem. Parent/Guardian

want to stay in Northeast- nor wayne Aycock Bui lt house in school area that I wanted my kids to go to Parent/Guardian



School district should not be changed 

Parents often pick place to live  based on the school they wish 

their children to attend. The Change of the district zone will 

impact the decisions. Parent/Guardian

There is no way the leadership of this school district, who 

have no vested interest, should be able to lower our property 

values bc of these changes. Remember he was ready to head to Florida. Parent/Guardian

Demographics won’t be “fixed “ due to where subsidized 

housing is located 

How many housing projects feed GHS district schools? This 

county has inundated those schools with children that are 

lacking resources to be successful Parent/Guardian

On one of the videos a committee member made the 

comment that kids need to see other kids that look different 

than they do. Diversity is important but

we need to make sure that all kids feel important no matter 

the color of their skin. Just because a child is one color 

doesn’t mean they are any smart Parent/Guardian

Plan B should be eliminated. Busing the northern end 

students to the city schools will not work. 

These families purchased homes due to school feeder 

patterns. They will move out of the county or send students 

to private schools. Parent/Guardian

Option B does not meet the criteria for "minimize impact on 

students". 

More students will be impacted in option B v/s option A when 

making boundary adjustments. Parent/Guardian

Families that can afford to send their children to the best 

public schools will move to those districts or send their 

children to private schools.

Let us not forget the North Carolina law that allows families to 

appeal the placement of their children. Parent/Guardian

During the video July 8 meeting when Rosewood district was 

mentioned there was, to paraphrase, a comment about 

political push back if that happened.

Is the plan to better utilize space in the district or is the shift 

to a focus solely on diversity to low performing schools? Parent/Guardian

I am unhappy with both options.  My child will not receive 

near the quality education if moved as a 10th grader to 

Goldsboro High School.

When moving students to new schools, the move should at 

least be a lateral move.  This move will decrease the rigor 

students at CBA are accustomed to. Parent/Guardian

I think they should keep the district the way they are.  We are 

in northeast district and we love that school. My daughter is 

in the 4th grade at nee

She loves her teachers & the school in general & I wouldn't 

want her to have to change schools for the last year of her 

elementary years Parent/Guardian

People buy houses based on school zones.  We bought a 

house 2 years ago  so that our last child would graduate from 

the same school her 3 sisters did.

We would have bought a house in another zone if we had 

known of this change.  Now, it will be harder to sell our  home 

to people with children. Parent/Guardian

Scouting peers. Moving schools threatens that stability and I 

won’t risk my daughters life. That is why moving would be 

necessary if option b is chose N. Parent/Guardian



School districts are often a compelling factor when 

considering a home purchase for couples either with children, 

or those that plan to have children 

Please consider the ultimate economic impact to the county 

at large by merely reassigning children among the various 

schools. Parent/Guardian

Please dont change the zoning!! We bought in our area just 

for the schools for our children. Parent/Guardian

Elementary school configuration in plans 

Does SJAFB realize after the push for a new elementary school 

(Meadowlane)  service members children may not even 

attend based on the configuration? Parent/Guardian

I mention these facts due to episode during the Planning 

Team meeting on 8 July when the Wing Commander, Colonel 

Yates. 

DoD funding to match NC funds were there, and the planning 

team could only say we needed a new Goldsboro HS. Parent/Guardian

Even Colonel Yates was prepared to provide federal 

government funding to match state funds if the planning 

team told him what they needed.

The only definite answered provided was building a new 

Goldsboro High School. Kind of misses the mark from what 

the experts stated. Parent/Guardian

Poverty and not diversity is the problem in our district, 

especially Goldsboro

"Chronic stress from these and other harms of poverty 

diminishes learning readiness and academic success..."-

Learning Policy Institute Parent/Guardian

The planning team was formed with the intent of focusing on 

the whole county without regard for a certain school.

It was also meant to keep the emotion out of the planning 

process, but you can see from the videos that there was 

indeed emotion in each meeting. Parent/Guardian

There is not a single criteria that has priority over the others, 

but the best solution is one that touches on the criteria as a 

whole.

It must be said again that the Planning Team seemed to focus 

only on a single criteria throughout their meetings. Parent/Guardian

Option B is not acceptable- I will not want my child going to 

Eastern wayne middle school from Northeast and then BACK 

to CBA 

I absolutely do not want my child going to Eastern Wayne at 

ALL Parent/Guardian

All you will have is a bunch of resentful parents. Look at the 

people on your planning committee. I'm sure this all affects 

them to the better. 

Lets all cry because we have schools with too many poor 

black kids so we will send the white kids rich kids there to 

better it. Parent/Guardian

Min Impact on Students. Both plans affect more students than 

the 1st 3. A majority of your high scoring students that are 

being moved to the low 

schools will be taken out of the system by their high 

performing parents.  Thus scores go down for both schools. Parent/Guardian

Why don’t you just close CHE and Dillard since they are in high 

crime areas and make GHS a magnet school

You could disburse those students more evenly throughout 

other city/ county schools. Parent/Guardian

I do not agree with the lines as they have been drawn up in 

either of them. Parent/Guardian



Moving my children to Goldsboro High, is a longer, 

inconvenient drive for me and my family, and not to mention 

the starting and ending times don’t

coordinate with my or my husband’s work schedule.  Yes, I get 

my child can ride the bus, but if we did that he would get 

home later, and we have after Parent/Guardian

Yes we are military and we are resilient to change,  we chose 

this area so our children would NOT have to change, so they 

would have some STABILITY.  Parent/Guardian

There are two things that drive the economy in Wayne Co. 

They are agriculture  and the base. Absolutely nothing else 

does.

No decision should be made without both of these groups 

being at the table to discuss how it should be because of the 

influence they have.  Respect. Parent/Guardian

I'm concerned about pulling students from The CBA High 

School district to move them to Goldsboro High

 My student would have to leave a school he has attended for 

the last 2 years as well as take a longer bus ride to school 

further away from my home Parent/Guardian

Option B concerns me greatly, because my youngest would be 

moved from NEE, Norwayne and CBA to NEE, Eastern Wayne 

Middle and then back to CBA.

Why has the Lancaster Pointe Drive/subdivision been moved 

to a completely different middle school location with no 

consistency for school areas? Parent/Guardian

Community schools

Research show community based schools are better for 

children. Moving them will not make things better. Parent/Guardian

Cropper mediation 

Throughout  the videos there is continual reminders of trying 

to impact the fewest amount  possible. Earlier plans had less 

disruption to students Parent/Guardian

Planning block 42

Why is this one block  not being considered? One 

neighborhood closer to city schools would lessen burden of 

transportation and impact #’s. Parent/Guardian

Please ignore this response as I am only doing so to see the 

star rating. I do not agree with either plan Parent/Guardian

Was told that proposal 1 took care of the elementary issues. 

Just remember redistricting is a band aid. Additional 

classrooms are still needed.

Both current proposals affect more students than any of the 

first 3. Parent/Guardian

option b would be bad for our family. If this option is adopted 

we would have one child at EWM and one at Aycock. This 

would be a logistical problem. 

I also think the option b is not a good idea because I feel going 

from NÉE to EWM and then back to Aycock is a lot for 

someone to deal with. Parent/Guardian

Concerns with grade divisions to specific schools instead of all 

grade levels at each school. Seems CHAOTIC for children to be 

moved several times.

Preference for children is consistency & strong, well funded 

schools and programs. Keep families together. Fund schools 

correctly, so they can thrive. Parent/Guardian

Keep feeder schools together, stop worrying about 

demographics and focus on the school and how to get parents 

involved with the students education.

Students will not flourish until the parents are behind the 

students, you can move the students around all you want but 

without home push its pointles Parent/Guardian



Areas like Mount Olive and Grantham are located in areas 

geographically placed in a way that gives you few options for 

changes.

Transportation alone would be a factor if you make any 

changes to these schools which is one of the criteria you need 

to look at. Parent/Guardian

County will loose a lot of good students and military 

community  to private schools because to my personal 

preference I love the schools my children 

are at but I would be one of the thousand of parents who 

would be sending my children to a private school if needed Parent/Guardian

It must be noted that Options 1 and 2 were developed by 

Cropper GIS without emotion, vested interest and looking at 

all criteria. 

It must be noted that Options 3, 4, 5, A and B were developed 

by input from the Planning Team with each option increasing 

diversity only. Parent/Guardian

Seemed like focused shifted from space utilization to 

demographics solely. You can’t fix issues if you can’t move 

kids equitably. Make a quality plan.

Watch the meeting videos and see how the committee skews 

from immediate space need to fixing county diversity issues. 

Build then redistrict. Parent/Guardian

NC Research Fund, “In Goldsboro, historical decisions, such as 

the siting of public housing, have rooted poverty in specific 

neighborhood.” 

“A shortage of widely dispersed, secure and affordable 

housing is a main contributor to concentrated poverty.” Parent/Guardian

Planning Team needs to read "Community Schools as an 

Effective School Improvement Strategy: A Review of the 

Evidence"

Since the team is so focused on diversity and Goldsboro city 

schools, they should get Goldsboro to actively engage in their 

schools. Parent/Guardian

I don't like either plan. Plan b definitely puts my child at 

another school and plan a possibly does this.

I chose the area I live in because of the schools my child 

would go.  If the plan goes through then I will pull my child 

out of WCPS. Parent/Guardian

I believe that this is only politics and not for the children's 

best interest. Parent/Guardian

Both of the experts from Cropper GIS stressed the need for 

new schools. It was said, "there is definitely the need to add 

some capacity."

One of the experts frankly stated that a new elementary 

school with 750 new seats is needed, because WCPS simply 

do not have the space. Parent/Guardian

In a Goldsboro Daily News story it is worth noting that in 2015 

the district received a five year, half million dollar DoD STEM 

Grant.

MLE and Greenwood received the grant based on their higher 

number of “military connected students.” Parent/Guardian

To help the Planning Team develop the most effective option 

for Wayne County Public Schools a set of criteria was 

developed to aid the process. 

Throughout the process it was stressed by Mr. Cropper that 

the criteria must be viewed as a whole or you deviate from 

the others. Parent/Guardian

Mr. Cropper mentioned that splitting feeder patterns comes 

at a risk to the other criteria and is a delicate balance. 

Option 5 and B violates feeder patterns, transportation 

efficiency and the major roads/natural boundary criteria. Parent/Guardian



Option B is not a sensible solution. 

A parent whose child is currently attending a high-performing 

school will not allow that child to be forced into a low-

performing school. Parent/Guardian

All options except Option 1 have the majority of high schools 

within the target utilization range of 80-85 percent with two 

schools each. 

This data does not present a clear winner in regard to high 

school utilization rates in Wayne County. Parent/Guardian

A minor theme that appeared in the first three Planning Team 

meetings was the need for building new schools. Rosewood 

schools are in bad repair.

Northwest is still using mobile units which were only meant 

for temporary use. New schools are needed and data proves 

it. Parent/Guardian

Wayne has pockets that are predominantly one race and that 

splitting feeder patterns and moving boundaries alone just for 

diversity splits communities

Mr.Cropper has said from the start that if we can have an 

offer that increases diversity but does not sacrifice others it 

should be considered. Parent/Guardian

My thoughts is that , I don't like the redistricting . It does not 

allow parents to choose where they want their child to attend. 

It is important because every school don't teach the same and 

I have gotten to know the people that live in the same county. Parent/Guardian

I think the zoning should be left alone.  There is no reason to 

bus children to different schools for education. Other than 

politics...

My child's education and learning environment is paramount.  

Demographics and diversity have nothing to do with 

education, only politics. Parent/Guardian

Option B disrupts more students than Option A

One of the criteria and what I here watching the video of the 

meetings is trying to disrupt as few as possible and still meet 

facility utilization. Parent/Guardian

Middle school utilization 

If Norwayne needs relief could Rosewood be considered as 

well as Dillard  and Eastern Wayne? Parent/Guardian

My kid doesn't ride a bus to school so the transportation 

wont be an issue.

Aycock is closer to my work that I leave to pick my kid up. I 

would never be able to make it to ghs to pick my kid up in time Parent/Guardian

Logistically speaking this plan does not make sense.

Busing children miles outside of their community in which 

they live is not economically, timely, or emotionally the best 

interest for our children. Parent/Guardian

The students from Patetown should not be taken from their 

schools and martyred to save the lowest performing schools.

All others would feel the same if this was proposed for their 

area! Parent/Guardian

"Increasing economic inequity and residential segregation 

have triggered a resurgence of interest in community 

schools..."-Learning Policy Institute

"Community schools represent a place-based strategy in 

which schools partner with community agencies"-Learning 

Policy Institute Parent/Guardian



If you want to affect change make it something that will last 

and most importantly have buy in from stakeholders. Going 

from a non failing school

to one that is failing is not smart. It may even be illegal, but if 

not it is unethical. Parent/Guardian

Not a fan of Charter schools, since the WCPS children have 

become a number I have changed my mind. Parent/Guardian

Building utilization/capacity is one of the criteria and the plan 

for middle  schools (both A and B) has some room for 

improvement.

For instance Spring Creek Middle being at 117% and 

Rosewood Middle is only at 77%. Parent/Guardian

I do not agree with plan B.  If I had more space I would tell 

you why. Parent/Guardian

It will impact the housing market

By changing school district zone, those which is merged into 

lower level school will be impacted to lose market value. Parent/Guardian

I would prefer option A out of the two options

Id rather my child not have to travel into the city on a bus to 

attend MS and HS. There is no telling the hours of pickup Parent/Guardian

I do NOT agree with either plan for the purposes of either 

utilization or diversity as they unfairly discriminate against me 

a as a parent.

Unless all parents are being forced to travel 25 min, in a car, 

as opposed to 5 min, then I have been unfairly discriminated 

against, for involvement. Parent/Guardian

Think the schools in pikeville are should be as they are

It give the children time to growth before the become mixed 

in with older children Parent/Guardian

So, Options 1 and 2 were developed with the criteria as a 

whole.

The other options show the Planning Team's focus on certain 

criteria versus the criteria as a whole. Parent/Guardian

I think things are fine the way they are. I think both options 

are a bad idea and unneccessary.

I live in this district because of the schools.  My child should 

be able to feel comfortable in the school that he has been in 

the past 4 years. Parent/Guardian

It could be said that looking at the enrollment numbers is 

pointless.

One reason for this is Goldsboro city schools which from the 

very beginning were organized in a way that would require 

students to move every 2 years. Parent/Guardian

Busing issues. Parent/Guardian

I think all living situations would be different if things changed. 

You have people who want to be within certain school 

districts and if they change, then those people would then 

find a new area to live in. Parent/Guardian

Option B maps and data contradict one another. The maps 

have my street attending NEE and then Dillard, and GHS. But 

the data says students at NEE will

feed only to EWM and Norwayne. So which one is correct?  

We need better maps to have an accurate idea of what is 

being proposed. Parent/Guardian



Not sure what happened to 1st 3 proposals until a former 

WCPS employee told me that Middle & HS district lines being 

moved to at least DawPate Rd

has been in the works for the last 5 years. No wonder why the 

first 3 proposals disappeared. Parent/Guardian

Northeast will feed 3 middle schools and Northwest only one 

in option B.

Why aren’t they in the mix for capacity changes in middle 

schools. Poor feeder patterns and proximity with option B. Parent/Guardian

Students in the Patetown area should not be going to 

Goldsboro. Parent/Guardian

I don’t think that demography have to be a factor on planning 

any changes

I believe that every person have a right to choose where they 

want to  live,  it’s a personal decision Parent/Guardian

It appears the drafted options A and B will impact more 

students than the original draft options 1 and 2.

Option B seems to focus only on diversity. Cropper GIS states 

we need to focus on the criteria as a whole. Parent/Guardian

NC Research Fund “neighborhoods characterized by 

concentrated poverty” tend to lack “quality schools.” 

Shirley Edwards “Most of the crime in Goldsboro happens in 

these communities.” Parent/Guardian

The planning team was heavily loaded with people with 

vested interest in the city of Goldsboro. Most of the meetings 

focused only on the city schools.

One team member got very emotional every time Rosewood 

schools were brought up in conversation. Parent/Guardian

we ensure the maximization of transportation efficiency and 

ensure the safety and security of our children within the 

public school system. 

Mr. Cropper mentioned the fact that this option 5 did not 

take into account transportation efficiency. This is true for 

Option B as well. Parent/Guardian

I own 3 homes in CBA district , and I feel it would devalue my 

homes or raise my taxes; these are my investments for my 

future.  Is your plan 

then to raise taxes or add fees, or even change my Pikeville 

home to a Goldsboro address to cover my children going to 

city school?  Driving buses out Parent/Guardian

to my area will incur addl costs to the community.  Has that 

been taken into account?  I'm guessing the answer is No.  Parent/Guardian

Mr. Cropper said we must “come to the term that is just the 

way the community surrounding that school may be in certain 

area.” 

“There is only so much you can do because of the nature of 

where communities are, where they reside and the 

demographics of the various communities.” Parent/Guardian

Mr. Cropper told the Planning Team that we had “pretty clean 

feeders” until they started focusing on diversity.

Mr. Cropper reinforced the importance on focusing on the 

criteria as a whole and not to focus solely on one criteria at 

each meeting. Parent/Guardian

The poverty rate among the Latino population is actually 

higher in the county than within Goldsboro where it is at 30 

percent. 

NC Research Fund “Much of the so-called racial gap in student 

achievement stems from socioeconomic factors like 

segregation and parental income.” Parent/Guardian



Using major roads as boundaries is a criteria 

The group should consider major roads and how many must 

be crossed in this plan.  If you use major roads like a grid how 

does that impact the plan? Parent/Guardian

with all the respect don't fix whats not broke if you really 

want to make a change focus on what I said previously the 

drugs and violence we have all over wayne county that's were we need to start . Parent/Guardian

Min impact on students: On one of the videos a school board 

member made the comment that Tommy’s Rd School had not 

been messed with and that they 

needed to be messed with. (as far as redistricting). What kind 

of message does this send to the "stakeholders"? Parent/Guardian

Families have chosen to live in the community in which they 

want their children to attend school.  

Forcing  families to send their children to different schools 

that have substandard preformance is not acceptable. Parent/Guardian

The poverty rate in Goldsboro was at 20 percent in 2000, and 

it had risen to over 25 percent by 2016. 

13 percent of white residents and 34 percent of African 

Americans are considered as living below the poverty line in 

Goldsboro Parent/Guardian

Cropper GIS said Rosewood growth was on the decline, and 

this member argued stating speculated growth numbers.

Mr. Cropper told him they cannot plan around speculated 

numbers. Parent/Guardian

NC Research Fund “poor people typically do not live near their 

wealthier neighbors, but are concentrated in areas that are 

disproportionately poor.”

“Place has a hand in the creation and perpetuation of 

poverty.” Parent/Guardian

This further supports statements by Cropper GIS that Wayne 

County Public Schools simply do not have the room and new 

capacity must be built.

For middle schools there are no options on the table that 

show an average utilization rate within the targeted 70-85 

percent range. Parent/Guardian

Option A is enter than B except for the every 2 year move 

elementary configuration piece. I think it is a given Fremont 

will have to assist the north.

Can the committee change the elementary configuration and 

leave everything else in A? That would lessen the impact on 

children and still make change. Parent/Guardian

Plan A seems to be better than Plan B but I don't like either 

one. Keep the districts as they are.

Keep the feeder schools together,if like I was, I had a child and 

Northeast, NMS and CBA. If this is split as proposed it will put 

hardship on family Parent/Guardian

Option B would negatively affect more children and families. 

Option B accounts for the largest number of children/families 

affected as opposed to option A.  Parent/Guardian

The feeder schools should remain the same for most 

students.  My child will go to Northeast, Dillard, then 

Goldsboro High.  

As research shows time and time again, relationships are 

important, especially in middle and high school students.  Parent/Guardian



Dr. McKibben told the planning team that the immediate 

need is capacity versus diversity. The team had their minds 

made up.

The mobile units in our county are not normally counted, but 

Cropper GIS had no choice. Parent/Guardian

Options 1 and 4 have four schools within the target range 

while Options 2, 3, and 5 only have two middle schools within 

the target range.

All options on the table have an average utilization rate of 84 

percent for high school. Parent/Guardian

"Community schools cannot overcome all problems facing 

poor neighborhoods"-Learning Policy Institute

"growing economic inequality has profoundly shaped out-of-

school gaps in opportunities"-Learning Policy Institute Parent/Guardian

Leave Middle School and High schools alone. Elementary state 

mandated class size is the problem.

Statistics and numbers are good to look at. The last time I saw 

my child and a child from the central attendance area I saw a 

child not a number. Parent/Guardian

This will impact my family to move our children to Fremont 

elementary. I do not have a problem with this however have a 

concern of how long projection Why this plan will last? 5, 10, 15 years? Parent/Guardian

However, you can look at the number of students impacted 

by each of the options.

For elementary schools Options A and B have the least total 

number of students impacted with 163. Parent/Guardian

Since I live in the Patetown fire district, my complete support 

is for Option A. 

Transportation requirements are least impacted under this 

Option. Parent/Guardian

Shirley Edwards “They don’t have parents who will read to 

them, they don’t have safe places to study, 

they don’t have books, much less computers in their homes, 

and they don’t have enough to eat.” Parent/Guardian

Shirley Edwards states, “Their lack of meaningful and effective 

education keeps them from being able to escape…”

“the lack of real education leads to lousy housing, lousy 

circumstance, despair and an inability to escape.” Parent/Guardian

The numbers for Meadow Lane Elementary do not reflect the 

increase in their school capacity. 

Another reason for numbers not being a good measurement 

is that you have schools in certain areas of the county that 

cannot be changed. Parent/Guardian

Overcrowding will continue, because we simply do not have 

the room. 

If anything this process further proves what the experts from 

Cropper GIS have stated in that we need more capacity. Parent/Guardian

We have to look at the big picture here in Wayne County We 

have so many children who are growing up in a home full of 

drugs.violence and the majority 

are in foster care that's the problem sorry parents that don't 

care about their children. Please explain how are us the 

working parents who actually Parent/Guardian

Although this page of which district we live in didn’t include 

CBA to click on and only elementary schools. I am speaking on 

behalf of Option A, as my

 Sons will both be juniors next year and have been attending 

CBA and would not want to move schools  in their Junior year. Parent/Guardian



Students in the Saulston area all the way to Green County and 

Hwy. 13 should be at EWHS. 

Dr. Taylor clearly  did this to give CBA an advantage in 

numbers. It should be as it was years ago. Parent/Guardian

Another team member said this planning team gives the 

county the chance to pull students back into Goldsboro city 

schools where they once were.

During the Planning Team meeting held on 8 July, an option 

was presented that would pull people from Rosewood to 

Goldsboro, numbers proved it worked. Parent/Guardian

Option a seems more realistic 

Keeping my child in familiar territory and schools is important. 

Sending my child to Dillard after we bought a house in this 

district is ridiculous Parent/Guardian

T. Keung Hui stated, “You’re sentenced to the school that 

you’re assigned...So now you’re in that cycle of poverty and 

that gap continues to widen.” 

The North Carolina Research Fund published “Goldsboro: 

Isolation and Marginalization in Eastern North Carolina.”  The 

planning team should read this! Parent/Guardian

A 2007 study completed by BrainSpaces stated the ideal 

utilization rate for elementary schools is between 95 and 100 

percent. 

It goes on to state the ideal rates for middle schools as 70-85 

percent and 80-85 percent for high schools. Parent/Guardian

Federal funding impact 

Northeast being a Title One school with 100% free lunch is a 

poor elementary school. Plans A & B pull children from these 

schools  with military ties Parent/Guardian

I feel that taking kids from CBA to go to Goldsboro will not do 

the kids any good. Also I feel that it will hurt the housing price. Parent/Guardian

Demo & School Utili: redistrict GHS & Dillard with Rosewood 

& EW. Make GHS a trade school. Dillard Building can be used 

by Carver so K-5 can be under

one roof. Put Wayne Sch of Engineer at old Golds Middle. 

Demograph is improved and elem is not split up. Parent/Guardian

In my opinion, for my area alone the best option would be 

option A. 

It makes sense for me because you have kids who are making 

friends and learning best with the people that they know 

around them. Parent/Guardian

Historically this has been an on going issue

Newcomers, did you realize in 2009, there was a lawsuit from 

the NAACP related to diversity disparity at Goldsboro HS. 10 

years later is this the fix? Parent/Guardian

By absorbing GHS & Dillard then these schools can be turned 

into a technical school like WS of Engineering. Diversity is 

achieved and SJAFB as well 

as others in the district will benefit from the specialized 

schools. Parent/Guardian

Options 1 and 4 have four schools within the target range 

while Options 2, 3, and 5 only have two middle schools within 

the target range.

All options on the table have an average utilization rate of 84 

percent for high school. Parent/Guardian



Mr. Cropper reminded the Planning Team that they must 

focus on the criteria as a whole, because the new options 

deviated from the other criteria. 

It was noted that Options 3 and 4 deviated from the 

transportation efficiency criteria. Parent/Guardian

Objective 1: Populate the new Meadow Lane Elementary 

School, with a planned capacity of approximately 700 

students. 

In options 3, 5, and B the new Meadow Lane is populated 

over the 700 student plan. Option 3 is closer to the mark with 

a planned 707 students. Parent/Guardian

Some other states have completed studies on utilization rates 

and have showed an optimal utilization rate of between 95 to 

100 percent. Parent/Guardian

How is it that children with Pikeville addresses would be sent 

to Goldsboro district but children with Goldsboro addresses 

go to Pikeville schools?

Bet the USPS has spent some time mapping out routes based 

on zip codes for efficiency...maybe that should be considered. Parent/Guardian

Objective 2: Maximize efficient use of existing classroom 

space, especially at the elementary level, in light of the k-3 

class size reduction mandate.

To maximize the efficient use of existing classrooms you have 

to target a certain utilization rate. Parent/Guardian

It was mentioned in meetings not to focus on one criteria 

because you deviate from others

The committee did just that and focused on demographics 

and lost sight of other criteria. I believe it was repeated to 

have minimal student impact Parent/Guardian

My oldest is highly involved in sports and academics and an 

AB student in honors classes..  this change may effect him and 

his future. 

Perhaps moving any new class man before they enter a school 

would be better than moving current students! Parent/Guardian

Option B spreads out middle school capacity except for Spring 

Creek Middle which remains at 117% capacity 

Spring Creek district originally had students attending in the 

Eastern Wayne district. There is also growth continuing in that 

district as well. Parent/Guardian

However, Option 4 does provide the equal distribution among 

the northern three elementary schools.

The Planning Team seemed to focus more on the middle and 

high school levels while increasing diversity. Parent/Guardian

NC Research Fund, “Concentrations of poor and minority 

households, especially in a number of city center census 

tracts, 

reveal an array of intensely distressed neighborhoods, some 

of which are almost entirely African American.” Parent/Guardian

I am in favor of option A

Option B pulls my child away from the district she has been in 

for years. During middle school. This is unacceptable to me. Parent/Guardian

option A is the best option for my family.

If I wanted my child to a down town school I would have 

moved down town. Parent/Guardian



In the first Planning Team meeting it was clear that the 

Planning Team was going to focus on two main topics, 

Goldsboro city schools and diversity.

This fact is repeated in the next two meetings and even 

catches the attention of some of the team members and Mr. 

Cropper himself. Parent/Guardian

Mr. Cropper related maximizing transportation efficiency to 

the criteria that concerns using major roads and natural 

boundaries. 

He mentioned that is was considered “best practice” to use 

major roads and natural boundaries wherever feasible to 

define attendance zones. Parent/Guardian

The best average utilization rates for elementary schools are 

found in Options 2 and 3 with 101 percent. 

Options 4 and A (which are the same but with a different 

name) show two elementary schools within the targeted 

range. Parent/Guardian

For middle school Options A and B have an average closest to 

the target at 92 percent. 

The best option that has the majority of schools within the 

target range is Option A with five schools within 70-85 

percent. Parent/Guardian

Important that you dont pull our kids from county to feel 

yourmedow lane.so why you moving high school students?

So leave county schools alone.there is enough kids in city to 

feel your school house medow lane. Parent/Guardian

A 2007 study completed by BrainSpaces stated the ideal 

utilization rate for elementary schools is between 95 and 100 

percent. 

It goes on to state the ideal rates for middle schools as 70-85 

percent and 80-85 percent for high schools. Parent/Guardian

If you look at the elementary schools closely there are few 

options that show the majority of schools in the targeted 

utilization rate range. Options 4 and A show two schools within the targeted range. Parent/Guardian

Option 5 is way over with a planned 820 students, and Option 

B, which is basically Option 5 renamed, shows a planned 820 

students. 

Options 1 and 2 show a planned student enrollment of 658 

students, and Options 4 and A show a planned enrollment of 

643 students. Parent/Guardian

Options 3 and 4 were developed by the Planning Team with 

increasing diversity as primary criteria.

Mr. Cropper told them, “There is only so much you can do 

because of the nature of where communities are..." Parent/Guardian

Choose Option A,  please

My home selling value will decrease drastically if you move 

students in my area to Dillard and GHS. Parent/Guardian

Leave the current boundaries as is or choose option A.

The school  areas were well thought about when buying our 

house. Crime and school reputation went into this decision. Parent/Guardian

Options 3, 4, and 5 were developed with inputs made by the 

Planning Team. 

The options that were developed independently, without 

emotion, without invested interest, or any political affiliation 

were Options 1 and 2. Parent/Guardian

The people tring to do this probley dont even have school.yall 

just tring to cause problem.it not gonna make nothing better 

worst.time to call tv stat Import Parent/Guardian



Options 5 and B have the greatest total number of students 

impacted with 461.

You can look at these numbers to see how this objective can 

be met. Parent/Guardian

The planning blocks 42/53  are closer to GHS district than how 

far it goes up in plan B and the portion shifted to EW district 

to get the #’s needed

Northwest has mobile units and needs relief and this would 

accomplish that. Parent/Guardian

School that we do not agree with. Parent/Guardian

NC Research Fund “Wayne County’s black and Hispanic 

residents are far more likely to live in a poor neighborhood 

than their white counterparts.” 

“every year spent in a better neighborhood was correlated 

with improved outcome as an adult.” Parent/Guardian

Option 5 has the greatest total number of students impacted 

with 559. 

For high schools Option 1 has the least total number of 

students impacted with 149. Parent/Guardian

Each and every time Mr. Cropper would try to bring them 

back to focus on the criteria as a whole. 

Options 1 ad 2 were developed by Cropper GIS prior to 

formation of the Planning Team. Parent/Guardian

Option B will ruin our home value, we bought our home for 

the school district and resale will be difficult, but we will 

move. We love our district, 

 Option A is more reasonable and I hope that is what you 

choose. Parent/Guardian

I agree with Map option A, and definitely not with B

I am NOT comfortable sending my child to Goldsboro High...  

this a hard no for my family. Parent/Guardian

For elementary schools Options A and B have the least total 

number of students impacted with 163. 

Option 3 has the greatest total number of students impacted 

with 659. Parent/Guardian

I choose option A

I have two kids that are in middle school and high school, it 

will be hard for me to go to both schools at the same time Parent/Guardian

Options A and B have an average closest to the target at 92 

percent. 

As you look closely at each school the best option that has the 

majority of schools within the target range is Option A with 

five schools. Parent/Guardian

I think option A would be better.  I have check what school is 

closer, and where my daughter and my boys go to school now 

is closer. Parent/Guardian

Out of all the conversations I have had with elected officials in 

the last several days they have indicated the root of the 

problem. When a person 

wants to leave then we need to help them. Wether this 

person wants the ship to sink or not he sure is pouring a lot of 

water in the boat. Parent/Guardian

Map A is what I’m voting for. 

We’re military and based our house hunting and buying on 

the schools that our daughters will go to. Parent/Guardian

NC Research Fund “The influence of neighborhood, and 

residential segregation, on life outcomes is especially stark for 

kids.

One prominent study found that children who moved from a 

low-income to a higher-income area were more likely, on 

average, to earn more as adults.” Parent/Guardian



The best average utilization rates for elementary schools are 

found in Options 2 and 3 with 101 percent.  

The other options show a utilization rate of 104 and 105 

percent. Parent/Guardian

proposed to the community.  Parent/Guardian

In the US Dep. of Education Impact Aid budget for FY2016 a 

school district earns $193 per “federal connected” student in 

schools.

Schools with a population of zero to 19 percent “federally 

connected children.” Parent/Guardian

Changes should be made  at the lower grades .

Change is easier at this age and students are not highly 

involved in school activities. Parent/Guardian

I think both options hurt more people than help people. It 

forces the children to have to deal with  children that don't 

want to learn. 

Dillard Middle is a hard school to teach at and the students do 

not want to learn. So why subject children that want to learn 

to go thier. Parent/Guardian

For high schools Option 1 has the least total number of 

students impacted with 149. 

Options 5 and B have the greatest total number of students 

impacted with 461. Parent/Guardian

In regards to utilization rates for the new Meadow Lane, 

Options 1 and 2 have utilization rates of 91 percent. Options 4 and A have utilization rate of 89 percent. Parent/Guardian

June 1973 study by Mary Ann Lachat from the Teachers 

College of Columbia University titled “Desegregation in 

Goldsboro, North Carolina A Case Study.” 

“Many of the children having the most difficulty are black, 

and teachers cited the poor backgrounds of these students as 

a major factor..." Parent/Guardian

Option 3 has the greatest total number of students impacted 

with 659. 

For middle schools Option 1 has the least total number of 

students impacted with 90. Parent/Guardian

For middle schools Option 1 has the least total number of 

students impacted with 90. 

Option 5 has the greatest total number of students impacted 

with 559. Parent/Guardian

option a does not have to travel long way Parent/Guardian

I choose Parent/Guardian

I guess if we are not happy with the school selection then we 

can move to Spence Ave. (close proximity to schools?) Parent/Guardian

I am not opposed to either option They even out the area of where the students will attend. Parent/Guardian

I believe that both options do meet the objectives stated.   

We enjoy the Northeast/Norwayne district and I’m glad we 

are not affected. 

It is important to be efficient and diverse. I think it will help 

balance the county and relieve some of the over crowding in 

the county. Parent/Guardian

I Think I Parent/Guardian

Option A Parent/Guardian

Fgjj Parent/Guardian

R T Parent/Guardian



Tommy’s Road Elementary and Meadow Lane are already 

very diverse schools. Staff

Too many schools, increasing transportation needs. 

Parents already likely travel to two or more schools daily, this 

increases that tremendously. As a working parent, we need to 

respect their time. Staff

Start/end times. 

These were already adjusted this year. It will need to be 

adjusted again to allow parents dropping off students to get 

to each location on time. Staff

This is not good. 

As a staff member I'm likely to be transferred away from 

where I am now and further from home. I would have to seek 

new employment. Staff

I think the districts that have been proposed will not help to 

serve the student of this district. 

The new districts will only help improve the schools test 

scores. It’s not gonna change the current students test scores 

however Staff

The Wayne School of Engineering and Wayne Early Middle 

College High programs should be expanded to serve more 

students

These schools are producing the best results in the district 

and should be expanded to serve more students in the county Staff

My kids are important. 

My child deserves to be able to attend the school I work at or 

a school he can be transported to. This change affects both 

options. Staff

There are a lot of trade skill jobs coming available and some 

of these jobs pay really well. 

By offering trade skill education students would be able to 

enter the directly into the workforce and avoid the debt of 

college. Staff

Where is the continuum of care with these proposed plans for 

elementary aged students? Staff

The proposed options are not financially smart.  The plans 

would involve busing kids farther away than necessary. More costs. Plus, we already struggle to find bus drivers as is. Staff

I don't agree with students from Northeast going to Eastern 

Wayne Middle for 3 years, leaving their peers who they have 

known for a while, and then go

back to Aycock for high school. It makes no sense! These kids 

need to stay together!! Why separate them for 3 years? Staff

This would also affect military families that already have to 

endure enough transition as is, but now they would have to 

change schools yet again. Staff

Removing students from their current community that 

they've been in all their life is an unnecessary transition for 

them to have to make. Why divide communities when it is not necessary? Staff



Community schools statistically have positive impacts on 

attendance, student achievement, graduations rates, etc. Those are very important aspects that we are graded on. Staff

Instead of redistricting, we should focus on changing the 

school's calendar so high schools can test before Christmas 

break.

This would increase our test scores, because students forget it 

all/don't study over the break. Staff

I feel the community would be better served by a magnet 

school or vocational and performing arts school. 

WCPS needs to create schools that the county school parents 

will want to send their child too. A trade skill or performing 

arts school would be good Staff

Special education and too many transitions Staff

A school that offer early medical, EMS, Firefighting, and law 

enforcement training would help those who want to enter the 

device field. 

Some students will enter these fields and would be better 

prepared for the college level training if they had previous 

training. Staff

these programs would need to start at the elementary level 

and go all the way to high school 

By starting the program at the elementary level students 

would be able to become proficient enough to go straight to 

work after graduation Staff

A school of the arts would serve those students who wish to 

work outside of the vocational trades

An arts school would help give our students an edge when 

trying to go to college for a career in the arts. Wether it be 

performing or educational arts Staff

Some people are not destined to go to college. These 

students deserve educational opportunities that will prepare 

them for life after school. 

Some people will end up working in the restaurant industry. 

We could improve their skill by offering culinary arts. Staff

I agree with option 1. A lot of the schools are overcrowded. The schools wouldn't be over capacity. Staff

The Staff



School: Northwest Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

I do not feel students should be forced into attending a school 

that is not close to their primary residence soley to help 

statistical data.

In my opinion, the main issues with the schools in question 

relate to moral character, which needs to be dealt with at 

home and not at school. Community Member

I don't like the idea of kids being bussed farther from home. The less time spent riding the bus the better. Community Member

The new plans seem like they would be tougher on families 

with multiple children in multiple locations. Community Member

Option B does meet the criteria of sending students to the 

closest school.

The distance approximately doubles for some students 

between home and middle and high school. Community Member

Building a new school for Meadowlane and then reassigning 

those students seems to defeat the purpose of building it

Reps from the base complained about the age of the school.  

Sending those same students to old schools will cause the 

same problems. Community Member

From what I understand, either option means kids have to 

change schools more often.

Building relationships & being comfortable in a new 

environment takes time. They get settled in & then they have 

to move... again. Community Member

If moral character at home became the sole focus, then I 

believe the school system would greatly benefit. 

The money should go toward community programs, such as 

parenting classes, sports, skills, as well as other social and 

physically uplifting endeavors. Community Member

Redistricting all high schools. Make all schools same size. Community Member

People purchase homes based on school district.  I know we 

did, it’s always the #1 thing we ask!! Not fair to bus kids farther from their home. Parent/Guardian

Both options are insanely unsympathetic to the children's 

social and mental needs as well as logistical nightmares for 

parents and caregivers!

All people need to feel a sense of belonging and security. 

Changing schools every 2-3 years at the elementary level with 

be traumatic for students. Parent/Guardian

I personally would not let my child travel further to a worse 

school, I'd sale and move or put him in a private school! Parent/Guardian

Neither option makes sense. 

Most of the schools are overcrowded, so why are we going to 

move kids further from their homes and the schools still be 

overcrowded? Parent/Guardian



I am afraid these changes will drive children out of the public 

school system and the growth of area private schools will 

reap the benefits. 

How is the Rosewood area being affected? They have always 

seemed to be an untouchable bubble.  Parent/Guardian

I’m not supportive of this change

I bought my house so my daughter could attend this school 

.she built a family here. Parent/Guardian

Your points listed as to why this change is occurring is simply 

smoke and mirrors for trying to raise school's letter grades by 

redistributing kids.  

The whole premise is a fallacy because these kids who would 

raise test scores for the low performers will seek other 

educational options instead. Parent/Guardian

I recently moved here from a state which used this proposed 

system. It was terrible and the state was not ranked well for 

education. 

Splitting school zones by grade would have a major negative 

impact on families who must Parent/Guardian

I want to keep the same schools Parent/Guardian

Neither #NAME? Parent/Guardian

Neither Plan helps with the utilization of the Elementary 

schools

Neither plan that is purposed will help to end overcrowding at 

the elementary schools. they still leave 11 of them over 

crowded. Parent/Guardian

My kids currently attend Northwest Elementary,  Norwayne 

Middle,  Charles B Aycock.  Redistricting will require them to 

change schools. 

Being military they have changed schools a few times and we 

have finally settled and found stability and they enjoy their 

current learning environment Parent/Guardian

Neither option is good! Let Rosewood relieve Northwest and 

Fremont relieve Northeast. And stop all the madness about K-

2 and 3-5. That's just crazy! The whole administration needs an overhaul!! Parent/Guardian

Why are kids being redistricted for Demographic purposes? 

No child should be a guinea pig to improve demographics of a 

school...period! Parent/Guardian

Schools are very diversified, why do we need to send kids to a 

school further from their home? Parent/Guardian

The road ways in the maps seem to be outdated. They do not 

appear to coordinate with roads as they are since 795 was  

built. 

The northern end of wayne county is growing because of two 

reasons: proximity to other areas for work and the school 

district as it is. Parent/Guardian

In all of these options, students are being moved from schools 

that are consistently performing well on state assessments.

Moving these students to underperforming schools can 

impede their academic growth, simply for the sake of the 

district as a whole??? Parent/Guardian

Stability is important.  Glad we are not affected by these 

options. Moving k-5 every 2yrs is slightly insane.  Parent/Guardian



Neither of these options should be considered! You're 

messing with property values based on school zones and 

mental health of the kids! Stop this!

Kids forge friendships and a familiarity with their 

surroundings, why take away their safety to put them in a 

school with strangers. Parent/Guardian

As a parent I want my kids to go to a school with the kids 

they’ve grown up with and live around. This will help them be more comfortable at school. Parent/Guardian

I believe you should leave things they way they currently are. Parent/Guardian

Neither option is going to change things. Most people 

purchase their homes with the school district as a top priority. 

Redistricting will cause people  to move or put kids in private schools. Parent/Guardian

Children have a lot more stress especially military families. 

Having consistency with one school is optimal.

Changing every 2 years is once again another added stressor 

to their life. Parent/Guardian

Why is this even being considered? Oh I know, because y'all 

want to beef up the districts that nobody wants to attend. I 

will homeschool first.

Military kids are worth money cause the gov pays extra to the 

school. You will lose a lot! We will put them in private school 

or homeschool. Parent/Guardian

You'll give 6 million dollars for a "competition gym", but not 

to expand the schools? Sounds like the sports programs are 

your concern not the kids!

If I wanted my kids to attend Dillard middle or Goldsboro 

High, I would've bought a house downtown!! But I didn't. 

Leave things as they are! Parent/Guardian

I am not in favor of either option. Making schools more 

racially diverse is bull. The only schools that it changes the 

diversity are the city schools 

Why not close GHS other than for programs such as the 

engineering program, and split THAT district among ALL the 

surrounding districts? Parent/Guardian

My 7 year old was still very nervous and he’s been at the 

same school his whole life. 

Sending my son to a new school for 2nd grade would make 

him even more afraid and nervous. They’re still very young 

and need familiar faces and rooms Parent/Guardian

Jumping from Elementary, Middle, and High with different 

districts will cause issues with student/parent relationships.  

You often become a family

Having students switch from different districts with new 

kids/parent support systems will cause problems for working 

parents and their care for kids. Parent/Guardian

Before and after care is already complicated to find for the 

northern area and get to work. Having consistency is important to us . Parent/Guardian

Redistricting to change demographics never works! It is never 

a fair option to make those fairly in a good school district to 

offset the weaker! Parent/Guardian

County Schools | City Schools

There are reasons why some families choose not to live in 

Goldsboro City limits.  Busing kids into City Schools  to "fix" #'s 

on paper.  Bad idea.   Parent/Guardian



You will not solve the county's true dilemma of low 

performance by redistricting. Our county is comprised of a 

great deal of transplants due to SJAFB.

I work with these families when they move here, and they will 

simply buy houses in areas that are outside of the 

redistricting's reach. Parent/Guardian

Meadow Lane was just built for the 'military children.' So we 

are now going to switch them to only go part of the their time 

to the new school.

The need for the school was pushed because of the military 

and their support of our county.  Don't you think it will be like 

a slap in their face? Parent/Guardian

Plan B does not meet the goals

One of the goals that plan B does not meet would be the 

proximity the children live to the school.  Parent/Guardian

Ridiculous Get real educators on the board.  Parent/Guardian

These plans don't do much to address the diversity issues that 

our county has faced for 30+ years. 

 Doing the same things and expecting different 

results=insanity. Close inner city schools and bus those 

students to county. Parent/Guardian

I think that the districts should stay the same. I don’t think 

that kids should have to travel out their way to go to school Because the best for the kids in this area should be first Parent/Guardian

This is not the only way it could have been done. Instead of 

southern wayne getting a competition gym, funds should 

have gone for structural changes. You are going to force people in this area to move Parent/Guardian

It's way past time for another middle school to be built in the 

northern end of the county. That many students of that age 

creates multiple problems!

Norwayne is not centrally located for the district either. 

Another high school is probably needed as well.  Building 

schools should be the priority. Parent/Guardian

The redistricting options both put children in schools that 

require 10+ minutes of drive time when their current school is 

within walking distance.

You're creating terrible inefficiencies in drive time for parents 

as well mismanaging education funds thru unnecessarily 

lengthy bus routes. Parent/Guardian

Don’t understand why Rosewood school district is left out of 

the mix Parent/Guardian

I do not like either one. The district line to include my 

neighborhood is within walking distance to move into 

Fremont district which is what we want.

Fremont is a better school overall.  Smaller school, more 

rounded curriculum. Great staff and teachers. Parent/Guardian

Nothing changes for Rosewood. Slide that line on up into the 

Northwest District instead of sliding Fremont down!!! Rosewood is closer for us than norwayne / cba Parent/Guardian

I would be extremely upset if the school district changes. Parent/Guardian

What about the Lottery $. So obviously it hasn't benefited 

schools since it came into place because its sole purpose is for 

new construction. 

So we have gained new schools and facilities, but much of 

that has come from bonds and other avenues.  I just wonder if 

we could utilize that option. Parent/Guardian



Has anyone considered the bus routes in this?

Families with multiple children? Teachers with school age 

children? Parent/Guardian

Any plan proposed would only work, if WCPS did not allow  

kids to attend schools outside of their assigned zones.

Most families purchase homes in zones w/"desirable" schools. 

Personally, I wouldn't want my child moved into city schools 

in which we don't live in. Parent/Guardian

As a parent of 2 students, I do not see how this will in any way 

be beneficial to my children if they continuously are moved to 

different schools. 

The Superintendent and the Board needs to go back or 

completely forget what they have come up with.  This is not a 

solution for our students. Parent/Guardian

I feel as if you should leave the district the way it is currently 

set. My family recently purchased a home due to being in that 

school district.

The closeness of the school to my Children's home is 

important to me. We live in the county because it is 

convenient for pick up and drop off.   Parent/Guardian

The School Board did very little to address the overcrowding 

of the northern end of the county. Option A actually keeps 

Norwayne over capacity!

And while shifting 90 students to Fremont will help some, it 

doesn't alleviate the overcrowding of NEE or NWE schools. 

We need an additional school! Parent/Guardian

Why are only certain school districts being made to change?? 

Rosewood and Southern Wayne aren't impacted by either 

plan.

Most of our schools ARE racially diverse. GHS and Rosewood 

are not. You're reasons are just a smoke screen. Parent/Guardian

I don’t like either option. I think they are both asinine. Parent/Guardian

Plan B goals

Plan B does not maximize efficiency of school resources. 

buses would have to travel further and the system is already 

in need of drivers. Parent/Guardian

It appears that option A would work better for my area.  The 

maps make more sense than the options to pull Aycock area 

to Goldsboro as in option B.

Parents move to Aycock areas for the schools, trying to take 

students from these areas will only cause conflict and 

problems for parents and family. Parent/Guardian

I feel that schools should remain as they are.  I feel that every 

student has the chance to succeed when they are offered the 

chance.

I feel that a strong family unit at home is the key to success 

for everyone.  If parents don't want to be involved it should 

affect those who have it. Parent/Guardian

According to the data proposed it seems like Northwest will 

lose around 35 students if I analyzed it correctly.  

Is it even going to make a difference for the school if they lose 

that few students, they are still way overcrowded.  Building 

more is the only answer Parent/Guardian

I don’t agree with splitting up a K-5 school into 3 separate 

buildings.

The logistics don’t make any sense and the objectives don’t 

match what the actual proposals want to do. Parent/Guardian

Neither plan will work. People who dislike the changes will 

either move further into the Northern end of the county or go 

to private schools. 

This is part of the reason why the Northern end of the county 

is overcrowded!! Build us additional schools. Divided GHS 

among ALL high schools! Parent/Guardian



Agree we could make better use our established schools, but 

it will not change the fact that additional facilities are needed. 

I understand that money is always a concern, but children 

drive family decisions, and mediocre schools will not bring tax 

paying familys to Wayne Co. Parent/Guardian

I do not support lines drawn based on your stated intent of 

increasing diversity.

You will reduce the achievement of a group of students in 

order to increase the abyssmal achievement of others Parent/Guardian

Temporary fix, however, as majority of schools are aging 

messes and will need new builds soon. Parent/Guardian

People choose where to live and some of that is based on 

school districts, but you are proposing undercutting their 

choices with your social engineeri

You're not giving people enough time to do something 

different if they don't like your redistricting. Parent/Guardian

Just look at the map as it is now. Basically 1/2 of the county is 

being served by 3 K-5 schools, 1 middle, and 1 high school. All 

but 1 are overcrowde

These plans don't solve our problems! Norwayne will still be 

the largest middle school in the county. NEE & NWE will still 

be overcrowded. Parent/Guardian

I don't see much difference in either option. It may elevate 

some of the overcrowding we're experiencing in the N end of 

the county, but not by much. Parent/Guardian

I appreciate the proposal to reduce the amount of student at 

NWE.  The school is severely overcrowded.

Reducing class sizes would be helpful for some students and 

teachers in the school. Parent/Guardian

The maps are  unclear  of the boarders and don't look like the 

distance bused was 

As an example, using the elementary map are we going to 

have buses from NWE and Fremont picking up students along 

222 depending if they live on Parent/Guardian

I understand the need for change in the schools however 

while I feel the students will adapt, parents will struggle which 

will affect attendance and g

Grades. Please consider before care in these schools. Not just 

4-h after. Parent/Guardian

We drop off our child and pick up everyday. This school is within 3 mile radius from us. Parent/Guardian

I believe you should leave the districts where they are. People 

live where they want so their children can go to the school 

district they want them in Parent/Guardian

Start building on the north side Spent too much money and energy southside Parent/Guardian

Option A. I chose a home in a neighborhood based on the school system. Parent/Guardian

We are not in favor of changing schools. My child likes his classmates. Parent/Guardian

Plan B 

This plan also does not take the goal of using major roads in 

to play. There is no reason why the major road of hwy 70 

bypass was not used in the plan Parent/Guardian



Seems as though you are just trying to bus students to 

different areas. 

Based on my address, I would not be affected, but it does 

seem this way. Parent/Guardian

In case of a emergency we could be there quick Not much traveling time no traffic. Parent/Guardian

Something needs to be done about the overcrowding 

situation in our schools.  Empty classrooms are just sitting 

there at Goldsboro HS.

Use the space we have available or face higher taxes when 

they want to build new schools.  Parent/Guardian

I do feel a change needs to be made to even out the student 

load at each district. 

Some schools have too many students and not enough room 

or teachers. Two of my kids have been changed mid year to a 

new class/teacher into trailers. Parent/Guardian

Option A provides the most consistency for my family/friends

Option B starts changing when time is most critical to plan for 

the future and develop as a person from Middle to High 

School. Parent/Guardian

I understand the importance of community schools. But this 

doesn't change things when the community is part of the 

reason for low test scores.

At least change GHS students environment during the day, 

and you may see them rise to meet the higher standard of 

those around them. Split them up! Parent/Guardian

The previous plans offered prior to the two recent ones I felt 

were better. 

The two presented plans have kids who are two miles from a 

school being transported 10 miles to another school in town . Parent/Guardian

We have established a relationship with the staff Also volunteer to help with staff Parent/Guardian

We need to separate into the zones. Way too many kids in 

middle school and aycock. To better educate our kids Parent/Guardian

I feel option A would be better due to proximity of students & 

schools. It seems students would be closer to their home 

school in this option. 

Option B seems like it would pull kids from too far out, 

making it not coincide with the goal of keeping them in a 

school closest to home. Parent/Guardian

I like the way the first option does the elementary school 

better

I agree with the need to increase diversity and feel that both 

options probably accomplish that until people move to be in 

the school they want. Parent/Guardian

Option A! The northern part of the county would benefit from 

this option if we have to have one instead of building new 

facilities. Parent/Guardian

I would be fine with it, as we are closer to Fremont stars than 

northwest, but my child is enrolled in NW Parent/Guardian

Option A looks the best for me Maybe not for the inner city schools Parent/Guardian

Option A looks better to me Parent/Guardian

Option A- I think that’s the best with the best way to have 

better diversity as well as spread out everyone wanting to 

attend just Meadow Lane. Parent/Guardian



I personally think option B. 

It would seem there would be less confusion on all party's. 

Not to mention the schools in this area seems to be 

compacted enough my opinion. Parent/Guardian

School district for Parent/Guardian

The two proposed plans impacts that the northern area the 

most. The southern districts are not even touched 

If you are going to redistrict, all districts should be impacted 

not just the ones in the northern areas. Parent/Guardian

Neither plan fulfills the expressed goals.  Especially close 

proximity.  Why are students who live two miles from CBA or 

NOR being sent to GHS and DIL

This creates a huge burden on families by being sent to a 

school on the other side of Goldsboro.  Staff

These plans unfairly gut the CBA district while Rosewood has 

been left entirely alone. All schools should feel the affects, 

instead of a few.

If your goal is "diversity" as you listed, why was Rosewood left 

alone.  It has the highest % of white students.  These are bad 

plans Staff

Option A: will the teachers Staff

I feel that option B is a better division of areas. Staff

I think you shouldn’t change the district because that would 

change so much for the students already attending these 

schools.

It’s important because as a student I’ve been going to high 

school for 3 years and formed a bond with my teachers and 

the students that attend. Student

please just leave me alone I wanna check my grades 

I don’t even care about this redristicing thing lol pleas don’t 

track me for this but I had to do this Student



School: Rosewood Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

Move students out of Goldsboro High school into performing 

schools.   Plan should address the educational needs with in 

the context of restructuring n

Not in isolation.  We need major change in this county. 

Parents are and will continue to leave this school system    

This plan will make more leave an Community Member

Elementary schools are overcrowded, start building them. We 

have an education lottery. 

Board/committee needs to look long term- years ahead and 

start building instead of redrawing lines Community Member

The 2 proposed options are unnecessary, when the base is 

willing the front the money to build an elementary school.

No need to move students from a NON overcrowded school 

that have developed relationships with teachers, coaches and 

peers Community Member

Address problems with superintendent and principles.  

Changes needed in leadership And school board.   Vote. Community Member

The proposed plan does not address central issues in Wayne 

county schools and is only shifting students to raise scores.  

No mention of new school $ f

From federal government 30 million.  Base families will expect 

their children to attend this school not split into 3 schools. 

Make Ghs a magnet  Community Member

And solve no problems Community Member

As I look at Plan B, I note that CHE is to be utilized as a K-1 

Center.  This is NOT a good idea.

Having worked in that building for 2 decades, I can 

emphatically state that it is NOT user friendly for such small 

bodies. Other

This is not about the elementary schools for me, but rather 

the high schools, as we have an extreme problem with an 

imbalance.

Has nobody heard of "go to the school that is closest to your 

house"? Such stupid tunnel vision on everybody's part. Other

Both options are absolutely horrible! 

We bought our home in the school district we wanted our 

children to go to school.  Our children will NOT be your guinea 

pigs in this experiment!! Parent/Guardian

It seems you are only trying to find a way to improve GHS 

scores since the people of that community can’t do it 

themselves.  Parent/Guardian

You’re expecting parents to be okay with sending their child 

to a low performing school in hopes to increase THAT schools 

score. 

This has NOTHING to do with the child, it has EVERYTHING to 

do with a schools score.  I do not care about a schools score, I 

care about my child. Parent/Guardian



Neither why break schools down by grade level.  Why not 

redistricting the whole county line to break up the inner city 

children throughout the county 

To get diversity that you keep speaking about.  It's not about 

diversity it's about education. Parent/Guardian

We plan to buy another house soon, our primary requirement 

is to stay in our current district as to prevent a disruption in 

our child’s learning. 

Children develop a rapport with friends and teachers. I feel it 

important for THEIR emotional well being and development 

to stay at 1 school. Parent/Guardian

I think both options are horrible and should NOT be carried 

through. Parent/Guardian

Elementary, middle and hs have to go together, you cant have 

kids go to one district then another for middle then back to 

the first one for hs

Also just bring rosewood line up a bit to help nwe and down 

some, for inner city I don't know what to say it's just a mess Parent/Guardian

There is no mention of Edgewood Community Developmental 

School!

With no mention of the “Other” schools in the county, was 

are we supposed to take away from these proposals? Parent/Guardian

Why build a big new elementary school for just K— Parent/Guardian

There is no impact on my high school child. So it isn’t impacting me. Parent/Guardian

I am ok either way as it really does not affect my kids. It really is not important to me. Parent/Guardian

While I feel community support is important, I also feel that 

families should be able to decide and support where they 

want their children attend. Staff

I bought my house specifically for the school district it was in. 

Most people who are within the age of having kids will buy 

their homes based on a school district. That shouldn’t be 

suddenly changed. Staff

I do not approve of the school district realignments. 

I believe that the vast majority of the people living within the 

proposed new district lines are totally against this proposal. Staff

This will greatly affect their families, children, and financial 

well being. 

People work hard to secure their homes and children and 

should not be forced to attend schools that do not comply nor 

adhere to their values. Staff

I do not agree that student should have to go to a school 

further from their home solely to balance demographics. 

As a teacher at rosewood, I have students that come from all 

sorts of economic situations. I also have white, black, 

Hispanic, boys, and girls. Staff

I do not agree with either of these plans. It isn’t fair to send 

kids to a school for 2 years and then switch schools. 

As a 2nd grade teacher, my students already have huge 

adjustments from 1st grade. These kids are only 7 and 8 years 

old. Staff



U still have student that live 5 minutes from southern Wayne 

high riding a bus 15 to 20 minutes away to go to spring Creek 

high. 

Why not move those students to southern Wayne to relieve 

the spring Creek area. Staff

racially balanced, busing students into schools in order to 

bring balance may not be the answer.  In today's times, safety 

is utmost importance. Sadly

 the schools that are in the proposal for changes are in high 

crime areas. Families that currently have children in the 

northern attendance area are Staff

Rosewood Middle will need a new school if it is expected to 

go 5-8th grade.

The accommodations at Rosewood Middle are 100 years old. 

The walls have mold and the classrooms are not big enough 

for the class sizes. Staff

Neither option is good and it will destroy others property 

values which for most hard working families is their nest eggs.  

The central attendance area needs to life themselves up and 

change not only in school but in the community and home.  Staff

Dillard Middle and Goldsboro High could then be used as 

community centers where families could go to receive 

support such as education, job training, financial planning, low income housing, etc. Staff

Instead of pulling just from the cba area for Goldsboro high. 

Widen the Goldsboro area all the way around and pull from 

all districts.

You can then pull from cba into the eastern Wayne and 

rosewood districts. To better utilize buildings and resources. Staff

I do not agree that Staff

Access to Rosewood Middle for car riders would need to be 

changed.

As it is our car rider line causes major traffic jams on 

Rosewood Road. The Fire Department driveway gets blocked 

due to the cars going to the school. Staff

not supportive of moving their children to these schools. The 

plans do not involve all schools in the county so it looks as if 

there are only a few 

neighborhoods involved.  I would suggest creating creative 

learning environments, such as magnet schools, or STEM 

schools in the Goldsboro attendance Staff

area and "draw" a population of students to these schools 

much like Wayne School of Engineering, or dividing the 

population at Goldsboro High and 

Dillard, which have habitually been low performing, and have 

those students go to neighboring  RW, EW, School of 

Engineering and WEMHS. Staff

When looking at redistricting I think it is important to 

determine the reason  for the proposal of moving students 

and reorganizing schools. If the 

 purpose is to fill empty classrooms then we will be doing our 

student population a disservice.  While it is evident that all of 

WCPS schools are not Staff

Option A is best 

Combing the 3 elementary schools will help with the diversity 

problem in our schools. Staff



School: Spring Creek Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

I don’t think either plan is the answer! 

There HAS to be another way to help with over crowding 

besides having children switch between schools so much! Community Member

PLEASE generate a different “option”! 

Neither option helps the majority of families in the districts 

effected. Community Member

There are already so many issues with busses across the 

county!

It makes 0 sense to try to bus students across the county. 

There is already so many issues with bussing students to their 

current district schools! Community Member

Option C- Leave it it like it is!! Parent/Guardian

I went to WCPS with this option in the 1990s—changing 

schools every 2 years is not ideal for students or parents.  

There is no reason that a parent with multiple children under 

the age of 6th grade could potentially have to do 3 car line 

drop off/pick up daily. Parent/Guardian

Make more changes when we are still trying to get used to 

the new ones with the new school just having been built.

I cannot stress enough how all these changes would affect my 

children negatively. They are in a secure, happy environment 

with the teachers they have Parent/Guardian

Fix the bus issues before you change the districts

Please spend redistricting funds on buses/drivers so all our 

children can share the same schedule before making more 

changes that impact our families. Parent/Guardian

It would make picking each child up harder and difficult for 

parents to hold positions of employment as well.

If the times in drop off and pick up differ, those with jobs may 

not be able to keep the jobs or be present at time of pick up 

due to work obligations Parent/Guardian

Researchers need to find out why people do not want to go to 

city schools before trying to redistrict people.

Redistricting will not correct the problem with the city schools 

it will make parents move or place their child in private school. Parent/Guardian

Middle School districts should not be split for high school

Sending a handful of students from Brogden Middle and 

Greenwood Middle to SCHS for the sake of balance is a 

detriment to those students.    Parent/Guardian

I dont think i should have my three kids attend two different 

schools because it doesnt make sense. 

Why would a parent of multi-age children want their kids to 

go to different schools when they are all elementary age? Parent/Guardian

My thoughts are you nedd to stop with all the rezoning. When 

we buy our homes one of the first things we loom at is what 

schools they will attend.

Now you want to tell us that our kids have to be shifted to 

other schools. No thats not right. Thats the whole purpose in 

us purchasing our homes . Parent/Guardian



MAPS - Please put 3 clear maps side by side online with roads 

(not google maps)

It is important to see clear boundaries with roads in order to 

see who is actually impacted for clear decisions to be made. Parent/Guardian

It is a mistake to move students in groups through Meadow 

Lane, Carver, and Dillard. They should stay at one school K-5 

not 2 or 3.

The base fought to get a new Meadow Lane and we arr taking 

it away.  Those families are here serving out country and don't 

have family support local. Parent/Guardian

The options concerning city school mergers (Meadow Lane, 

North Drive, Carver Heights, Tommy’s Rd combinations) are 

not going to work as intended. 

Md Lane & Tommy’s Rd will be shifted to where 

Cauc/Hisp/other will be a drastic minority.  Families will go 

private like they do  now  in ND district. Parent/Guardian

It is a terrible idea to move schools every two years.

Kids need to feel safe and know their school and staff. Today 

more than ever kids need to feel safe at school and know all 

of the teachers and staff. Parent/Guardian

Why are they trying to come toward the Belfast/Pikeville area 

instead of going the opposite direction where everyone is 

closer to the city limits?

If they come toward the Belfast area parents will pull their 

children and place in private schools to not have to go to city 

schools. Parent/Guardian

I do not feel it is fair to have my children who already went 

through the process of transferring to have to transfer again. 

I do not think it is right to split my children between TWO 

elementary schools, especially if we were to go through the 

process of transfer again. Parent/Guardian

Rosewood is left unscathed in this process. If CBA needs relief 

divide district with RWD Community. Sending kids from CBA 

area to DMS is a long haul.

GHS, DMS, CHE is much closer with RWD than CBA & we're 

talking about students being on buses for long periods of time 

making their days extremely long Parent/Guardian

Switching schools just seems more like an all around 

inconvenience. 

I think many parents including myself prefer things the way 

they are. We are still fresh from the changes with meadow 

lane and its unfair to us for to Parent/Guardian

Both options are not great.

This is unfair to parents that purchased homes in 

neighborhoods to be in a specific school district for a high 

graded school. Parent/Guardian

It doesnt seem right to do this to children and staff who have 

worked for the school district to not only transfer from one 

school to the next. 

It seems unfair to put teachers who have been at their 

respective schools for however long to just up and leave and 

start over with new staff. Parent/Guardian

With all due respect, I do not like either proposal . We are a 

military family and like how things are set up at meadow lane

We moved off base and preferred the multiage program for 

our three children so i put in for a transfer and thankfully got 

approved. Parent/Guardian

What about diversity in the heavily Hispanic districts?

SCE is 71% minority,54% being Hispanic. This population is 

inadequately served b/c of numbers .  RWE is 35% minority, 

yet their lines are untouched.  Parent/Guardian



I dislike both proposals. I like the schools as they are.

I want my kids to stay where they are and not be forced to 

attend a school 30 minutes from our house. Parent/Guardian

Again...where is the equity with RWHS and that community.  

SWHS doesn't need a demographic facelift too.

School hours are already early & putting kids on busses even 

earlier and later in day is a disservice to kids.  there aren't 

enough bus drivers now. Parent/Guardian

Close Proximity & Maximizing Busing Efficiencies in 

Transportation ARE NOT ACCOUNTED FOR, for All School 

Districts

School districts still show areas where students will be bused 

in for 20+ min when they could be bused closer to other 

schools (SCHS and SWHS) Parent/Guardian

Spring Creek HS will lose diversity with this plan.

Taking the northern part of the SCHS district will lessen white 

and African American percentages and increase the already 

high Hispanic ratio. Parent/Guardian

TRE kids being split btw GWD & DMS some of those students 

live in Saulston community & again is a long bus route for 

students. 10+ hour days is extrem

People CHOOSE where they live for a reason, WCPS won't 

allow student athletes to change schools w/o sitting out for 

365 what's the difference? Parent/Guardian

Hwy 70 Should be the boundary line for SC Elem., Middle 

School and High School. Three of the objectives were have 

clear feeder schools from middle

 school to high school, not to have to cross major roads and 

proximity. Have the kids that are 5 min from SW driving 

20min to SCHS attend SW  Parent/Guardian

To accomplish diversity...

Why not make GHS a learning center/expand WSE and divide 

the GHS student population among bordering districts? Parent/Guardian

the education that multiage provides and the phenomenal 

teachers who make it happen day in and day out has been 

amazing.

My kids have excelled in their class and have come out 

smarter, happier and better thanks to multiage and the 

teachers in the program. Parent/Guardian

I hope that you reconsider your choice with these zoning 

proposals. It is not practical, it is unfair, and  unnecessary to 

change things. 

Meadow lane has been an amazing school for my kids and i 

went through the process to get them their fair and square. I 

do not want my kids missing out Parent/Guardian

Maximize Busing & Costs -  problems in the county with 

finding bus drivers; starting schools at different times is not 

really the faires/best option

Teachers working 6 days longer than others. Students going to 

school 39 days longer than WSE and WEMCHS. WHY? Parent/Guardian

Who is looking out for Spring Creek?

Our own board of education member sends his child to 

another district.  Who is looking out for us?  This plan 

certainly doesn't help our issues. Parent/Guardian

Please explain the RWH and SWHS district borders.

One dot of the RWH district is surrounded by the SWHS 

district, and the SWHS district juts so far into the RWH area.   

Very questionable.  Parent/Guardian



I would like to keep my children in multiage as well and it is 

only offered at meadow lane at this time. It has proved 

beneficial for my children.

I do not think it is something that should be done away with 

because my kids have excelled while in participation. Parent/Guardian

Get Priorities in Order

Teaching and learning are not priorities, haven't been in a 

long time. Numbers are-anyone can make numbers look 

good. What are students learning? Parent/Guardian

Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic Diversity - Is this really 

accounted for in all of the proposals?

CB Aycock and Rosewood are > 65% white populations versus 

other high schools in the county. The "new" maps don't add 

different ethnicities. Parent/Guardian

I think giving parents more choices when it comes tochildren 

education is what truly matters. Why not allow open 

enrollment  also? Parent/Guardian

Actually I'm a new comer to this town and I'm not familiar 

with the area or the schools.  

   Depending on how soon this process will began,  I oppose 

option B especially if it's going to interfere with us having to 

switch schools Parent/Guardian

The northern part SCHS district moving over to EWHS is not 

helping with Hispanic population at SCHS, it will just move the 

Walnut Creek area back 

SCHS Athletics especially the traditional sports are much 

weaker than their competition. We need to have something 

to help build our community. Parent/Guardian

I personally feel like Option B is the better choice. I feel 

parents in the Aycock area will be upset about the change.  

I believe the parents will not like having their children having 

to go to Goldsboro. Parent/Guardian

Diversity

All grade levels are needed at a school so that kids of all ages 

learn to work together, support each other, and create a 

school family. Parent/Guardian

In the multiage program and I wouldn’t want for them to have 

to worry about not being in multiage. Parent/Guardian

No! It brings down property tax. Mess up the school years. I 

want option A. 

No! It brings down property tax. Mess up the school years. I 

want option A. Parent/Guardian

There are hard decision to be made but the rest of the plan 

seems very reasonable.  The plans balance school usage and provide more diversity. Parent/Guardian

I like the way they guide student as they get off the. Car as car 

riders and they way they organize it Parent/Guardian

Aycock needs to send more students to Eastern Wayne.

CBA is already overpopulated. Why not send some of the 

southeastern to EWHS? Taking from northern SCHS will take 

away from the diversity of SCHS. Parent/Guardian



Why isn't every school district included in the proposal?

Why is RHS the only district not affected? Minority is 32% of 

the student body (majority Black), which is lower than than 

NC average of 51%. Diverse? Parent/Guardian

Why not convert GHS into an education center and expand 

WSE?

GHS is such a small portion of the map.  Why not break up 

that GHS and send the students to the other high schools in 

the county? Diverse, YES! Parent/Guardian

This is insane

These ideas are crazy. We already have busing issues in the 

county but you are wanting to bus students from Aycock to 

Goldsboro High. Ridiculous!! Staff

Don’t like either Staff

I feel strongly that students (especially Elem age) should not 

be shifted from school to school every few years. 

There's a focus more on how to use resources here than 

actually looking at the effect of moving on the students. 

That's wrong. Staff

Look At Feeder Pattern

Why not look at the feeder pattern and honestly we need 

another middle school on the north end of the county as 

Norwayne is to big for 3 grade levels. Staff

Don't see a significant impact to the Spring Creek Area in 

district lines or attendance percentages No concerns with the maps Staff

I feel redistricting is very important as an employee and as a 

stakeholder.

The diversity of the school from a socio-economic and race 

background is important because it helps to give students a 

fair chance no matter what back Staff

My first thought is how this is going to affect the kids who 

have been going to the same school for years and y’all ruin 

that.

Because they have been with those kids forever how would 

you feel if you had to leave your family only to be with 

complete strangers. Student

Why doesn’t rosewood change at all? Because you guys don’t 

wanna ruin the “perfect” mostly white school with the rich 

parents? If you want to ruin lives at least include all the schools. Student

How about stop worrying about the districting and worry 

ABOUT THE STUDENTS you know that stupid end of year test 

you make.

THE TEACHERS Can’t help us because you guys put the 

stupidest questions on it. And they aren’t allowed to see it Student

My school spring creek is so diverse we have ALL colors and 

we all get along there is little to no bullying at all. But you 

guys don’t care Y’all are trying to change it when we are diverse enough. Student

IF you guys read this I know you will brush this off because 

you really don’t CARE ABOUT our opinions. You just do this to 

shut people up. have fun ruining kids lives I wish you the best. Student



School: Tommy's Road Elementary
Thought Summary Thought Detail Associated Group

Why isn’t Rosewood’s district touched?  They are 70% white 

and 14% black.  That’s not diverse compared with some other 

schools in the county.

Some of the inner city students could be bused to Roaewood 

like the plan shows the Dillard Middle Students directly below 

GHS to Eastern Wayne Community Member

Throwing a few CBA/Norwayne kids into GHS/Dillard is not 

going to help anyone - it's a feel good measure only.

The children of GHS/Dillard need their school fixed from 

within the community with the help of the County. 77 white 

kids aren't a fix. Community Member

I don't think the answer to diversifying Dillard is to bring in 

county kids. Dillard is in a bad part of town and parents from 

the county won't send 

their kids there. Maybe the answer is to close down Dillard 

and send those kids to the higher rated county schools. Community Member

I have seen all of the videos and the committee has focused 

on diversity w/util. as a 2nd thought. They have assumed that 

parents will send their kids

to any school they are assigned. You can't force parents to 

send their kids to poor performing schools. They will find 

other options. Community Member

I think they stink. Why not build bigger schools at each district 

that is why we have the lottery. Why is rosewood school not 

in this realignment. Why

 Not let students go to the scol closest to their home. Crazy to 

have students on buses 2 or more hours. Why punish parents 

to go out of their way Community Member

What about the stability of our children and the schools they 

attend?  Children love the schools they go to and feel 

confident and grow more confident

 with each year they attend the same school.  Yet you are 

suggesting switching schools every two years?  Makes no 

sense!  Community Member

If this study has cost the district any money then shame on all 

of you because the children of this county deserve better 

representation than you have  given them.  Community Member

If there is going to be restructure, include the entire county.

It appears that the Rosewood and Walnut Creek areas are 

unaffected which is the wealthier area of the county. Community Member

I am a member for Stoney Creek Church. Most of our young 

families have three to four children with only 18 months to 2 

years difference

 in age. Why would the school board think it would be a good 

idea for a mom to have to drop off children at 3 different 

elementary schools?! Community Member

My house

I purchased my house after looking for homes based on the 

school districts. I wanted specific schools based on scores and 

advise from family who work Community Member

Wayne county has some great schools but bussing students 

like the ones that live 2 miles from S Wayne but ride a bus for 

an hour to get to spring cree

People buy and rent homes in the area they want their 

children to go to school.  People will move instead of making 

their students ride a bus for  hr Community Member



leave things alone Community Member

happiness and school spirit and friends.  Confidence,  teacher 

connections,  ability to learn in a familiar environment...these 

are just to name a few

 things that are important to our children and were to most of 

us as we were growing up.  This is the most ridiculous and 

biggest waste of time.  Community Member

The district wants to improve demographics?  Isn't this 

directly called integration and was, at one time, referred to as 

"busing" to certain areas to curtail segregation?  Community Member

Property values are going to be effected.we built our home in 

the Norwayne, CBA district for a reason...a great school 

district.

My home is my primary investment. With either option my 

neighborhood will fall in Dillard and GHS which are low testing 

areas decreasing its value. Community Member

What about special needs children?  How will all of this 

moving here and there affect them?    Maybe one thing this 

stakeholder group should do is thi

nk about how they felt as children and teenagers and the 

experiences they had during their school time.  Maybe you 

might want to consider memories and Community Member

Opposed

Against. don't believe in Busing.  I believe all schools should 

be improved and keep people in the communities they chose 

to live in. Community Member

My child

My child is making friends at Norwayne currently and worried 

that she will be moved. If she has to move, private school will 

be the option then Community Member

I have broken down the things said in the video and have 

questions regarding the language you are presenting to the 

parents and citizens.  

You say there are representatives from stakeholders groups.  

Who are these stakeholders?  Where and when did they get 

appointed? Community Member

Both plans are Band Aid fixes - the NW part of Wayne is 

growing rapidly, because people want to avoid 

Goldsboro/Dillard schools

The NW will grow even faster as the lines from GHS/Dillard 

move north, worsening the problem quickly. Community Member

This isn’t a fix but a desegregation.

Let students go where they live instead of busing them.  If you 

are working on diversity, then make it appealing.  Don’t bus 

students to inner city Community Member

This video says the study has not been approved and these 

are recommendations.  When did this study start and why? Also better balance of building utilization?  What is that? Community Member

District lines go back to the late 1800's. Only change that has 

happened was the merger of the two systems.

This one issue has slowed the growth of Wayne County and its 

economy. Community Member

Until something is done, weather it is redistricting the schools 

or shutting down the inner city schools, WCPS will remain a 

laughing stock of schools Community Member



Wayne school of engineering should be umbrellaed as part of 

Goldsboro High School that would give the total school about 

1000 students And diversify

This would bring the scores up for Goldsboro High school and 

diversify their numbers.  Look both schools’ ethnicity and 

scores up on greatschools fact Community Member

fixing things usally causes more problems Community Member

Our county has not redistricted in years

When Goldsboro City Schools asked to be absorbed into the 

county schools that wasn’t redistricting. Community Member

Option B 

I was a military child. We moved often & I was often faced 

with new schools. It taught me to accept change & got me 

over my shyness. Community Member

We elect our school board to make decisions. 

Our News Argus only reported on the folks that want 

everything to stay the same. Let’s not let this decision be 

driven by parents as nothing will chan Community Member

I prefer Option B. Students will only change schools twice in elementary school. Community Member

Why would you make life more difficult for families and 

students redistricting when there are enough problems within 

WCPS central office. 

Central office and the leaders of this county have done an 

extremely poor job at their job. They are not helpful and 

benefiting their teachers/student Other

You are making a huge mistake. This is not about facilities it’s 

about diversity. Don’t force the community to move schools. 

Just advertise wemchs wse Other

All children in Wayne County must have the same access to 

quality education.

This is important for the future of the children and the county. 

If this county is to grow and prosper we must be seen, by 

those outside this county, Other

as a place that is open, accommodating and inclusive. Wayne 

County can be the “star” of Eastern NC by becoming known 

for more than agriculture but 

also where families can come and live in ANY part of the 

county, ANYWHERE in the city and be assured their children 

will get a quality education. Other

Redistricting will make it harder for teachers children

What happens to transfer students? Will teachers kids have to 

go to another school on the opposite side of the county 

because of this? Other

Its also hard to see the "technical leader" of this county is 

being run over by certain board members in the county!

Why in the world would you hire someone to lead the county 

if they have never had this large of a county before? Other

This is a situation in many other counties because I work for 

Wake County Public Schools but as a Goldsboro native I dont 

think this is beneficial. 

Why change something when its not broken? The county has 

been this way for years so why change it now and affect 

hundreds o Other



Please don’t do nothing. Do something. What we have at 

present is creating a divided city/county environment of 

haves and have nots. Other

Both options appear to be fair and reasonable. 

They both seem to be well thought out and take into account 

what is best for the children of Wayne County. Other

People will move if forced.  This is why the good schools are 

currently over populated because those parents purchased 

homes on those areas.

The same problem that you’re trying to fix with demographics 

is going to continue to be a concern. We want what’s best for 

our children. Parent/Guardian

The board of education and superintendent should be 

focused on how to improve ALL schools to where ALL families 

would be happy for the children to go

Lack of forward thinking, leadership, innovation and new 

ideas has left Wayne County public schools in this current 

state.  We need real leadership Parent/Guardian

I don’t agree with either option In my opinion 

This change would put families in a inconvenience by taking 

there kids away from the schools close to there home while 

moving them a cross town. Parent/Guardian

This redistricting doesn't appear to be a full county 

redistricting but more cherry picking well-performing schools 

and low-performing schools and 

moving kids in an attempt to improve the lower-performing 

schools. That just is not right. Parent/Guardian

As a real estate agent, the number one question that is always 

asked is “What about the  School District”. Watch HGTV and 

Learn!  Please go back to  

the drawing board and work on improving the failing schools 

and not moving  the children everywhere Parent/Guardian

Address problems with individual schools instead of 

redistricting at the expense of many as a means to put a 

bandaid on bigger underlying issues. Leave the district’s alone and fix the problems! Parent/Guardian

This is not a true redistricting plan, since it only focuses on a 

handful of schools. It appears there is an effort to move 

students from .. higher-performing schools to lower performing schools. Parent/Guardian

Teachers are leaving Wayne County schools to teach at 

Charter schools and neighboring counties due to frustrations 

with the current leadership

If we are constantly loosing excellent teachers due to lack of 

support we can not improve the schools Parent/Guardian

This is a clear attempt by the committee to raise test scores 

without actually implementing innovative change at Dillard or 

Goldsboro High school

No parent in the Patetown community will allow their 

children to attend these schools without wholesale change in 

how they are managed. Parent/Guardian

I believe it's a mistake to move kids from schools that they are 

doing very well at.

My boy's are very good students and feel their grades will 

suffer if they have to move to a Goldsboro area school. Parent/Guardian



The current superintendent and paid leadership does not 

understand Wayne County, demographics or how to help our 

communities

We should be looking into new paid leadership due to the 

failed policies, initiatives and lack of support to our county 

teachers Parent/Guardian

I feel like some people move to certain areas for the school 

district. I know we did. We pay higher mortgages or rent for 

it. So sending my child 

To north drive seems like insane to me. I understanding the 

whole demographic thing or whatever but why split the 

grades like that. That’s just too Parent/Guardian

Currently, we are in the Tommy's Road school district even 

though Eastern Wayne Elementary is less than 2 miles down 

the road.  

The proposed plans take us farther from our house than 

before.  This is not a neighborhood plan. Parent/Guardian

No elementary age student should have to attend 3 different 

elementary schools. Don’t make every child a military child Parent/Guardian

Both options suck. I chose my current neighborhood based on 

the school district. Both proposals send my kids to a school I 

do not want them at. Parent/Guardian

Due to years of neglect and mismanagement changing our 

district to Goldsboro High school would negatively our home 

values in the Patetown area

We chose to live in the area we do based on neighborhood, 

church, community members and school district.   Our home 

values would be negatively Parent/Guardian

If your goal is to increase middle class citizens sending 

students to charter schools, you're on the way!

No chance my child, now 4, will attend Dillard or Goldsboro. 

The next 15 years shapes the next 50 of their life and career. 

Home/Charter here we come. Parent/Guardian

Kids with special needs are not provided with as much help in 

city schools. 

My child need all the opportunities he can have to get the 

best education possible. Parent/Guardian

Putting few grades into many schools is not wise for parents 

with an array of ages

Kindergarteners could be left at home alone while 5th grade 

siblings get on the bus. Disagree with busing kids all over the 

county Parent/Guardian

Making students at MLE, NDE, Carver Heights, & TRE go to a 

new school every 2 years is too much transition for such 

young children.

Kids need to begin their education feeling settled and 

comfortable, moving to a new school so often doesn’t allow 

for that. Parent/Guardian

The current two proposals do not meet to stated guidelines - 

keeping children in their community based schools and 

diversity

Patetown area children would be bused away from their 

community schools and the diversity they currently 

experience would be inexplicably changed Parent/Guardian

Neither plan truly increases diversity. Norwayne and 

Rosewood keep the same levels of racial diversity. "Increase 

diversity" for Dillard to 9% white?

I will not send my student to grade F Dillard with 9% white 

(many of those will go private or charter). Tommy's Rd has 

quality diversity (31% white) Parent/Guardian

The area that my child would be going to school has a higher 

crime rate. I want my child to be safe at all times. All kids deserve that. Parent/Guardian



Demographics 

 The lines are clearly about demographics. No reason to pull 

children from one of the best schools and put them in one of 

the worst. Parent/Guardian

We are having families leave in droves to area private schools, 

neighboring counties and home schools

Prior to changing districts you must improve schools so 

families don't feel they need to pay for private schools, drive 

to neighboring counties Parent/Guardian

You’re taking children from the best school on the county, 

CBA, and forcing them to the worst school in the county, GHS

RHS was not affected at all by this. We purchased our home 

for our 6 daughter to be able to attend a schools on this end 

of the county, not intercity Parent/Guardian

Making students with Pikeville addresses go to Dillard and 

Goldsboro High or Eastern Wayne Middle & High is not a good 

idea. 

Making these types of changes will force students to have 

much longer commutes to school for no reason. It will also 

unfairly lower property values. Parent/Guardian

Test Scores

Data shows when you place children with high test scores  in 

low test score schools then they continue to fall, not rise. Parent/Guardian

School utilization: So it took paying someone over $100,000 

to tell us we don't have enough classrooms no matter what 

redistricting is done? Great use of funds. Parent/Guardian

By trying to use redistricting to drive diversity these current 

two options will only drive more families into private, charter 

or home schools

No family in the Patetown/Pikeville communities will allow 

their children to be sent to failing schools.  We chose to live in 

these communities Parent/Guardian

Not happy about my military child with Aspergers having to 

change schools every 2 years. He needs to stay in one school 

as long as possible. Parent/Guardian

I feel the rezoning is not in the best interests of our kids. We 

live in this area to give them the opportunity to go the better 

schools. 

Better schools provide better opportunities later on in life for 

colleges. They also learn more and help kids with special 

needs more. Parent/Guardian

If there is overcrowding at CB Aycock and Norwayne, build 

schools in northern Wayne. The residents are paying taxes for 

this. That's the answer. 

Schools are being built for the military, so why are we not 

building new schools in the growth area of the county? Parent/Guardian

My children are near the Stoney Creek area, around Tommy's 

Road and N.C. 111. We moved to our home so our children 

can attend Norwayne Middle and C.

B. Aycock. Both redistricting options would remove them 

from these schools. We are opposed and may be forced to 

move, which is a negative financially. Parent/Guardian

Both of these options are absolutely ridiculous. Redistricting 

will not benefit those students doing poorly. It will only hurt 

those who are doing

well. If you actually wanted to help the kids at Dillard for 

example, you would increase the funding to that school on its 

own. Instead of funding Parent/Guardian



The governor visited Seymour today and everyone recognizes 

that the public schools in Wayne County are subpar and need 

major improvements 

To keep a thriving military and local community we need to 

strive to improve all schools instead of changing district lines 

to cover up problems Parent/Guardian

I feel this is an unfair plan! Why take my straight A student 

and move her to the lowest performing school in the county! 

It will affect her academics extremely! She performs at the 

top of her class now and needs to be challenged. Moving her 

would hurt her grades terribly Parent/Guardian

Services

We moved to an area for the services provided in the area. 

Now we are being forced to take an inferior service Parent/Guardian

This school district is a joke. I've never once seen such a 

poorly run district. There's a rumor that the state was 

considering taking over some of the schools. I can see why. Parent/Guardian

The biggest deterent to growth and prosperity for everyone in 

our county is the public schools here - poor decisions like 

these current two options

are just further examples of failed attempts at social 

engineering when the focus should be on developing, 

retaining and promoting the best teachers Parent/Guardian

My children will be negatively impacted by both plans, 

redistricting them to poor performing schools- Goldsboro 

High and Dillard.   

They claim this was to improve diversity for Dillard, but there 

is no significant increase in diversity.  Parent/Guardian

Instead of trying to use our children as a social experiment 

more effort should be placed on creating new ways to 

improve Dillard and Goldsboro High

No matter how the committee tries to draw district lines - no 

parent will allow their child to go from a performing to failing 

school. Parent/Guardian

We will never allow our children to be pulled from performing 

schools to failing schools to help increase test scores in a 

failing school

The board of education and superintendent has done nothing 

to improve Dillard or Goldsboro high school.   Our children are 

not a social experiment. Parent/Guardian

The actual streets need to be address verses coordinates. 

So parents can give accurate feedback and know if the 

redistricting will actually affect  their households . Parent/Guardian

We move into areas of the schools we WANT our children to 

attend! Parent/Guardian

I bought my house knowing my kids would be going to certain 

schools, noone should be allowed to go out of their district, 

problem solved! 

 If certain schools are filling up more than others, its because 

they have allowed students out of their district to attend 

them. Parent/Guardian

The thought of my child going to Dillard and Goldsboro High 

makes my skin crawl. 

Bad for the kids and also decreases property values for my 

neighborhood Parent/Guardian

Demographics Demographics Demographics

I cannot seem to understand why it is so important that we go 

through all these changes to fix GHS and Dillard’s 

demographics Parent/Guardian



Remember Wake County! Those board members were 

replaced with different ones that wanted to  promote  

community schools.   Please re-evaluate what you 

are doing and Slow down this very important decision making 

process that will effect our most important commodity... Our 

CHILDREN Parent/Guardian

What about our needs and rights as county taxpayers? So far, 

it does not appear that other alternatives are being 

considered except option A and B. 

Paying taxes is what the residents of northern Wayne County 

do. Why not provide us with the services we are paying for? Parent/Guardian

I think busing kids to schools outside of their neighborhood is 

wrong and the school district needs to think of the kids.

Kids get in the bus at 6:15 am now and if they have to get 

buses to schools further from their neighborhood how safe is 

it for elementary children Parent/Guardian

It would be a hardship on parents who have more than one 

child attending the school system as their children could be 

split across the county

Parents needs need to be considered as well! This is an 

extreme hardship for parents of multiple children if different 

ages. Parent/Guardian

Both options are the most radical presented among options 1-

5.  The committee already had preconceived ideas what they 

hope to accomplish.

The committee is not taking into account the well being of the 

families / children in the Patetown area and attend Norwayne 

/ CB Aycock Parent/Guardian

Don't take a rising high school child from the school shes been 

looking forward to going to.

My daughter is already devastated over this and it hasn't even 

passed yet. Parent/Guardian

We bought our home in this area specifically for the schools 

assigned to the community. These changes will force us to 

pull our children out of WCPS. Parent/Guardian

My daughter will not be sent to Dillard Middle School just to 

satisfy demographics or overcrowding!

We live in the area we do because of the specific schools and 

this is unfair to families who bought homes because of a 

certain school district! Parent/Guardian

The group that was paid to come assist with these two 

options has not helped in anyway.  You need focus groups 

from all parties involved in 

Instead of paying outside companies talk to the actual parties 

involved - parents and residents of this county. Parent/Guardian

I also think, from a lot of the comments I've read, that parents 

will either move or send their children to a charter or private 

school or home school

The attempt to work with the demographics doesn't appear 

that it will work if parents decide to move or send their 

children to a private or charter Parent/Guardian

This is unfair to kids who have grown up together and 

attended school together their entire lives and would now 

have to be separated

It is hard in middle school to make new friends and it would 

be unfair to move kids during this difficult transitional period 

in their lives Parent/Guardian

We will consider legal action to prevent such egregious over 

reaches in creating districts which are clearly intended to 

harm the children in Patetown

The committee is attempting to use our families and children 

as an opportunity to correct years of incompetence and poor 

leadership on their part Parent/Guardian



live where they live for the school district. That's why people 

buy homes, to be in specific districts. Let taxpayers have a say. Parent/Guardian

We bought our home for the TRE/EW districting and are very 

upset We do not want our kids moved to Dillard/Greenwood Parent/Guardian

I would have to take three children to three different schools. 

That is ridiculous and my children have looked forward to 

being able to Go to the same school together. This is not ok st all. Parent/Guardian

All of Our children will be totally affected!  Simply enforce  

that kids go to the school  where they live, unless a parent is 

employed elsewhere. Options  A or B  are Not Acceptable. Try again! Parent/Guardian

Both plans are incomplete. Neither takes account of using all 

of Wayne county. 

If we are looking at correcting a problem all options should be 

on the table Parent/Guardian

It seems that both of the options presented focus primarily on 

diversity and only diversity in the central attendance area.

It’s important because this study is supposed to focus on 

many things not just diversity Parent/Guardian

As county taxpayers, we should not be shifted into the city of 

Goldsboro to Goldsboro High. CBA and GHS are two very 

different schools academically

 This is not a simple change. It's too drastic. We have invested 

in our home and are investing in our children's futures. Parent/Guardian

There is a reason people chose to live where they live.

Most people want to know the school district of a home 

before they move in that area. Now you are shipping children 

off to another one. Parent/Guardian

TRE is very diverse currently 

The plan just moves kids from underperforming schools and 

penalizes kids in our neighborhood Parent/Guardian

The current new district proposals is not representative of the 

diversity within the community we currently live

We live in a mixed race community that is thriving - the 

current proposed districts is not representative of that mixture Parent/Guardian

Redistricting from EWM to GWD

Our house is .8 of a mile from EWM. However, with the new 

maps, we will be moved to GWD. This isn't very efficient. Parent/Guardian

Time to change the board members out Parent/Guardian

My children will be going to a school that's farther away than 

their current school is. Their currant Parent/Guardian

Taking kids out of good environments and shipping them 

across town is not going to improve the test scores. 

It will bring the students scores down that are currently doing 

well. Parent/Guardian



Bad idea 

Some of us paid to live in districts with a good school rating. 

Tommy Road is already diversified. Parent/Guardian

It’s not fair for these kids to be uprooted from their 

community schools to be “bused” into the city to go to other 

schools to diversify them! I feel 

Moved into the neighborhood I did for that school system! I 

am sorry that city schools are underperforming and aren’t 

diversified Parent/Guardian

Neither option is fair to students or parents. 

We chose to move to this area for the school district. It is not 

fair to take that option away from us. Parent/Guardian

Goldsboro High School should be made into a CTE magnet 

school for which students apply and are accepted and public 

students dispersed out

Most students attending this school have no intention of 

going to college. This will give a great opportunity to everyone 

in the county. Parent/Guardian

Splitting Tommy’s Rd up into 2 middle schools reduces the 

comfort among students. Also, TRE is already quite 

diversified. I disagree with both options

My 3 children have grown as students in a diversified 

environment throughout school. I’d like to keep it that way. Parent/Guardian

Redistricting and inconveniencing parents is not going to 

improve our broken system.   Neither of these plans helps 

anyone and only makes things worse  for some. Parent/Guardian

If northern Wayne County schools are overcrowded, build 

more schools for the students and taxpaying residents of the 

area. The two options are not options at all for parents who Parent/Guardian

I think we need more schools cause our schools are already 

filled to capacity Parent/Guardian

number of buses so that some poor child isn't sitting on the 

bus for two hours to go home. Parent/Guardian

Kids currently involved in sports at the middle schools would 

not be able to continue to participate with the same teams 

they are currently.

My daughter cheers & would not be able to cheer with her 

middle school cheer team her last year at middle school & the 

group she loves Parent/Guardian

Our thoughts, which pertains to the options that may realign 

our children away from Norwayne MS/CB Aycock HS to 

Dillard/Goldsboro. We're against it! 

Decisions of where to stay, involved where and quality of 

schools available, and to have this changed after investments 

were made, is not good faith! Parent/Guardian

I am not in favor for either redisticting proposal.

I have a 13year old in 8th grade at Norwayne. Its not right to 

take her away from her friends at such a pivotal time in her 

life. Parent/Guardian

We have grown to love this community and teachers.  We 

have built trust here and feel that we are building on a great 

foundation.  

So to change that at this moment would be against everything 

that we have built. Parent/Guardian



After attending the meeting last night and  being told  

numerous times  to make all comments  following the 

“criteria “ listed, please note 

one of the  Criteria - Maintain impact on students.  How could 

you or anyone else , for one second  think this would Not 

impact the students. Parent/Guardian

These plans will create more inconvenience.  With option A, 

some parents may have to drop their elementary children off 

at 2/3 different schools during their morning commute. Parent/Guardian

Most people buy their houses where they want their children 

to attend school.

Parents should not have to take their kids to schools that are 

not around the community they live. Parent/Guardian

Prefer Meares Bluff to stay in the current district. 

We specifically bought a home in this neighborhood for the 

current school district as do many of the other home owners 

in this area. Parent/Guardian

Waiting for the bus in the dark in winter at earlier then 6 am 

is dangerous Not all parents can wait with their children.  Consider safety. Parent/Guardian

Why not shut down Goldsboro High School and divide those 

students up and send them to the other high schools.

It seems like that would be better to move them to better 

environments instead of taking kids out of good environments 

and shipping them to bad ones. Parent/Guardian

Cart before the horse...

If school's about education, shouldn't WCPS prioritize GHS & 

DMS's academic stability ABOVE social diversity? Or is 

education not really the thing? Parent/Guardian

Most of the parents that are affected from the Northern end 

of the county are not going to let their kids be shipped to a 

school across town.

The importance is the kids being at the community schools 

that they live around. Parent/Guardian

The idea of adding students to Fremont to lessen the number 

of students at Northeast & Northwest is a great idea. 

This helps with overcrowding at NEE & NWE and makes use of 

empty space at Fremont while preserving the historical school. Parent/Guardian

It would be more beneficial to move the Eastern Wayne Elem. 

line over to Harding Drive instead of Berkeley to even out the 

TRE and EWE numbers. 1st day attendance TRE=631  EWE=552  MLE=607 Parent/Guardian

I am not in favor of either proposal. I think the school districts 

are fine as is. I do not want my child to be redistricted further 

away from home.

They wake up now at 5:45 to get a bus by 6:34. The school is 

less than 15 minutes from our home. Parent/Guardian

I feel that Nothing should be changed bc it affects alot of 

people in a way. 

Going to cause alot of problems bc my son (ADHD)got an out 

of district transfer bc of the school he was suppose to attend 

would be a problem Parent/Guardian

My job and my sons daycare is the reason I had to transfer my 

son. Single parent Parent/Guardian



When it comes to proximity, our home is near the Stoney 

Creek and Tommy's Road area and moving our children to 

Dillard Middle or Goldsboro High would 

be farther away. We are only five to 10 miles from Norwayne 

Middle and CB Aycock. Parent/Guardian

The district claims this is about increasing diversity, but 

Norwayne and Rosewood are minimally impacted and their 

diversity does not change. Parent/Guardian

more resources for teachers and more pay for teachers.  stop 

this common core math. or add more classes for real life 

situations such as owning a home

 or paying rent or balancing a check book or working or 

college. or paying bills. you think of idiocy Parent/Guardian

I prefer option B. I want my child to go to elementary school 

at Tommy’s Road and not have Elementary School be split 

between 3 schools.

School is already tough without having to change schools 

more than necessary. My child has already changed schools 

once and  just gotten settled. Parent/Guardian

Dunsmore has got to go

This man cares nothing about Wayne County Schools. The  HR 

department is in a mess. This is why we are losing teachers. Parent/Guardian

first I think this is a stupid idea. for single parents such as 

myself I moved into a area where all my children could ride 

the school bus and be pick

ed up at my home.  they aren't far away if I ever needed to 

get to them quickly or to pick them up early or drop them off.  

It doesn't make sense that Parent/Guardian

whoever thought of this would have these children going to 

school like this or split up schools like you are. have you really 

sat down and thought thi

s over?  we need more thoughts on keeping text books in the 

classrooms where there is enough to go around if they are 

assigned homework, they need Parent/Guardian

It is a bad idea to take kids out of a school that they currently 

excel at and ship them across town to a school that has worse 

performance.

If you are putting the kids first why would you take the ones 

out of schools that they are doing well at to put them at 

schools that do not. Parent/Guardian

a $6,000,000 gym. You'd build an additional building, because 

there isn't enough space for all the kids in the district. You'd 

change back to a better

school time so that older kids would get home before the 

younger kids, so that single parent households wouldn't be 

stressed. You'd increase the Parent/Guardian

Demographics. So certain areas of Rosewood is in the City. Is 

Rosewood still in Wayne County? Nothing has been said 

about this area? Parent/Guardian

Cancelled a home purchase because of this. Property Values Parent/Guardian

I am not happy with either options.

We bought our home in this area specifically for the school 

zones we are in. If either option is passed I will take my 

children out of WCPS. Parent/Guardian

BOTH OPTIONS ARE NO GOOD! LEAVE IT LIKE IT IS. Parent/Guardian

With option 2, how would that change the class size at 

Tommy’s Road?  Parent/Guardian



Let's be frank, it's not about the school or the number of 

times you change schools, most people are concerned with 

who their children's peers are. 

Take a chance and accept the change, there will be positives 

and negitives but this is all a part of growing up. Your child will 

be better prepared. Parent/Guardian

Complicated in my opinion. I’m okay with option B. I didn’t 

really understood middle school options. I also think the high 

school will be over crowded   Parent/Guardian

This has been a long time coming. Something drastic needs to 

happen with Goldsboro City schools. They've been on a 

steady decline since the early 90s.

This is a good first step. Next we need additional funding and 

resources for the schools and the teachers. Parent/Guardian

A little confused about the high school redistributing. But the 

elementary schools splitting is a great idea. For diversity Parent/Guardian

school. Parent/Guardian

Both plans are unreasonable! Making young children/families 

change schools every 2 or so years, as well as,  making 

families travel farther is absurd!

Families w/ various young children will have children 

potentially attending several different schools. This is NOT of 

our children's BEST interest! Staff

Both plans are unreasonable! Making families travel farther is 

absurd!

I live in Patetown. PlanB has my address @DMS/GHS. Both 

schools are 20mins from my home, assigned schools are 

8mins This is neither fair or reasonable Staff

The bus routes, particularly with all elementary, middle, and 

high schools starting at the same time are a mess, and many 

buses and their drivers are 

Already overexerted driving within close proximity to the 

schools. I am an elementary school teacher, and I am waiting 

for buses after contracted time Staff

I don’t like either option. I feel that much harm would be 

done if either option is followed through with. 

Staff and parents would go teach in other counties or switch 

to private schools . Staff

My biggest concern is making sure that the staff is also moved 

around . Making sure the kids at all the schools are getting the 

same opportunities.

Every kids in the county should have access to the best 

teachers and programs the county can offer, no matter what 

school they are at. Staff

Perhaps focus should instead be on improving schools kids are 

currently enrolled in. Disrupting lives will not solve the 

problems we are facing

Instead, set up more schools on the WEMCHS or the school of 

engineering format, since both schools are high performing 

and have long waiting  list Staff

Many students are currently out of district and district 

placement is not consistently enforced. Maybe worry about 

enforcing the current district line Lines before creating new ones. Staff

I am completely for redrawing district lines to promote 

demographic diversity. However, neither of these options 

seemed to make the most sense based o On the schools’ proximity to one another. Staff



Tommy's Road was created to relieve over crowding at NEE 

and EWE with the understanding that they would return to 

the middle and high schools  Now this is being changed Staff

I do not like either. My family will be divided into 4 different 

schools. My H.S. would be separated from kids they have 

been with since Kindergarten

Without a better explanation for WHY this needs to be done, 

it is just unnecessary hardship on families and children Staff

If a centralized middle school is to be created the location 

should be just that centralized. GWM is closer to  Goldsboro 

HS Staff

Two new  middle schools were constructed for this 

attendance area. Now the children are to leave these for a 

older building 

Why not construct a centralized middle school and bring in 

students  to this school ? Staff

The South East portion of the Goldsboro attended zone 

should not be added to Eastern Wayne's This is simply not a good mix for the community. Staff

Option B makes the best sense as it appears to divide the 

schools strategically as their are laid out demographically. It evenly and objectively splits the neighborhoods Staff

I like the efforts of the committee to redistributed children 

into different zones. 

Schools are increasing getting crowded. I like diversity in our 

schools. Staff

Option A Staff


